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The Canadian Model Forest program was eaablished in 1992 as an initiative to 

acceierate the implementation of sustainable forest management (SFM). There are elwen 

Model Forests @Es) m Canada, each designed to involve a variety of dierent 

stakeholders and partnership groups fiom the locai, regional area in which they exist. The 

purpose of this research was to compare how various MFs have attempted to ascertain 

and integrate mformation about forest values into their specific projects and activities in 

order that they rnight dernonstrate sustainable forest management practices. The specific 

objectives were: to detemine which forest values have been identifieci or documenteci; to 

establish the process(es) used to asceriain the forest values of various partner groups; to 

document the use of forest values in management, decision making and activities; and, to 

illustrate ways in which forest values have been, or could be, incorporated into sustainable 

forest management practices as learned fiom the activities attempted by each of the Model 

Forest S. 

The study involved stnictured intdews with the General Managers (GMs) and 

Program Management Board members (i.e., Board of Directors) of four case study Model 

Forests, including: Manitoba, Long Beach, Lake Abitibi and FoothiUs. Along with the 

results of these interviews, data was acquired fiom sources of Model Forest 

documentation (e-g., mual rqorts, program evaiuations, etc.) as weil as fiom direct 

observation of Board meetings at each of the case study sites. This ùifonnation was used 

to analyze and compare how these Model Forests, spedcatly, are attempting to 

incorporate forest values into their projects and programs m order to influence SFM 

pradces. The study &O provides an overview of the values work king carried out in the 

Canadian Modet Forest Program in general. To ascertain this information, stnichired 

inteniews were conducted with the General Managers of five other MFs, including: 

McGregor, Prince Albert, Eastern Ontario, Bas Saint-huent, and Westm 

Newfoundland. 

The hdings of the study reveaî that the MFs have been efféctive in the foiiowing 

ways: being viable vehicles to assist parnier groups in putting the values into action; 



seMng as good means for bringing together people that hold diverse forest values; and, 

increasing the different partners' appnciation of the ways in which other people value the 

forest. More specifically, however, the findings suggest that values research is still in its 

i d h c y  and that more work needs to be done in the majonty of the Model Forests in order 

for them to influence the transition to sustainable practices in the management of Canada's 

forests. W e  some initial work has been carried out to ide* the forest values of the 

various MF Boards and local commdties, much work remains to be done in 

implementing new and varied methods to collect this data. FUfther effort is also needed to 

integrate this information into the management, decision making and activitia of the 

Model Forests, as well as those agencies responsible for forest management. 
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Chapter One 

1.0 PREGMSLE 

In the wake of the post-industrial era, present day society has becorne increasiugiy 

aware and concemed about the use and sustamability of the world's nMural resources. In 

1987, at the World Commission on Environment and Economy, the intemational 

community foawd its aîtention on these concems. From this convention the Bruntiand 

Report was published, and the concept of sustainabIe development emerged. This concept 

foaised on ways to balance sociai, economic and environmental issues in order to sustain 

remces for both present and nmire generations. Subsequently, at the UN Conference 

on Envifonment and Development (UNCED) in 1992, concenis about global forest 

resources were raised. This was the first time that the use and degradation of forest 

resources were addressed at an intemational level, and the miportance of sustainable forest 

management (SFM) was first rec0gni .A (Brand et al. 1996, CCFM 1995). 

In simple tenns, sustamable forest management is the application of sustainable 

development to forestry and forest use (Canadi811 Forest Service 1996). An essential 

requirement of SFM is that resource managers understand society's forest dues, and that 

management practîces are responsive to, and have the desired &ect on, these values 

@rand et al. 19%, Canadian Forest SeMce 1996). Since Canada's forests accoaccount for 

1û% of the world's forest land, it has a responsibility, both nationaiiy and internationdy, 

to deveiop and @lement practices of wistamable forest mimagement. Through 

intef~l~ttional forums (e.g., UN-) Canada has committed to do m. One approach 

Canada has taken to achiewe this goal is the Model Forest Program. ThÛ study tocuses on 

the level at which the publics' forest vahies are researched, compiled and integrated into 

the activities and decision making in Canada's Model Foras  in order to accelerate the 

implementation of sustabbie forest management. 



1.1 BACKGROUND 

1.1.1 Defuihg Sustainable Forest Management For Canada 

Canada has made a concert& do r t  to promote and implexnent sustainable forest 

management. There are two main documents that descri i  and d d k  SFM for the nation. 

The senMisl document on SFM is the National Forest Strategr' cntitlad "Sustainable 

Fore-: A CImdirm Commi~nent." It was developed through the Canadian Councii of 

Forest Mimstas (CCFM) in 1992, with input received h m  the Canadian public. The 

goal of the National Forest Strategy is "to maintain and enhance the long-term health of 

our forest ecosystems fbr the ben& of all living things, both natioaaUy and globally, while 

providing environmental, economic, social and ailtural opporhinities for the bene& of 

present and fùture generations." There are nine strategic directions and % commitments 

designexi to guide the poiicies and actions of government, industry, non-goverment 

o r ~ o n s  and concenied communities (CCFM 1992). 

Accorcikgiy7 the Canadian Criteria and Indicators (C & I) were deveioped to 

provide a coumon understanding of what is meam by SFM in the Canadian context 

(CCFM 1995). The criteria and indicaton provide a hmework for descrihg the state of 

for- and report on Canada's progress toward SUSfaiLlELbiiity. They also identay those 

elements of the environmental, social and emnomic systems that mua be mea~u~ed, 

sustained, and enhanced over time (CCFM 1995). The C & 1 supply the information 

needed to dewefop effective forest management policies, improve our knowledge and 

technology and equip the public with the tools needed to participate m forest management 

decision making (CCFM 1997). There are six criteria categories, 22 elements and 83 

indiCators that enoompass a variety of ecdogical as well as socio-economic variables. 

The goals of rnistsinable forest management in Canada are outlined in the six 

cxiteria and inciude the foiiowing: mwnntion of biodiversity in forests; the maintenance 

of fôrest ecosystem health and intcsnty; the protection of watercourses and c o d o n  

of so& a positive contribution to dobai geocfiedcal cycles; and, the mahtenance and 

enhamement of the social and economic benefits that society derives nom forests (CCFM 

1995). Essaitiany, SFM is directed toward meeting the neexis and wants of society by 



mamghg forest resowces in an holistic mamer (Brand a al. 19%). 

Shortly der  the launch of the domestic processY Caaada also participated in the 

development of the intemational criteria and indicaton as agreed to by the forest nations 

sttending UNCD. in 1995, as one of the 12 nations responsible for W h  of the worid's 

temperate and bord forests, Canada endorseci a comrnon set of der ia  and indicators for 

these for- outside of Europe, known as the 'Montrai Rocess" (CCFM 1997). 

1.1.2 Canadian Forest Facts 

The forests in Canada cover approximateiy half of the country's territory (Dufour 

1995). As such, they have becorne a vital part of the nation's economy, supporting 350 

c o d t i e s  and providing jobs for over 800 000 Canadiam. Canada is the worid's 

leading exporter offorest products, amassing a value of  about $50 billion anmaily. 

Canadian forest lands also support a multibillion dollar tornism and recreati01[1 industry. 

Nmety percent of these forests are publicly owned - ten paaa Weraily and eighty 

percent provincidy - the rest are held by private landowners. Under the Canadian 

Constitution, forest management on provincial Crown land is delegaîed to each of the 

provincial govermnents , which set the legislation, regulations and standards for docating 

harvesting nghts and management respom'biliàes (CCFM 1992). 

While the fbrest resources provide substantid monetary benefits to the country. 

they also support an abundance of wildlife, and perform essentiai fbctions for providing 

clean air and water (CCFM 1992). Sustainhg the country's forest rrsources so t&at they 

continue to provide these menities is no simple task. Balances and tradeoffs must be 

made mon@ competing usas. Furthamore, the needs ofboth present and fuaire 

generations must be considerd in the decision m a k .  process. There are no quick k e s  

or easy solutions to rnanaging Canada's forest resowces if di thse  considerations are to 

be made. Sustamable forest management is a new concept and fiamework which cm help 

set goals and objectives for fôrest managers and decision malcers in the joumey to 

conserviog the nation's forests. 



1.13 The Canadiao Modei Fomt Program 

The Model Forest Program was created out of Canada's Green Plan through the 

Pminers for Stlstuinab~e Dewlopment in Fore* Program. one of the major goals of 

the Green Plan was to promote the sustainable use of Canada's renewable aatural 

resources. Wfih regard to forest rewurces, it was specincally designed to accelerate the 

irnplementation of sustainable development. 

There are eleven Model Forests (MF) in the network that spread across the f i e  

major forest eco-regions of Canada (Figure 1). They range in sire ftom 112 000 to 2 760 

000 ha (Brand et al. 1996). Each province except P.E.I. has a Model Forest. Nova Scotia 

is partnered with the Fundy Model Forest in New Brunswick. The Canadian Forest 

Senice observes that each Model Forest rdect a variety of land tenures and uses and is 

managed for a diverse range of values, such as wildlife, bioodiversity, cultural assets, 

watersheds, fisheries and timber (Canadian Forest Service 1 996). 

AU of the Model Forests have been designed on a mdti-stakeholder/partnership 

basis. The Canadian Forest Service highlights to interested groups that each MF has a 

management structure that : 

represents input@m several organiu1tions and agencies inclucüng gaveniment, academia. 
environmental groups cmd other interested stakeholders; 
is administered by a Parinership Cornmittee consistïng of the phcipal interested parües and 
representing u wide range of Mews about fore-; 
incorporates public constllt~tion and irrvoivement in its ongoing decision makàng procesres; 
will support new prograns ofresearch and technologv transfer, and will share the results with 
other forest managers and stakeholders. 

The multi-stakeholder aspect of the MF program is particularly signdicant since 

the Model Forests themselves have no decision making authority regarding the use of the 

forest resource. Private lands remain under the wntrol of individual owners, and 

govemrnent agencies retain management authority on public lands (e.g., National Parks 

remah under federal authority, Provincial Crown lands remain under provincial authority). 

Each MF, therefore, relies on its multi-stakehotder partners to take up and implement the 

good ideas that r d t  fkom the studies undertaken in each MF. This means that each MF 

must not only have a broad array of stakeholders on their respective Program 
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Management Board, but also that these stakeholders comunicate the results of studies 

underiaken to a wider constituency. For it is ody through effective and efficient multi- 

stakeholder decision making and communication processes that the MF program wiil be 

successful in challenging conventional wisdom to achieve sustainabitity. By bringing a 

variety of stakeholders together, the MF program also attempts to address and potentidy 

resolve tocal forest conflicts and issues. 

Figure 1. Canada's Model Forest Network 

A r.: , 

Gr- &es - SI. Lawrence Acadian 
Acadimnc 

Source: Manitoba Model Forest (Natural Resources Canada, CFS, 1998) 



hiriog the initial fbe-year period (1992 - 1997), the main objectives of the MF 

program were: 

1.  To accelerate the impkmentation of sustainable development in forestry, in 
particuiar the concept of integrated resowce management. 

2. To apply new and innovative approaches, procedures, techniques, and concepts 
in the management of forests. 

3. To test and dernonstrate the best sustainable forestry practices utilizing the 
moa advanced technology and forestry practices (Forestry Canada 1992). 

While the last f i e  years have provideâ insights into definhg and implementing the concept 

of SuStainabIe forestry, the program has built on this knowledge and expanded its 

objectives for the secouci phase (1997 - 2002) to include the following: 

1. To encourage the development of forest management systems that demousmite 
practicaf application of the concepts of sustainable forest management 
deveioped by the Model Forests program. 

2. To establish acceptable indicators of sustainable forest management inchding 
meeairemait and monitoring systems, and reporting mechanisms that can 
measure performance relative to the mode1 foras' goals and objectives. 

3. To promote the dissemination of the resuhs and knowiedge gaineci through the 
Model Forest Program at local, national, and international levels. 

4. To encourage Mode1 Forest participants and organizations to work together as 
a network. 

5. To encourage the incorporation of a broad range of forest vahies into each 
Model Forest (CMadian Forest Service 1996). 

These objectives an essentid for malring the concept of sustainable forest 

management socially workabIe. Ofparticuiar importance is the idemtifidon aod 

promotion of forest vahies into forest management. There are a variety of vahies that have 

anerged under the rutnic of wtainabiiity and the new enviromentai paradigrn. If forest 
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management is to be respoosive to society's demands, then t must foilow the dictates of 

society's values in establishing and implementing management objectives. As microcosrns 

of Canadian society, the Model Forests should incorporate forest values h o  th& 

programs, and should begin to identify the complexity and interconnectedness of these 

values in order that sustainable forest management might be successhilly demoosinited in 

Canada. 

1.2 ISSUE STATEMENT 

The Canadian Model Forest Program has been developed to advance the concept 

and practice of sustainable forest management. To achieve this goal requires that 

Canadian's forest values are &en due consideration in the decision making and 

management processes of forest resources. In simple terms, forest vaiues are aspects of 

forest enviromerits that people deem to be worthwhile and important. While most of the 

Model Forest organizations have begun to idenafy and aclmowledge the diversity of forest 

values, little is known at present about the status of these values m the programs or 

activities of each of the Model Forests, or the implications they may have for forest 

management strategies and decision making (e-g., to what extent they are or may be a 

model) . 

1.3 PURPOSE & OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this study is to compare how various Program Management 

Boards (PMB) of the Model Forests have attempted to ascertain and integrate information 

about forest values into th& specinc projects and activities in order thst they might 

demonstrate sustainable forest management practices. The speafic objectives of the study 

include the foUowing: 

1. To determine which forest values (e.g., Board, commumty) have been identified 
or documented by each of the Model Forest organizations. 



2. To document the procesies) through which the Program Management Boards 
and project managers have ascertained the forest values of various 
sector/partner groups involved in each of the Model Forests. 

3. To document the use offorest vahies in the management, decision making and 
activities of each of the Model Forests (e-g., at PMB or working group level). 

4. To illustrate ways in which forest values have been, or could be, incorporated 
into sustainable forest management practices as leamed nom the aaivities 
atternpted by each of the Model Foreas. 

1.4 METHODS 

A variety of mhods were employed to carry out the objectives of this shidy. TO 

provide an understanding of sustainable forest management and the circumstances that 

have given rise to this philosophy a review of the literature was first undertaken. More 

specifidy, the literature on social values was rwiewed to define and outline the nature of 

values and the implications they have for forest management. 

The next phase of this study imrohred an interview process. huing this phase, 

structureci interviews were canied out in person with the Generai Managers (GM) and 

Program Management Board members from four Model Forests. The following four 

Model Forests were included: Manitoba, Long Beach, Lake Abitii, and Foothills (see 

Figure 1). The Model Forests were intervieweci in that order, respectively. Shichired 

interviews were also camed out via telephone with Board members that were unavaiiable 

during the visits to the Model Forest sites. General Managers fiom the other six Model 

Forests were intervieweci by telephone using the same iuteryiew process. 

The naal phase of this study is based on case study research. The case studies 

used in tbis project include the four Model Forests mentioned above. The anaiysis and 

examination of the case studies were based on the survey results, a review of MF 

documentation (e.g., Phase II proposais, annual reports) and observation of a Board 

meeting at each of the four Model Forests. 



Each of the Model Forests has been uniquely designed based on the composition 

of their membership and the context of th& situation. As such, each of the four case 

studies provides an in depth look at how these Mode1 Forests are attempting to ded with 

the various challenges posed by SFM within theû region. More specifïcally, the case 

studies highlight how forest vaiues are being, or have ken, iutegrated into the actMties, 

management, and decision making processes within each of the four Model Forests. This 

information was ascertained nom the Program Management Boards and General 

Managers of the four MFs only. 

W ~ t h  this study, an examination of the overd Model Forest Program is also 

provided. This examination is based on the information ascertained nom the intetviews 

wnducted soleiy with the General Managers of nine MFs. The information from these 

interviews was compiled to detennine the effectveness of the program at a national level. 

More accurately, it illustrates ways in which forest values have ben, or couid be, used to 

influence SFM practices as leamed fiom the aaivities attempted by each of the Model 

Forest S. 

An eleventh Model Forest is presently developing their est workplan for the 

Canadian Forest Senice. Since it is stin in its inception no attempt was made to include it 

in this study. ûnly the orignal ten Model Forests are considerd in any fhther discussion 

in this document. 

1.6 IMPORTANCE OF IRESEARCH 

Developing sustainable approaches to forest management requires the 

consideration and integration of many di&rent variables. There is no universal 

prescription that cm guide this process since the management of forest resources varies in 

relation to the ecologicai and sociwconomic context in which they txist. However, the 

concept of ecusystem management is discussed in the literature as a new approach to 

managing forest resowces. The QMng principle bebind ecosystem management is that 
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ecosystems should be managed in an holistic manner so that the h a  and integrity of 

fmest resources can be &ed over the. 

In consideration of this point, forest management must not ody take into 8ccount 

the ecological wmponents of a &en environment, but the socio-economic aspects as 

well. Deteminhg and understanding how and what people value about the forest is 

cemrai to the achievement of this goal. Thughout the literature, it is stated that 

detexminhg people's values m reiation to forest resoufces is important for setting 

objectives and andmative conditions for &est management (Kimmh 199 1, Kimniins 

1992, Beagston 1994% Brand et al. 19%). In addition, with the inciusion of these values 

m the management of and decision making about public laads, it should be possible to 

reduce conf3ict and distrust amongst competgig users. Despite the potentid gains to be 

made fiom this, research &as been lacking m this area and is needed ifgoverornent policy 

is to be successfid at directing and upholding the concept of sutahbIe forest 

management. 

As the Model Forest Program has been developed to -te and expriment with 

this concept and process, t is important to sssess the effèctiveness of the program in 

tryhg to reach this end. A substantial amount of resources and fùnding are behg 

channeled into the Model Forest program, and it is important to know whether these 

resources are being used in an effective manner for achieving sustainable forest 

management. As Bengston (1994a) notes: 'Forest managers and policy-malcers need a 

broader understanding of forest vahies to develop and successfdly implement ecosystern 

management approaches that are sociaiiy and poWcaUy acceptable as weli as biologidy 

Sound." 

1.7 ORGANIZATION 

This study is orgmid into six chaptem. The nrst chapter provides a bnef 

inîmduction to the research study. It disaisses the primary prrpose of the study, its 

specific objectives and the methods usexi to cany out the study. The second chapter 



reviews the iiterature on social values and forest management. The third chapter describes 

the methods of the research. In Chapter Four the results of the study are presented based 

on the interviews wnducted with the Program Management Boards of the four case study 

Mode1 Forests. Within this chapter the results from the inteMews conducted with all of 

the Mode1 Forest General Managers are presented as well. Chapter Five provides a 

cornparison of the four Mode1 Forests as well as an overview of the values research done 

in the Canadian Mode1 Forest Program. Finaiiy, Chapter Six provides conclusions of the 

overd shidy, hiwghting specific recommendations for the Mode1 Forests to consider. 



Chapter Two 

F O W T  MUVACEMENTAND S O C .  V A L U '  

2.0 UNDERSTANDING CONTEXT FOR SOCIAL VALUES 

2.0.1 The New Enviromentai Paradigm 

In my Society, knowiedge is acquired and accumulated through generations of 

observation and experience. This information is then woven together into what is referred 

to as a worldview (Suniki 1997). This worldview7 in hm, lsrgety influences the way in 

which people understand, interpr* and react to the world (Clark 1995a). 

Ln Western society, the world view that transpired from years of accumulatecl 

knowledge was predicated on philosophies fkshioned by such t)rinkers as Bacon, GaliIeo, 

Descartes, Locke and Smith. Thar philosophies were developed over 200 years ago and 

included the following suppositions: that humans c d d  disassemble the naturd world into 

its wmponeat parts; these parts could be studied in isolation so that knowledge of the 

whole could be understood by s tudpg the respective parts; these parts couid then be 

rearranged in a manner that satidied human desires (Maser 19%). 

These philosophies influenced the development of the Westem world, and by the 

industrial era they culminatexi into a reductionistic, mechanid woridview. This 

worldview is ais0 commody r e f n d  to as the "dominant social paradigrn" (DSP), and 

throughout the IF and 20"' centuries emphasis was put on economic growth, control of 

nature, faith in science and technology, ample reserves of naturai resources, the 

substinitabiiity of resources, and a dominant role for experts in decision making (Bengston 

1994a). As a result, nature came to be seen as an inadiaustiiile resource and smk, with its 

services considered fiee for the taling. By the lWs, modern science and Western 

economies bolstered these views and created the expectation that resowces were to be 

wd fbr the production of material goods for human satisfaction and progress (Clark 



However, by the 1960s a wunter c u b e  arose. This culture deeply affecteci the 

attitudes among all strata of Society and challenged traditional views (Ro~~~~poulos  

1993). By the 197ûs, the "new environmd parad@ emerged. The key themes of 

this paradigm inchide: tutamable deveiopment, harmony with nature, siceptickm of 

s c i d c  and technological fixes, finite uaîural resources, Iimits to substitution, and a 

strong emphasis on public involvement in decision making (Bengston 1994% Kempton et 

al. 1995). Whik this new paradigm has had an impact on the Western wodd, many of the 

beiiefs of the social paradigm remain strongly entrenched in society today. At present, 

sociw is in a state of flux as it attempts to balance the need to sustain resources laid out 

under the environmental paradigm with the desire to maintain human progress as it is 

pufrmed imda the social paradigrn. 

The emphasis on environmental values under the new eavironmental paradigm is 

wnsidered to have ernerged in induserializad c o d e s  as part of a broada shift fiom 

modemist to pst-modernist vahies. As most material wants were satis6ied in society 

during the post-war era, people could tum their attention to nomataial concerns such as 

the environment (Bengston 1994a, -ton et al. 1995). In dohg so, people obsaved 

the in&ciencies and in-es of the dominam social views of that time. 

Concems for the environment, therefore, Largely stemmed from dissatkfiction with 

the mderlyuig beiiefs and philosophies of the former paradip. T b  is evident, for 

example, in Western economic &lie& whereby they mw&in& provided incentives to 

miWise and d-oy nature by underapprechthg and undmaluing its services (Clark 

1995a). It is also apparent in the reductionist Mews of modem science which succeeded in 

sepamîbg facnial knowledge fiom soaal values. By assading the primecy of the former 

over the latter, science, as a resuh, has becorne rnaladapted to address preserït society's 

wsnts and needs (Brand d al. 19%). Consequently, the values wbich played an important 

role in guiding economic and social progress in the industrial past have becorne obsolete, 

end have been partly responsible for the n o ~ ~ l e  nature of Euro-Ameriuui society 



today (Clark 1995a, Brand et al. 19%). 

2.0.2 The Value of Sustainabüity 

Zn wWfl&e.ss is the preservaiSm of the W d d  
(Henry David Thoreau 18 17-1 862). 

The concept of wistaining resources is not new to inimankind or to Western 

society. Diffaat ailtures throughout diffèrent times have realized the vaiue of doing so. 

At present, however. the concept of swtainat,dity has corne to a fore on a global sale as 

the maeiw in humaa co~lsumption and production threaten the earth's capacity to 

assindate wastes and regenerate resources. 

The remmt acceptance and emergence of this concept is due to several factors. 

The recognition that environmentai degradation can have fktal consequences for h d t y  

is one -or (Robinson et al. 1990). The CotlSeQUences of environmental degradation and 

resource depletion are not confineci by time or space and have the potential to Séct 

"every otha person sharing the planet, both those present and those yet unborn" (Maser 

19%). The fear that we may cause the demise of civilization is a ghastly proposition tbat 

many people are unwilling to q t  (Moss 1992, Toman & Ashton 1996). and sustaining 

the resource base upon which we depend has become a more appeaiing prospect to many 

~eople- 

Furtherrnore, the fàct that we have the potential to cause our own dernise through 

our consumptive habits violates two very fûndamentd huma0 vahies; those king justice 

and equality. Our belief in fiee and cornpetitive economic growth has dmiinished the 

stock of many nahual resources. As a result? it has foreclosed the option for many people 

of today? and many generatiom of tomorrow, to choose their own iivelihood. These 

injustices are inextricably liaked to our politicai and economic systems. Howeva, people 

are no longer willing to tolerate such malaise and contradiction in these systems. They are 

demanding that intergenerationai equity and emrifOmnentaI justice be coasidered in the 



s w t a b û i i ,  these ideals have heiped popuhk  and increase the acceptance of this 

concept es well. 

Another factor why sustamabiüty has emaged as a popdar concept is related to 

the fàct that mure people have corne to acbwledge the iatrinsic vahie of nature. Whiie 

Stem and Dietz (1994) suggest that "an ideological stniggle is under way over whether 

non-human aspects of the environment should be Mhied in their own right," it can be 

noted that many people are begimimg to believe that nature should be sustained for its 

own worth (Redclift 1995, Murphy 1996). The funCronhg of ecosystems is dynaniic and 

cornplex, and the fâct that all the various components can interact to maintain a state of 

eqdibrium or homeostasis is miportant. It is important m and of itseK and it is miportant 

to human society - without it, humanity would cease to exîst. As weU, since humans value 

the h h s i c  worth of their own species, they are becoming aware that the intrinsic worth 

of other species should be given the same consideration (MacDonald 199 1, Maser 1994, 

Murphy 19%). 

W e  many people have corne to embrace the idea of sustainahihty and 

acknowledge the miportance of acbieving such a goal, it is important to note that not 

everyone shares the same kterpretation of it, or necessady kwws which vahies are 

needed to achieve it (Redciift 1995). This point is evidenced in Ross's (1995) disaission 

about forest management in Canada. She aates: 

If the primary concern in the search for swtahabiiity is to sustain thber 
supplies to meet ever Hicreasing market demands, the traditionai economic 
paradigm may well jbopardize the long-tam sustainabiiity of fbrest 
ecosystems (Ross 1995). 

In this case, there are two sides to sustainibility - enviromnental and econornic - but they 

are two sides of the same coin (Brand et al. 1996). Depending on which side a person 

cornes fkom affects th& interpretaiion. The long-tam suniival of heahhy ecosystems 

drives both paspectives, bowmr. The chaiienge is to reconcile these two m e s  in 

order that a confident vision of a susteinable society might t d y  be achieved (RedcM 



1995, Ross 1995). This requins an evBtu8tion of established paradigrns and an appraisal 

of the *es that undergird them so thM a common dehition of sustamabiiity can be 

estabiished and accepted at various community levels. 

2.03 The Traditionil Pmdigm of Forest Minagement 

Since nature was seen as an inarhaustible resource sink under the domiriruit social 

p d g m ,  it was q e d  to sustain human coosumption. Tbis expectation largeiy 

idhenced the way in which Western society utilized and manageci its resources. Forest 

resources were no exception, and over the years they haw been managed on an 

anthropocentric basis - vahied more for human uses rather than for their own inherent 

worth As a remit, profit maximhtion and tirnber production becarne the primary 

principles underiying forest management (Steel a al. 1994, McQuillan 1993, Maser 

1 994). 

However, with the emergence of the new emironmeatal paradigm, %e social 

conta for forest management has changed and forest management no longer fits 

contemporary circumstances" (Bengston 1994a). This is due to several major changes 

that bave takm place in Society. 

One of these changes has been an increase in h a n  population. As Bengston 

(1994a) notes, urban-based groups are h a h g  a greater intaest in forest management 

even though they have very linle direct contact with foreas. As these populations have 

grown, however, they have been able to exert a greater influence on fôrest management. 

As a result, they have introduced a whde new dimension into the arena in which the 

Uidustry has IiistonCany operated. In this respect, the mcreased population has caused 

structural changes in the economy. These changes have aaFected the employment and 

economic importance of primary raw materiai industries like for- mengston 1994a). 

ûther changes inchide the dissatisfàction with forest authorities. This 

dissatisfaction cornes not oaly h m  wrttiin society at large, but fkom withm the forestry 

professon itself. Forest practices and the assumptions upon which they were built are 



increrrQingly questioned, as a greater awareness and understanding emerges about the 

dyuamics of hest  ecosystems @mgwon 1994a). As forest practices fiiil to adj- to 

cbanges in social end envitonmental vahies, dissatisfaction becornes M e r  exaggerated 

arnongst the public (Bengston 1994a). 

While Bengston highlights some key points about why the traditional approach of 

forest management no longer nts wntemporary social circum~tances, the cnor of the 

problem is rmich deeper. While changes in demographics, information and social values 

are part of the problern, and are important points to understanding the issue, they an not 

the main causes of the problem. What lies at the hart of the matter is that the 

fidamerital temts  upon &ch Westem society is based (e.g., econonric growth), and 

co~l~eq l ledy on which the traditional p8f8digm of forest management is basad, are being 

questioned (M7Gonigle 1992). 

However, in atternpts to uphold these tenets, the application and workings of 

various political, economic and scientific wncepts have threatened Society's liveIihood and 

sustainability. As a redt7 many of these concepts are becoming l e s  valid to, and less 

vahied by, present Society, for sustsimng human exîsteuce requires the sustaining of 

aatural resources, and when resource management concepts diminirh this opporhimty, 

th& utility diminishes as well. Given this consideration, the tenets of society would 

presumabfy be inoperative and becorne obsolete to Society as weii. 

The problem with this situation is that not only do the fhdamental tenets of 

Society have to shift to meet the new vision of Society, but the institutions that uphold 

these tmets must s&fk as well. However, in the process of doing so, a state of disarray 

arises because, wfüle the doctrines of society are bemg re-conceptualÿzed, the idtutions 

nnist continue to fùnction largely in the oniy way they lmow how - in the old world 

paradigm (Wikstrom 1987). As a redt, the institutions of society pgpetuate the status 

quo and undermine the acceptance of a new worldview, craating c o ~ c t ,  âistrust and 

disharmony m the puraiit of global sustainabiiity. 

This srniririon is CUIT- plagrtmg forest management m Western socieîy today. 



The emergence of the new enviromentai p8f8digm is clashing with the dominant social 

paradigm. Traditional fmest management is in a state of fhm as the rate of change in the 

public's expectations and vahies of for- has outstnpped the rate of positive evoiution 

in the for- industry's &ces and worldview (Kmmiios 199 1). The fùndamental 

problems of the traditional approach to forest management, thaefore, are htractabiy 

associatexi with the pokticai, economic and scientific diniensions Hi which fbrest 

management has evolved in Westem society. This is not to say that tenets such 

danocracy and human progress are no longer vahled in Western society, but that the 

s p d c  nature in which they have been wnceptualired has changed, and is in the process 

of redefinbg how they wiU be mahtahed. 

2,0.3,1 Political Dimensions 

The political dimensions of forest management have varied over the years. 

However, as Kimniins (1991) notes, forestry has evolved in ttme distinct stages, the first 

of which was predominantly a political process charactmzed more by: 
. . 

. . . legal restrictions and an adimnistrative, bure8ucratic approach to resource use 
and renewal than by reguiations that rdect the needs and desires of the local 
people and the spatially and temporally variable ecologicai cbaracter of the krest 
(Kimmuis 1991). 

This stage offore- evolution (mid to late 19"' century) was based on the 

"doctrine of tVaber prirnacy," which umsidered tmiber production to be the primary 

purpose of fmestry and al1 other goods and services of the forest as by-products ( m c k  

1987). However, political decision malMg and subsequeat fbrest management based on 

this premise were neither ecologically sound nor conducive to social stabiiity. As a result, 

the evolution entered a second stage. 

This stage (late 1 P  century to mid-20h century) inwrporated both the ecoIo~cai 

and social dimensions into the management and decision making processes of ferestry. 

Largely attri'buted to the American forester M o r d  Phchot, hrest management ewolved 



to a stage based on the philosophies of coaservation. While comewation poiicy has 

evohred over time, it was origmally grounded on the foiiowing ethicai end political 

phciples: "the wise hrmuio use and development of resources; the prservation and 

protdon of those reSOUTces for n i w e  gmerations; and, the democratic a l i d o n  of 

those resources for the greater public good, as opposed to monopolistic economic 

interests ofsociety" (Steel et ai. 1994). 

Forest management during this stage focused on the long-temi plamhg of 

sustained timber yields, and became successful in mallitainmg the growth and harvest of 

many tree crops (Ghick 1987, Kimminz 1991). It was successfùi not oniy ecologically, 

but s o d y  as weU. The notion of using and conseMng public forest lands for 'the 

greater good" appealed to the democratic views and values of society at that time and 

became widely accepteci (Freemuth 1 9%). 

However, the long-tem planning of forests requked scientific and technical 

expertise in forest management. To Saentifidy sustain the most ecunomicaily viable 

yields of tree crops requjred an integrated systern of science and econornics. New 

devdopmeats in fmest use (e.g., recreation) were approached with caution as  a result, and 

forest managers became the elected aistodians of forest resources (Glück 1987). As 

f o r a  exports became economicaiiy more important, govemrnaits increasingly shifted 

responsibility and gave support to the forestry inQstry. The traditional approach to fbrest 

management and decision making thus became characterized by close relations between 

the government and industry (Glück 1987, Caytord 1990, Beckley & Korber 1995, 

MOUT 1995). 

From that point, the political decision making process of fbrest resources evolved 

to a third stage (mid-2p centwy to late 1980s) whae the monopolistic interests of 

goverment and industry dominsited the management regime. The demmtic ideai of 

conserving public fmest lands for Wie greater good" was thereby lost in this evolutionary 

stage of forest management (Gluck 1987). And as the traditional approach of forest 

management has come mder public siege, with demands for greater input into the decision 



making process (Beckley & Korber 1995), it must wnfkont the fùndiunentai democratic 

propositions an which it was built, and begin to shift its principles to incorporate the 

vahies of deceatralization and public empowexment. 

2.03.2 Economic Dimensions 

The wnornic dimension in which forest management evoived was predicated on 

the ideal that the m o n  ofindustriafired sociay was based on human progress and 

development. To achieve this end, economic growth was needed. To derive and maintain 

ec01~)rn.k growth, natural resources had to be transformeci into materiai goods. With 

regard to forest resources, this meant that the economic value of these resources would 

have to corne fiom the optimal combination of inputs that could maximke the fiamcial 

b e n a s  deriveci fkom a singie parcel of forest laad (Brandenburg & C a o 1  1995, Beckley 

& Korber 1995). To piornote economic growth, fmest regulatioa and use, as a remit, 

were based on the flow of market goods rather than the conservation of the ecosystem 

(Brand a al. 1996). 

The problem with economic growth, and the subsequent forest regdation that 

supports it, is that whiie economies can continue to grow fkom the flow of marketable 

goods extracted from the forest, the ecosystems on which they depend w o t .  

Ecosystems are M e d  by the rate of energy @ut (Le., solar radiaton) witbin the nahiral 

cycles that regulate th& ecological productjvity (Brand et aL 1996). The "global 

ecosystem" is essemially a closed system with a iimited capacity to suppat an ever 

expmding economy. As such, economic growth and its co~l~umption of resources wdd 

potaitially threaten to exceed e l e  rates of ecosystern productMty (Brand et al. 

19%). 

Upholding the ideal of economic growth is not only a tbreat to the sustahmbiility of 

forests in and of itsei$ but is exacerbated by the misuse of eco~~)mic si& by decision 

makas. The use of these signals not ody grossly underesthate the current and fimire 

vahie of foresi reSOUTces, they also encourage decisions that run coumer to long-range 



interests (Abramovitz 1997). For example, future resource b e n a s  are often discountecl 

in the market system because the system is geared towards mârcimiring aarent profits. 

Discounting fùture benas, as  a r d t ,  sends a message to people that it is more 

profitable to consume a resounx today than it is to Save t for tomorrow (Abramovitz 

1997). 

Io addition, Snce the politicwconomic market system is geared towards profit 

maxhhtion, it ody measures the goods and services provided by nature that have been 

converted into something considered to be sold m markets. Consequently, nature's Eree 

goods and smiices, like clean air and water, are vahled at zero. Simüarly, the degradation 

of the environment in converting nature's gwds rananis extemal to most fiaancial 

calculations. 

ClearIy the notions upon wich  economic growth are predicated on can be 

pmblernatic fbr sustaimng healthy forest resources. As forest management has p r h d y  

been geared toward maximkkg the economic gains of forest resources, shiftmg the 

philosophies in &ch it is so deeply entrenched can be codbunding. However, if forest 

resources are to be sustained for the fimire, the public must inform decision rnakers of the 

politico-economic system they dean acceptable so t can: 

.. .shifi fiom an approach that encourages growth for the sake of increased per 
capita incorne or goverrunent revenues, to one that specificaiiy directs economic 
actMty to aistainhg cornmunifies and resouces upon wfüch they rely (Brand et al. 
19%). 

2.0.3.3 Scientific Dimensions 

The process of generating hiowledge and information through scientific inquiry 

has been important to Westem Society. It bas been deemed important bec9use it bas iead 

to what in- counaries like to refer to as '&unan progress7' and "development." 

huing the industrial era, modem science focused on findiag the "absolute truths'' of the 

naturai worid so that progress and development cwld be pursueci md enhanceci. In order 

to h d  these tmths, empiriaSm and objeaivity were used as the basis for SQentific inquiry. 



These principles shaped the scientific dimensions in which traditionai paradigm of 

forest management evohed, and were utüized to gaierate the absoiute tniths of forest 

environments. These principles were used so that the natural laws of forests couid be 

studied and understood. These laws were to be studied in order that the various hctions 

and conditions provided by forests couid be cornprehended (Ghick 1987). It was 

miportant to understand these variables bexawe they helped to detaniine which forest 

resources were of optimal use for human utility. Once these resources were known, 

forests could be manageci in a judicious marmer that m a d  
. - 

economic development 

and human progress. 

As the predorninant f-e of forests, trees have often been regarded as the most 

valuable forest resource by humans. They have been valued because they provide many 

c'goods," "%enrices," and "fùnctions." However, wood has been considered the optimal 

forest resource since it can yield a high utility and subsequent economic gain. As a resuit, 

wood production has become the airn of forests and the main purpose of forest 

management (Glück 1987). This production has been enhancexi by scientific knowiedge 

over the years since insuiry into forest funcrions and conditions could discem which were 

the best conditions for yielding the best quality of wood in a zmcimum quantity (Glück 

1987). 

However, forests are very large, cornplex, and dyaamic ecosystems, and in 

shidying their naturai hws scientific in- bas haû to break thern down hto manageable 

units. DBerent components of the forests, therefore, were studied and anaIyzed through 

the difkent branches of science (plants in botany, soii in soii science, wildlife in biology, 

etc.). As each of these disciplines has ken built upon Mirent fhcts and tniths, the 

interpretation and communication of scientSc hdmgs has been very tecbnical and 

esoteric. As a result, the dissemination of information amongst these disciplines has been 

diflicult, and tramdbîng and meshing the work into a fwm that is decipherable to dl has 

been tachg and time consuming. 

Attempts at mamghg forest ecosystems, therefore, have been done in a 



fhgmented bhion. The separation offorest ecosystems into Mirent fields of study and 

speciaiitation causes the important relationships evident in the larger picaire offorests and 

forest use to be missed (Rowe 1992 in Simpson et al. 1995), leadhg to a lack of 

understanding and qpreciation for how the parts of the forest work together to provide 

essential and valuable SerYices. As a result, the heahh and integrity of man. forest 

eoosystems are presexdy bang threatened. This problem has been exacerbatecl as 

technologies have been dweloped to enhance the rate of resource extraction Ecowmic 

p w t h  has been the impaus for this -on, and as science has served in detenniniag 

the optimal conditions in which forest resources hction, it has subsequemty been the 

mechanism used in detennining the optimal means in which to eagheer and manipulate 

these conditions for human sahfhction. 

In addition, as politicai decisions have been made to safeguard and uphold the 

welfare of society and its desires, they have consequedy given support to these scientific 

and technologid endeavors. For if the actualization of Society is to be pursued under the 

aegis of econoniic growth and development, then the wise choice for the greater good of 

society is to maintain the rnechauims that can generate this growth. Those mechanisms 

being scientific howledge and technology. However, as Suaiki (1997) pomts out: 

The total knowledge base cwently accumulateci by scientists is still 
so tirniteci that it can rareiy bepresmpfive; it is bost impossible to 

generate scientifically based policies or solutions for managing our 
surroundings whm we know so linle ( S d  1997). 

Furthmore, in acquiriag and interpreting information for political decision 

making, speçialized govemrnent agencies have been created. This situation hss uitimately 

lead to unidimensional decision making that has fided to conserve the integrity of forest 

lands as an integratcd whole (Wiikstrorn 1987). In addition, as foresters hold mch of the 

expertise in understanding forest resowces, government authorities have divesied much of 

the decision making and control offorest hds to fi,restry mdustries (Griss 1993, Dufour 

1995). This process has resulted in a society that has a fkagmented and cornpetmg set of 



interests in, and uses for, the forest (Brand e!t al. 1996). 

While this situation has bsen aclmowledged and is currentiy being addressed, the 

problem continues to &est itseIf as forestry schools and educatiod processes have 

been slow to incorporate the social dimensions of forest management (e-g., social cohesion 

and comrm>nity weii-being in forestry dependent commUDifies) ( I i hse~  1994, Jones et al. 

1995). While the new environmental paradigm has Rimulatecl change and induced the re- 

conceptuaiization of many hard-held doctrines of the dominant social parzidigm, the 

process of initiating these changes in social institutions can be slow. As a result, the 

practices of forest management continue to be iearned and executed, impeding the 

advancement of new forest management practices. 

New forest management practices are focusing on a more holistic approach to 

maaaging forests, in which the ecological, econornic and social aspects of forests are 

managed together. This endeavor requires that input fiom the public and different social 

interests are @en consideration in the process. However, the beiief in forest 

management, as Glück (1987) notes, has been that 'Teople and their interests do not teach 

the foresta how to manage the forest: 'People are not to be trusted in such maffers.'" If 

this underlying assumption remains arnongst the forest science c o d t y ,  then the 

assimilation of social information into present forest management wiil continue to be 

impeded. In addition, the manner in which science informs both policy and economics, 

and the manner in which they al1 coiiedvely influence each other, ultimateiy affects the 

shat in forest management practices. Consequdy, the succession of new forest 

management practices cannot be proaird unless the politicai, social, economic and 

scientific underpinniags of the traditional par8digm of forest management are re- 

wncephialized and reconciled. 

2.0.4 Forest Ecosystem Minagement 

While there has been an increasing awareness about the need to manage forests 

sust&ably and the concept of sustainable forest management has becorne a central poiicy 



focus of the international CO-, thae are many questions about the practical 

approach to achieving it (Brand et al. 1996). Thexe are very fèw, ifany, concrete 

examples of SFM in pracbice and many questions remain about the underlying 

philosophies that are needed to implement it and put it into operation @rand et al. 1996). 

One philosophy that has receatly emerged and atternpts to operatioaalize SFM is 

the notion of ecosystem based management. Ecosystem based management ernphasuPs a 

concem for the following: biodivemity, ecological system wmplexity, aesthetics, 

protection of dl indigenous @es of 0ora and fauna, clean air and water, respect for 

those who find spirihial vahies in the forest, a re-emerging 'ethics of nature', holistic or 

systems-oriented approaches to management, desires for commodity production, 

economic prudence, an4 humanistic concem for rural c o d e s  (McQuiuan 1993). 

The main fegture of ecosystem besed management is that it represents a new 

paradigm or belief system for the theory and practice of forest management (Rowe 1994 

in Brand et ai. 19%). Like the new enviromental paradigm, emsystem management 

reflects £kst and foremost a shift in values (McQuillan 1993). As seen in Table 1, the shift 

to forest ecosystem management is distinctly different nom the paradgm underlyhg 

traditional approaches to forest management, such as aistained-yield forestry or multiple- 

use management (Brand et al. 19%). 

This shift largely emphasizes the value of long-term sustainability, in which both 

the health of the ecological and social conditions of forests are taken into consideration 

(Beckley & Korber 1995). It is a new orientation in forest management that elevates the 

vahie of aii nafural organisms and noncommodity resowces into a system that can better 

integrate co~lzmodity production with the protection of ecological vahies (Tanz & Howard 

199 1, Steel et al. 1994). The intentions of forest ecosystem management essentiauy are to 

maintain the forest system as a forest systern (Tm & Howard 199 1). 

A key concept of forest ecosystem management is that it must be tailored 

according to the ecologicai, cultural and economic h g  that each forest occupies 

(Brand et al. 1996). As suc4 it attempts to iiustain multiple forest values rather than just 



Table 1. Key Dineremes Between the Traditionai Paradigm of Forest 
Management ind Forest Ecosystem Management 

Pbilosophicril Base 

Objective Maùitain the forest emsyaem as 
an inîermnneded whole. 

MaMmize net present value. Maintain future options. 

Sociataccepatnlityof 
management pmdces. 

Roie of Science 

Vahe 

Major Themes 

Views forest management as 
appbed science. 

Views forest ma~gement as 
cambining scientific and saciaf. 

Forests valuexi as a resouroe - 
value only. 

Focuses on outptts (goods and 
services demanded by people). 

Tirnber is the most important 
f o m  output (timber primacy). 

AU species - plant and animai - 
are important. 

S ~ v i c w o f f o r w t s - t h e  
forest is more than sum of parts. 

Scale: typi- stand-lml. Scale: emyam and hukape  
level. 

Source: Bengsîon 1994a. 
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multiple forest uses. It blends these values with the ne& of people in a mluiner that 

Sustains the health, mtegrity, productivity, and diversity of the ecosystem (Jones et al. 

1995, Brand et al. 1996, Freemuth 1996). As forest ecosystem management represents a 

move to SUSt8inBbiiity, it requires the acceptance of maay new thhgs. For example, it 

requires the harmonization between the social and ecological dimensions of forests. 

Hannonbation has presently becorne a reqyirement because past mariagement efforts have 

led to both social conflict and environmental degradation These situations have arisen 

because the need to sustain noncommodity and environmental menities has been largely 

overlooked. In most cases, management objectives have been set for wood production 

and d 0 t h  values had been identined as cunstrahts (Brand et al. 1996). As Griss (1993) 

notes: 

The best that could be said for non-timber vaiues in the past is that they entered 
the rnanagement decision process laîe, and as coilsaaints, never as part of the 
objeaive. It has only been recentiy that these vaiues have been acknowledged in 
forest management. PreMously, they had ody been @en token, if any, attention 
(Griss 1 993). 

In implementing commifinents for sustainable forest management, therefore, these 

values must be considered, and timber management must begin to be d&ed within the 

context of forests instead of forest management in the context of timber. Forest 

management must also be designed with the combinexi goals for aü uses in clear view from 

the outset, and not as constraints to whatever values corne first. In addition, for it to be 

responsive to society's values and needs knowledge and information must be derived f?om 

a nimber of sources. (Griss 1993, Brand et al. 1996). 

Ecosystem management, however, camiot be cunsidered a panacea for ai i  the iils 

that presently plague forest management, as it is still Isrgely mird in concepnial 

miprecision (Jones et ai. 1995). There is no single, d e d  dennition for ecosystem based 

management, and the application of this concept is stdi bthg debated and negotiated 

amongst foresters, academics, poiiticians, and the ke. As Brand et al. (19%) note, some 

definitions of ecosystem management tend toward the philosophical basis of management 
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where, for example, there needs to be a nuidamental re-fiaming of how humans work with 

nature. On the other hand, "others fiame ecosystem management in ternis of its 

operational objectives, such as rnaintaining biodiversity and ecosystem htegrity at the 

landscape Iwel" (Brand et al. 1996). 

in addition to these shortcomings, the predominant thinking about forest 

management at present remains largely geared toward incorporating non-timber values 

into a system orienteci heavily toward fore* management (Gnss 1993). If forest 

ecosystem management is to identa what society values about forests and set appropriate 

objectives for managing them, then it must move away fkom a management approach that 

dismisses values as if they were merely band-aids needed to patch the failings of current 

forest management practices. If forest ecosystem management is to shift forest 

management fkom the dominant social paradigm into the new environmental paradigm, 

then it mus also begm to define the objectives for management by acknowledging and 

accepting the values of society as a Iegitimate part of the management process. 

Furthmore, if forest management is supposed to maintain ecosystems in the 

appropriate condition to achieve desired social benefits, then it must be defined by society, 

not just scientists and politicians. As Freemuth (1996) notes, the definitions assume that 

ecosy st em management is acceptable to society, and expert -centered decisionmaking 

assumes experts can just coliect social infiormation and include it into an ecosystem 

management fimework. These definitions do not consider that people may wish to 

disapprove of ecosystem management as they understand it. Some peuple see ecosystem 

management as the solution, others see it as a problem whose solution is to prevent it fiom 

happening (Freemuth 1996). Given this ugument, t may be difncult to obtain people's 

values if they distrust the processes of forest management and view them as being 

uaacceptable. Any legitimate attempts to aquire people's d u e s  and hwrporate them 

into forest management decision making couid prove to be problernatic. Therefore, 

hindering the move to sustainabiiity. 



2.0.5 The Necd For Socid Values in Forat Ecosystem Management 

In a worGdoffine remtuces, where of necessity, some &gree of lijieboat ethics is 
practiced how do we &ci&, once we move awayfiorn the criferion of usef ines  to 

humanity, whch pcrrts of the rtahrrd world we will protecl and which we will ubandon? 
(MacDonald 199 1). 

In a world of h i t e  resowces, society is beginniag to admowledge the need for 

understanding and ushg social vahies in decision making so that the protection and 

abandomnent of natural resources can be made. This situation is currently happening with 

the management of forest resources. By understanding what society vahies about forests, 

managers and decision makers can estabbsh and justay appropriate goals for the use and 

protection of them (Bengston 1994a). By doiag so, social d c t s  and disharmony can 

potentially be reduced, and environmentai degradation can possibly be curtailed. 

Social con8ict is the stniggie over values and claims to scarce status, power and 

resources. Social conflict arises when the promotion of some d u e s  or claims are 

undercut by the promotion of others. This situation arises with forest resowces when 

policies only promote the interests and values of certain forest users. As a result, 

competing users engage in incompatible activities and interfere with each other, or 

conversdy, cause an alteration to forest resources which diminishes the use and utility for 

other users (Jones et al. 1995). 

These problems have befallen forest management many times in the past, but with 

the incorporation of social values these problems may potentially be deviateci. The 

consideration of social h e s  in forest management can ilhiminate the social context of 

for* and forest use, and can help policy makers understand the social dynamics of local 

places where their decisions have the greatest impact (Beckley & Korber 1995). By 

understanding what people vaiue and want fiom the forests, managers and deasion 

makers can incorporate these values into the management process at an eady stage. Wfi 

the application of forest ecosystem management, an holistic view can be obtained about 

what people want fiom forests, as weU as what forests can provide. As a result, forest 



managers can then design management objectives that promote various uses in a miuuier 

that does not encourage codict  or exceed the forest's capacity to provide these uses. 

For example, if social values were known at the outset, they wuid be monitored 

over the years to detennine if changes had occurred in particuiar populations. If changes 

had occurred, then management couid assess the efficacy of these needs in a more 

accurate and tirnely Fashion. Thqr could also determizle how people wiü react to forest 

practices and deal with inevitable c o d i c t s  at an eariy stage in the process. By doing so, 

time, money and heartache could be saved by ai l  parties invoived in such circum~fances 

(Bengston 1994% Stern & Dietz 1994, Brand et al. 1996). In addition, by understanding 

how people value the forest, b e r  communication couid be linked between various usen 

and managers, potentidy forestdihg ensuing differences or cudicts. Furthemore, social 

values can as& in deterrnining an appropriate lwel of mitigation or wmpensation whm 

certain forest uses are promoted at the expense of others (Doig 1987). 

Since forests provide many goods and seniices, the maintenance of th& heaith and 

integrity is important and must be sustained. In order to sustain them, an adequate 

inventory of forest resowces (e.g., fish, wildlife, plants) is needed. However, if forest 

ecosystem management is to be successful it cannot simply collect and compüe biological 

resource hdings into forest practices. It must take into consideration the value of these 

resources at different temporal and spatial leveis. If these values are not wnsidered, then 

the forest ecosystern cannot be sustained and the dehery of goods and semices cannot be 

perpetuated. The maintenance of forest ecosystems, therefore, reîies on an acwate 

catdoguing and comprehension of both biological resources and social vahies. In 

addition, it relies on an understanding of the Linkages between them. There must also be a 

balance amongst these values so that the forests' capacity to provide aii these Services is 

not diminished by the intolerance of certain sectors of society whose temporal and spatial 

preference of forest resources is  discounteci to the present and spans ova large areas 

@oig 1987, Kimmins 1991). 

While knowledge of social vahies are important for ailewiatmg dishannony among 



forest users and reducing degradation amongst th& uses, the incorporation of social 

dues has several otha benefits for forest management as weil. Doig's (1987) discussion 

about wildlife values sheds some lighî on this W. He discusses the need for inciuding 

wiidlife d u e s  into public and pmgte business enterprises that are based on these uses. 

He also discusses the importance of iuchiding wildlife d u e s  into various educaîion 

curricula. These are two very important factors to c h d e r ,  beceuse the inclusion of ali 

social vahies in the consideration of forest developments and forest curricula could 

alleviate many problems that presently persist in the economic and scientific dimaisions of 

forest management. 

For example, ifd social values were coasidered m economic developments, then 

perhaps some deveiopers would be less apt to imtiate a certain type of business at one t h e  

or place if they knew it would extinguish the ability of the forest to continue to produce 

that resource. The inclusion of social values, therefore, wuid assist in determiriing wtiat is  

the right the  and place for certain economic developments and enterprise. In addition, 

the inclusion of social vatues hto education curricuia might heIp c d  the myths that 

presently exist in forestry schools about the economic Perpetuity of timber products and 

the application of technologid fixes for maintsiinUig these products (Maser 1994). 

Social values are not oniy needed within these dimensions, howeva. Social values 

are also needed to help d e t e d e  the appropriate processes for the management and 

decision making of forest resources. Studies about how society vahies forests wdd help 

shed some light on the normative and ahid  questions of how Forest ecosystem 

management shouid be d e d  out mengstoo 1994a). These processes shouid be 

collaborative and shouid be vaiued by the actors involved. Lf people feel th& 

participation in social vaiues research and forest management is behg undermineci, then 

the process is all for naugtd. As a result, people may not wish to share their true values. 

Iftheir true vahies are not shown, then forests Win not be managed for what society ûuîy 

wsnts and beiieves in. Consequently, tbis wuid undermine forest ecosystem management 

and the sustainabi of forest resources. 



In addition, s o d  values need to be known so that people can tolerate and accept 

each other's different values. As Freemuth (1996) states: 

The bulk of public forest lands will Iikely remain neither wilderness nor tree fami. 
Instead they wiii be managed ecldcaiiy, in accordance with spedc conditions 
and desires. This will require tolerance. Just as we do not expect ~urselves~ as 
individuals, to Iüre every piece of art that is produced, we should not expect to Like 
personaiiy every acre of forest land (Freemuth 1996). 

Science infamu of what is possible, and &CS and economics prescrii what is prudent. 

Howwer, hurnans continue to operate iargely within the realm of what they want and 

vahie. Our wants and values, both inâividuaüy and coiiectively, arise in a social context, 

and, therefore, should be understood in that context (McQuillan 1993). 

2.1 THE FïVE W s n  OF VALUES FOR lWREST MANAGEMENT 

2.11 Why is it Important to Undentand Vaiua? 

1s the jhction of d u e s  theory simply tu dlcamzne the operation of values, 

or zs to p r e d e  whai values ought to be heldfor the most optimal 
fM1ctioning of society? (Alicke & Kahie 1988). 

As outlined in section 2.0, the systems and institutions that were established during 

the modern, industrial era are now defûnct within a society that has evolved to a poa- 

modem stage and aspires to uphold the vaiues emerging under the new environmental 

p d g m  (e-g., biodiversity, ecosystem health). While the value of sustamability, and the 

benefits of incorporating social values into forest management practices have been 

recognired, it has becorne apparent that the changes needed in our value system are 

profound and go beyond simple readjustments (Clark 1995a). 'We can w longer trust 

that a fèw moral adjustments on the surf&, t o g e  4 t h  hoped for technologid 

breaktbroughs, will be anywhere near enough" (Clark 1995a) to tedirect our destructive 

habits and patterns of w~lsumption. Values, therefore, "are addressed precisely because 

they offa the possibdity of effactllg change in social, economic and politicai behaviors. 



logics and benas'' (O'Brien 1995). Environmental vahies must drive changes in our 

underiymg behavior and asslmiptions ifwe are to tmiy progress toward an 

environmentdy sound and socialiy just society (O'Brien 1995, Maser 1996). 

2.12 What are Vaiues? 

2.1.2.1 Disentangling the Concept of Values 

Attempts to understand the nature of values can easiiy become mired in confbion. 

Since values are the wre concept used in the study of personaIity, culture and society, 

they cut across ali the social sciences (Rokeach 1973). As such, vahies can be denned and 

conceptualized differentiy, both within and across ossy of the academic disciplines 

(Brown Br Manfred0 1987, Beckley a al. 1997). GNen that m e s  are dso constructeci in 

wmplex and varied ways, (Clark 1995b) disentangling the concept of values can become a 

fnistrating endeavour. The environmental values that have emerged under the new 

environmental paradigm, for example, can be understood in many of the foiiowing senses: 

as economic values placed on specific resources or goods; as political d u e s  attached to 

particular locations or lifestyles; as social values circulating w i t h  and beîween different 

human communities; as persond d u e s  h terc~~ected with wider fiameworks of belief 

and moral commitment; and, as spiritual values underpinning codes of ailturd conduct 

(O'Brien 1995). 

Furthermore, vahies o f h  have been treated synonymously with various other 

concepts, including: attitudes, traits, needs, nom, opinions and choices. Vahies are 

related, and link, to these concepts, but do Mer f?om each one of them in certain ways. 

For example, vahies pertain more to desirable end States or modes of conduct, and cm 

transcend specific situations, whereas m q  of these other concepts do not have such 

attributes (Schwartz 1994). While it is important to acknowledge the differénces in these 

concepts it is beyond the scope of this study to delve into a discussion on each of them. 

As these concepts can convolute the meaning of vahie, it is important though to leam to 

distinguish between them before embarking on a values related study. 
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To help decipher amongst the competing concepts and meanings s~uiou11ding 

values, Brown (1984 in Bengston 1994a) provides a usdiil disaission based on what he 

describes as the three 'iealms of vaiues." The first reaim of values is the conceptual 

d m ,  in *ch a vahie is d&ed as an enduring conception of the good (Brown 1984 in 

Bengston 1994a). In this reaim the main concern is with the basis of values. A vahie in 

this sense is often refèrred to as a heldvalue, and cm be classified as modes of conduct 

(e.g., honesty), beliefs, mords, qualities (e.g., beauty) and end-states of existence that are 

considered to be desirable by individuals and groups (Bengston 1994% Beckley et al. 

1997a). The second realm of values is the rehtionai realm in which a vahie arises &om a 

relationship between a subject and an object in a @en contart. This realm of vahies is 

pnmanly concemed with the vahuition process. The third realm, in wntrast, is concerned 

more with the end d t  of the d t i o n  process, and with the reiative importance or 

worth of an object (Bengston 1994a). A vahie in this sense is often referred to as an 

aWgned d u e ,  since it is the worth ascribed or assigned to @en goods or services 

(Bengston 1994% Beckley et al. 1997a). 

To provide a clearer understanding of d u e s ,  the differences between assigned and 

heldvalues be can qla iaed  M e r .  Assigneci values are derivecl firom held values and 

are more concrete in that they are theoreticaUy rneasurabie in some cornmon currency. 

These values tend to be associateci with economic systems and can be expressed through 

market mecbmisms (Beckley et al. 1997a). For example, a person may hold equalay as an 

important value m their me, and thedore may only 'me,'' or be willing to purchase, 

goods that have been produced in an equhbie and just manner (e.g., mti-chifd labour) 

Held values, conversely, tend to be more abstract in that they are associateci with such 

things as beliefs. However, they can be assigned vahie as they are "abjects" within a 

broad sense (Bengston 1994a). By msigning a vaiue to held values, a rank ordering of 

vahes is created. For example, someone may vaiue âeedom more than socurity and 

achievement, and by ranking them in that order they may choose a lifé of travel and 

adventure over a life devoted to a weer with m e d  material possessions and personal 



Held values can also be subdivided into the categories of instnmrenml w h e s  (eg ,  

honesty, fithes) and terminai values (e.g., keedom, equaïty). Terminal values are the 

ends one seeks in We, whereas instrumental values are the meam through which one hes. 

As such, terminal vahies can be subdivided fùrther to distinguish between personal (e.g., 

happiness, fieedom) and social (e.g., equality) vahies, and instrwnental values aui be 

subdMded on the bais of moral (e.g., honest, kindness) and cornpetence (e-g., logical, 

rational) values (Beckley et al. 1997a). 

Another important distinction to make with respect to held vahies, is between the 

subcategories of msSnmenta2 and m~nsic values. This distinction is particularly useful 

when distinguishing between enviromemtai values. Instnimental values in this sense are 

stül defined as being means to an end (Bengston 1994a). For exampie, nature would be 

considered usefiil to humans since it serves a purpose, or mets a need; t is a means to 

provide us with food and shelter. However, imrinsic values relate more to the vahe that 

lies within an object itse& rather than the bendits that can be received fkom it. ' 'Tnbic  

vahe is concerneci with the inherent worth of somethiag as an end in itseif" (Bengston 

1994a). These two types of values are not mutualiy exclusive, since eveqdmg cm be 

evduated in terms of hahg an instrumentai value; 'W is, waything or every event has 

consequemes for other things or events" (Bengston 1994a). In this sense, ail parts of 

nature would have some kind of instrumentai value, since every part or fbnction of the 

environment is inter-related with another aspect of the environment, creating an ongoing 

cycle of production and decomposition. 

2.1.2.2 Forest Values Defmed 

Given the dynarnics of forest enWonments and the different notions of vahie, t is 

evident that the values related to forests cm be defineci in a mMba of ways. For 

example, a held forest value could be defined as an enduring concept of the good relateci 

to fbrests and forest msystems (Baigston 1994a). An m*gned forest vahre, in tum, 



could be defineci as the relative importance or worth of objects related to forests and 

fonst ecosystems (Bengston 1994a). An i~lsaumentaf forest d u e  would be the means by 

which specifïc ends are deriveci f?om forest ecosystems. For example, econornic efficiency 

wouid be the means whereby forest products and &ces could be provideci to the market 

in an &ordaMe m e r .  A temiml forest wiue wodd be the end states that could be 

deriveci fiom ut*ting a forest in a catain way. For example, satisfaction or happiness 

would be the end staîe deriveci fiom using the forest as the location for a camping trip. 

The intrirrsic whe of the forest would be the inherent worth of the forest ecosystem itself. 

As the concenis about, and the danands placed on, forests continue to increase, it 

is miportant to understand the comple>Eity and relationships amongst the diffèrent levels of 

forest vahies. It is not enough to merely know the different mmeanings they have, because 

the interaction between held and assigned &es set a munber of Merent prionties in the 

ways in which society would like to see their forests matnageci and utiüzed. For example, 

the assigned vaiues (ie., monetary worth) of many forest go& and services may not 

completely represent the range of held values (Le., hannony with nature) that are emerging 

under the new envkomaental paradigm. This is due to the fkct that assigned values can be 

inwrporated mto economic syaems, but held values cannot be completeiy revealed 

tinough economic vaiuation (Brown & Manfiedo 1987). However, held values, to a 

large degree, detennine how, and for what, forests are to be mamged. Given that there 

are différent held vaiues emerging in society, it is important for forest managers to 

understand what those values are so that proper co~ecti011~ can be made with assigned 

vahies and can accurate1y be taken mto consideration in the decision making process in 

ways other than through economic caldation (Steel et al. 1994). 

2.1.2.3 A Ciassification of Forest Vdues 

Since forest values can arise within a number of different contexts and can derive 

several different meanhgs, t ca .  be usefùi to classify them in order to gain a bnter 

understanding of their diversity and wmplexity. Whde the following List is adapted fiom 



various sources (Roiston 1985, Clayoquot Sound Scientific Panel 1995, Gregersotl et al. 

19%, Abramovitz 1997, Canadian Corncil of Forest Ministers 1997, and Robinson et ai. 

1997) it is by no means exhaustive. and the categones are in no way mutuany exclusive. 

1. JZnvironmental Ourilitv Values 
Ia Air Oualitv 
Most life on earth depends on photosynthesis to produce food, generate oxygen 
and remove carbon dioxide. The oxygen people breathe cornes fkom green plants; 
large forest are major producers of oxygen and filter poilutants f?om the air. 
th Wcziet&SaSIOu& 
Forests act Iüre massive pumps, helping to recycle water, making it repeatedly 
available fkom plant growth. Through this action and their extensive rooting 
systems, forests also help to xnaintain a regular pattern of water flow in s t r m  
and redua erosion, thus helping to maintam soiis and their nutrients. In doing so 
they help maintam Stream conditions favourable for fish and other species. 

Forests capture carbon dioxide and store vast amou11ts of carbon which might 
otherwise accumuiate in the atmosphere and contribute to global warmîng . By 
producing oxygen and absorbing carbon dioxide forests provide a vital air- 
conditionhg service to the planet. 

2. Biodiversitv Values 
2a )Qosvstem 

An ecosystem is an innnitely cornplex entity wherein plants, animais and 
microorganisms interact with each other and their moundings. Because of the 
dynamic interactions that exist among the various elements they comprise, 
ecosystems are constantiy chariging. Ahost the entire original complement of 
forest species is st i i l  present in Canada, and can be found in distinct forest 
ecosystems that have adapted to partidar chmatic conditions and dhrbance 
patterns. 
2h stwciès 
Some 180 tree species grow in Canada, and it is estimated that the fixest is home 
to approxhately 140 000 species of plants. animals and micmorganisms 
2c Gmdc 
The g&c àiversity of forest vegetation a w r e s  that species retain their capacity 
to evolve and adapt. C0-g this diversity wistains the productive capacity and 
resüience of forest ecosystems. 



3. Amenitv Vslues 
3a Sceniè 
People experience scaesy over a large area. To understand scenic resources, Ï t  is 
necessary to look at broad patterns in the landsape. Forests are part of m a .  of 
the worid's most highly vaiued landscapes. To many people, removal of the forest 
reduces scenic resource values. 
36. A d &  
Nature's problem soiving yields works of grace. On small d e s  and large, both 
ensemble and individual, nature's patterns c m  please the eye. Intiniate contact 
with a forest ecosystem can provide such vaiues to people. 

4. Market/Ecooomv/C~mmaditv Values 
Forests provide many goods, such as wood and its diverse products, 
fi& wildlife, plants and water - all of which support human society. 
Some of the many products inchde: timber, puip & paper, fuel wood, 
mushrooms, berries, minerais, maple synip, Christmas trees, b, wiid rice, etc. 

4a Tourism 
The forest landscape aiso supports a number of srnall businesses, such as out£itten 
and eco-tourisrn/tourism operators, which help create jobs and generate incorne. 
As populations and development conhue to grow the vahie of ddemess wiîi 
continue to increase. Subsequentiy, these types of businesses wiJi continue to 
grow. 

5. Non-Market and Public Use Values 

People may value a forest for its existence and without any intention to directly use 
t in the fuhue. Individuais may derive utility the mere knowtedge that these 
systerns exist in tact. This includes the intrinsic value of forest ecosystems and the 
fàct that it has inherent worth as an end in itself. 
sa &n'un 
People may value to use a forest in the fùture, or merely the option to have it 
available in the fùture. 
Sc Beourrt 
People value forests wen though they may never achially visit or use them. They 
simply want to know that forests nast and wiii continue to be available in the 
kture. To ensure this is possible they may becorne a member of or donate to 
conservation orgarhtions. 



5d R e c ~ ~ i o n  
Forests have two kinds of recreational values. One includes what we can do 
(activity) and what we can share with nature (wntemphtion). Forests are valued 
for the opportunity to pariake in sports activities which help challenge and 
demonstrate people's s W s .  They also provide opportunities for enjoying the 
splendor and beauty of wildlife and the lanûscape. 
Se. Subslsfence G d  & Services 
Forests also supply goods fkom such acthdies as subsistence hunting, berry 
picking, mushroom picking, etc. Ahhough money often is not exchangeci when 
these goods are obtained directly nom the forest, they do contribute to people's 
@ty of We, seme of social continuity, heritage and securïty. 

Forests are a laboratory for the pursuit of science, and are good not just because 
individuais like it, but because society gains p u n  laiowledge, which enlarges our 
understanding of the world and our roles in it, and gains better applied science, 
which enables us to manage and rebuild our environments. 
Sg. H i s i ~ e r h g g  
Forest environments provide both cultural and mniral heritage values. Our cultural 
hentage is often seen as sdfsevelopment against a diverse and challenging 
environment, seen in pioneers and fiontiersmen. Many parks and sites thus have 
been premed as souvenir places for each generation's learning. Many of these 
places have also been preserved for th& natural h d a g e  as ecologicd benchmarks 
and as tangible relics, which contniute to our sense of duration, antiquity, 
continuity and identity. 

By venturing into forest environments people can leam to challenge themselves 
through recreational pursuits. What is vahxxi is the cornpetence gained in onesIf: 
Such pursuits can teach one to care about Wher physicai condition, and the 
environment can provide a place to g i n  humility and a sense of proportion. This 
can increase individual well-being and the social good. 

6. Culturai and S~iritusi Vaiues 
Forests have values tbM go beyond s p d c  resource attributes. They provide 
traditional foods, materials, and medicinal plants important to indigenous cuftures. 
As systerns, they provide a context wtiich physical and spirituai events take place. 
Because of th& longevity and many values, forests ofta form part of the dtwai 
identity of the people who inhrr),it or live near them. Sacred places and traditional 
ceremonies are often associatecl with these values as weU. 



2.12.4 Vaine Systems and Value Orientations 

As mentioned in section 2.1 -2.1, when an individuai assigns a value to held values 

they create a rank ordering or hierarchy of vahes. This hierarchical arrangement is aiso 

defineci as king one's d u e  W e m ;  it is an endurllig organizatiou of instrumentai (modes 

of conduct) or terminal (ends States of existence) vahes fanked dong a wntiauum of 

relative importance (Rokeach 1973). While a vahe system is considered to be somewhat 

stable (Rokeach 1973), an individual wdi shat the relative importance of values as they 

draw upon them for achiewing specific goals in certain situations (O'Brien 1995). 

Since an individual's value system is a specific arrangement of values suited to their 

desired goals and beliefS, their vahie judgements will typically be made withm the contact 

of their general orientation to We, and their vahes will be tied to a larger purposive system 

that mediates th& pursuit of goals (Alicke 1988). This is coasidered to be one's value 

orienmoo - "a set of linked propositions ernbracing both value and existentid elements" 

(Rokeach 1973). For example, people tend to dwelop a certain value orientation toward 

the ensironment based on three classes of valued objects, inchding: other people, 

nonhuman objects, and the self (Table 2) (Stem & Dietz 1994). 

In tenns of valuing "other people," one wouid be considered to have a 

homocentric, anthropocentric, or social-altniistic vaiue orientation. in terms of 

'honhuman" objects, one would be considered as having an emcentk or biospheric 

orientation, and in terms of 'the one wuld be classifieci as having an egocentnc or 

egoistic orientation toward the environment (Stern & Dietz 1994, Kempton et al. 1995). 

O'Riordan (1995) identifies another orientation wiiich he labels as technocentrk. In 

relation to the environment this orientation places a high value on orgmkations and 

instihrtions. Value orientations, üke d u e  systems, are fàiriy stable, but are not mutually 

exciusive. Individuals may hold several vaiue orientations to some degree, and ttiese 

orientations may vary across individuais, social-structural groups and cultures (Stern & 

Dietz 1994). 



As seen in Table 2, each vahie orientation, or any variant thereoc could yield a 

Ilurnber of diffient forest values. It is important, theidore, to understand these 

orientations, as weiI as the relateci vahies systems, since they detemime why people vahie 

the forest in a catam way. By understanding the context in which forest values are 

derived, and the key fidors affecfing the relative importance of forest vahies, sociaiiy 

acceptable ecosystem management approaches couid be developed. Understanding these 

dimensions of v b e s  could also as& in d e h g  with codict over the management of 

pubiic forest land (Bengston 1994a). 

Table 2. Basic Environmental Vdue Orientations 

Rea@ze the mûinsic 
impascance of nature. 

Lack fith in modem, 
large-de techn01ogy 
and its need for elitist 

Judge phaiammm on the 
basis of costs or baiefits 
for a hmnan graup, such 
asc~mmimity,cthnic 
gniup, nation-state, or ail 
himianity. 

Ptedisposc pcople to 
protcct aspects of the 
enviromnent that &ect 
than pusonaüy (e.g. Not 
In My Backyard), or to 
oppose protection of the 
cnvPamncnt if the 
perscmal- are 
paceivcdashlgh. 

B e k e  in the definite 
continuaticm of emnomic 
growth and trsomce 
qloitation, given a 
suitable price sûucture, 
the legai right to a 
minimum Ievel of 
anwaamaital quality, 
dcompensatiotl 

Beiievt that sci~1tifïc and 
technological experîisc is 
essential on matters of 
4~~llamic growth. 

Sources: Adapted fiom Stern & Dietz 1994, and O'Riordan 1995. 

Furthemore, @en the rise in enviromentai vahres, and an increased biospheric 

orientation ew>ngst the younger cohorts of society (YanLelovich 1994, Kempton et al. 

1995, Adams 1997, Robinson et al. 1997), it is uniikeiy that eavironmentahm wili be a 



passhg f'ad (Kempton et ai. 1995, Adams 1997). The concems and vaiues related to forest 

ecosystem health and productMty, therefore, wdi continue to be complex and diversified. 

As these values are closely tied to our core values (i.e., held values) it is also important to 

understand the evohmon of our underiying wre values and their relation to the 

It has been noted (Yankelovich 1994, Adams 1997) that in the 1960's and 70's 

thae was not ody an emergence of enviro~l~llental &es but changes in some of Western 

Society's core values. For example, the traditionai values of semrity, wnformity and 

respect for institutions, were succeeded by vahies related to pIuralism, autonomy 

(indMdual and personal choice), and hedonism (iive for today, short-term satisfaction). 

These values, in tum, have been modified to suit present situations and people are now 

inventhg distinctive blends of choices and values that are aeating sweeping changes in 

relation to M y ,  work, health, morality and leisure (Yankelovich 1 994, Adams 1 997). 

For example, public participation is now valued as a means and an end in itself 

(Macnaghten & Jacobs 1997) in tams of political representation and decision making. If 

forest management and related policies threaten our core d u e s  (i.e., public participation), 

they wiil inevitabiy invite backlash and undermine the policymaker's intentions. SuccessfU 

management directed at sustainhg a diversity of forest vahies, therefore, should 

understand the core values upheld by society in order to avoid undermining them 

(Yankelovich 1 995). 

2.12.5 The Dtteminants of Values 

In orda to understand the vahe orientations concaniiig forests, and the core 

vahies that exkt in &&y, it is helpful to know the &ors that infiumce them. Decision 

makiDg processes and forest management p d c e s ,  as a remit M d  be designed in a 

mimer that are more responsive and sensitive to the views and dues of society. As Steel 

et al. (1994) note, values and value orientations are largely idhumceci by the foilowing 

&ors: Soao-dcmographic chafacteRstics, seifor group interest, and geographicai 



location. 

Since vahes may develop &om shared experiences (Adamowicz et al. 1997), it is 

evident that socio-demographic detemiinants can play a primary role in influencing 

people's values. These deteTminants include such things as gender, age, &cation, 

ethnicity, &me and occupation (Sted et al. 1994, Adams 1997). In terms of the 

environment, ewidence suggests that women, individuals with higher &cation levels, and 

younger cohoits are significantly more Wrely to have vahie o~entations (Le., biospheric) 

sympathetic to these concems (Steel a ai. 1994). 

However, as Adams (1997) points out, "for Ca d a n s . . .  demography is no longer 

destiny, and is certahdy less reliable as a predictor of vahies [now] than at any t h e  in the 

past" (Adams 1997). AIthough such things like age and gender are still fâctors in 

determining social values, what is becoming increasingly apparent are the differences 

ktween individuais of similar ages and demographic characteristics. M e n  Canadians are 

divided accordhg to their social values, twelve groups, or "due triks" as Adams (1997) 

refm to, emerge. There are three groups swing Canadians fifty years of age or older, 

four groups among the baby boomers, and five among the pst-boomers (see Appencüx 3). 

This is significant because it indiates that younger Canadians divide into more values 

"txibes"(Adarns 1997), and that age perhaps has becorne less of a determinant for vahes 

amongst this strata of society. 

Furthennore, research shows that workiug women in Canada share more values 

with working men than they do with housewives, and young women share more values 

with young men than with older women (Adams 1997). W e  value differences still 

remain bnween men and women, this information suggests that age and occupation are 

better predictors thaa gender (Adams 1997). 

Whiie generation is not typically classified as a socio-demographic variable, it is an 

miportant detemiinant of values as weU. The term genaation in this sense is used to impiy 

more than age and maainty, and is mtended to reflect the transformation of vahie systems 

based on unique qeriences (Adamowicz et al. 1997). An example of how generation 



influences values is evidenced between pre-war and post-war (Worid War II) generations. 

A central feature of pre-war generations is the priority they placed on econornic growth 

and Secunty issues. This vahie prioriry is in contrast to the values held by post-war 

generations, which have emphasized such things as the aesthetic cjuaüties of the 

environment (Steel et ai. 1994). 

Adamowicz et al. (1997) provide anotha example, based on the qerience of 

some of the younger gaierations of Canadian Indigenous People who were taken from 

their familes and placed in boarding schools. Through this process many of them were 

dislocated fiom their culture and only have corne to leam about their traditionai ways as 

adults. From this qerience, they developed a value system very different fiom that of 

previous generations who h e d  a traditional We out on the land (Adamowicz a al. 1997). 

In relation to this point, it is evident that culture can also play a signrficant role in 

influencing people's value systems. The spiritual relationship with the enviroment and the 

aspect of sacred values, for exarnple, is one of the m a q  differences that lie between 

Indigenous and Euro-American cultures. Whiie the spiritual connecfion with other Me 

fonns in the natural environment is central to the traditions of Indigenous cultures, the 

rnastery and control of nature has dominateci much of the way in which Euro-Americans 

think and interact with the natural world (Adamowicz et al. 1997). As such, these two 

philosophies have greatly Huenced the way in which members of these cultures view and 

value the environment. 

Imerests are also an important faaor inmiencing people's vahes. As Canadian 

d u e s  are king increasingly shaped by the globalitrition of technology, trade, travel, 

finance, and communiC(Ltions (Adams 1997), the amount of thne and interest they dedicate 

to these variables wiii impact and in&ience th& value system. With respect to 

communications, the media can play a large role in shaping people's values orientation 

toward the environment, since they can provide prolonged covemge on cenain issues and 

can iink the problems to individuais' day-to-day behavior (0'Riorda.n 1995). 



Television, for example, has had a particular infiuence on people, especiaiiy in its 

eady years in Canada when there was little or no choice in what could be viewed. At that 

time it serveci as a force of social homogenization and codormity (Adams 1997). 

However, with the induction of more advanced coxnmunication technologies (e.g, the 

internet), and a greater variety in messages and sources available on television, Canadians 

are now exposed to competing and often contradictory sources of information as weil as a 

wide spectnim of values (Adams 1997). This has mntriiuted to the emergence of a 

population that is more suspicious and criticai of what it hears, leading them to question 

the values held by prewious grneratioas and to establish vahm of their own (Adams 1997). 

Interests can also be intluenced by where one stands in relation to the productive 

arrangements of society (Steel et al. 1994). For instance, an individual's invohrement in an 

environmental organization (e.g., Greenpeace) would likely lend one to be more 

biocentrically orientai toward the environment, since these organizations tend to prornote 

the presemation of naturai resources (Steel et al. 1994). Conversely, if an individuai was 

strongly connecteci to the timber industry their disposition toward the environment would 

probably be more anthropocentric if they were to view wrnmodity interests as the most 

beneficial use of the forest (Steel et al. 1 994). 

This point relates to the third main determinant of values which is geographical 

location. As Steel et al. (1 994) suggest, citizens within a particular region, such as the 

Pacific Northwest in the U.S.A., may hold more anthropocentnc views of the forest than 

citizens within a national context, due to their identification with the 1121- resource 

extraction culture and industry. However, when studied, it was found that there was a 

strong biocentric orientation toward forests among both publics, but the national public 

maintained stronger biocentric values overail (Steel et al. 1994). Similariy, Robinson et ai. 

(1997) found that Canadians, withh a nationai, provincial (B.C.) and regional (Fraser-Fort 

George) context, have a more biocentric orientation toward the forest as weil. They 

conchide that: 

AU tfiree publics support an ecosystem management approach that 
accommodates a broad array of values, bendts and seMces rather 
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than a dominant singie-use management approach, and that meanmgfiilly 
invoives the public in the deveiopment of land use management decisions 
. . .Canadians value their forests for ecological reasons More they value 
forests as a source of economic wealth and jobs (Robinson et al. 1997). 

W e  these fïndings confa that there bas been greater public support for the 

environment in r-t years (Steel a al. 1994), differences in vahie orientations still remain 

amongst the public based on th& place of residence and "Srperience of place." Wfi 

respect to place of residence, some studies indicate that urban populations are more likely 

to have "proenvironmentai values due to th& better access to idonmation and educationai 

opporiunities, and because they are more W y  to experience environmd problems 

firsthand due to industriai activities and high concentrations of people" (Steel et al. 1994). 

Since resource extraction largely takes place in rival areas, furai populations, in contrast, 

tend to value the enwonment anthropocentricaiiy as a means to provide jobs and to 

support their livelihood. 

However, broad sweepiug generahtions like this fail to wnsider the attachent 

that many rural people develop with the enviromnent based on their expience within a 

certain place. Physicd locations afEkct people, and their expience with a place enables 

them to mate individuai environmentai values and landscape meanings (Brandenburg & 

Carol 1995). For example, an indMdual lMng in close proety  to a forest may regularly 

hike and fish within a fhvored mter d e y .  This scperience can create certain values for 

that individuai, thus gMng them a more biocentric orientation to the ensironment than 

previously considered within the urban-mal context. 

Furthmore, the cultural ciifferences between rural communrti 
. . 

es (e-g., F i  

Nations, Metis, Anglo-Saxon) defy such a simpiistic and unidimensional view based on 

the urban-rural definition As Adamowicz et al. (1997) note, the values between 

Indigenous and non-hdigenous wmmunifies m o t  ahays be aggregated using econornic 

vahiation, because some of the resources considered to be sacred or taboo within 

hdigenous cultures are beyond vahiation in an economic context. 



In addition, values withh nuai communities are not always easy to define and 

cannot be always be Sunply aggregated. For example, Beckley and Sprenger (1995) found 

that members witbin the Sqgkeeng First Nation (Fort Alexander, Manitoba) were divided 

dong three dimensions in terms of valuhg the forest environment; there were those 

individu& who were prodevelopmenî, those who were concerneci with the environmental 

integrity of the forest, and othas who desired to retum to traditional cuiture practices and 

beiiefis (Beckley & Sprenger 1995). These findings indicate that the values defined within 

a 'hiral"contsct should be more than just a generalization of values that nin counter to 

values that exist in the urban context. 

Given the different value orientations that can anse fiom the CO-minpiing of ai i  the 

possible detenninants, it is obvious that devising forest management plans and practices 

that are i n c l d e  and reflective of aü segments of soQety can be a daunting task for forest 

managers. Howeveq as Adams (1997) indicaies, it is important to rrmember that 

''Canada, a country that hiaorically accommodated and even celebrated differences, has 

achially ended up creating a dture where a broad range of values unites us." The 

coUection and classification of vahies for forest management, therefore, does not have to 

be zero-sum game in which only certain d u e s  are considered. It can be a Win-win 

situation for al1 those concemed as long as the valuation process is effective and done in a 

manner that is sensitive to people's vaiue orientation and conducive to eliciting their 

specific values. 

2.13.6 The Functions of Vdues and Value Systems 

As mentioned in saceion 2.1.2.4, vahie systems and orientations remah relatively 

stable but can change as individual perceptions or situations change. These changes aise 

because mirent vahies are usenil to people in different ways, and people WU draw upon 

them as resources for achieving the goals they may seek in both their private and public 

lives (O'Brien 1995). Furthemore, value change will aot ocw unless it has some bene& 

to a person (O'Brien 1995), so selfish vahies will tend to predominate over more altruistic 



ones, at either an individual or group level (Chase & Panagopoulos 1995). 

Essentiaüy, the reason that vahies and vaiue systems change is due to the fact 

that they serve Merent hctions in people's hes .  As Rokeach (1973) identifie& they 

serve three main fùnctions: (1) they serve as standards that guide ongoiag acmaies, (2) 

they are employed as generai plans to resolve conflict and make decisions, and, (3) they 

serve a motivational fhction by giving expression to hurnan naeds (Rokeach 1973). 

As standards, vahies guide conduct in the foliowing ways: they lead us to take 

particular action on social issues, to guide presentations of the self to others, to evaluate 

and judge owselves and others, and to persuade and influence others (Rokeach 1973). In 

any @en situation several contlicting values within one's value system m y  be activatecl 

(e-g., to behave independently or obediently in a situation), a vaiue system therefbre, aiso 

helps one to choose between alternative vaiues, remive a codict, and make a decision. 

Given the myriad end States (e.g., happiness wisdom) that people can achieve, values also 

motivate us to foilow certain modes of conduct so that we cm reach desired goais. Io th is  

sense, values bct ion as tools to maintain self esteem and to defend one's ego as well 

(Rokeach 1973). 

With respect to environmental issues, the ego defense and conflict resolution 

bc t ion  often play a unique role in how people will react to certain situations. When 

employed in an ego defensive marner, values are used as lustification of people's anmides 

toward sucial issues. People use them to defend their position by exaggerating the 

relevance of values that support their position, and mhimhe the relwancx of values that 

support the opposite perspective (Kristiansem & Zama 1994). They attempt to bolsta 

thek vahes and denigrate the perspective of opposing parties by swaying people to believe 

that the other party's views violate important vaiues and lack moral sensibiiities 

(Burningham 1995, I<nstiaosen 
. . & Zama 1994). The appeals that both loggers and 

environmentalists made to the public in Clayoquot Sound is a good example of how people 

have used *es in an ego defensive manner. 



In terrns of employing vahies in a mamer that wodd resohre codict depends on 

whether the issue activates vahies that are of unequal importance, or activates v h e s  that 

are equaliy important (Krisûaasen & Zama 1994). Ifit activates values of unequal 

importance, an individual or poup may attempt to spread or ôolster the vahie considered 

to be of greater importance. However, ifit activates vahies of equal importance then 

people w i l  uwially be more vigilant in waIuating an issue &mûawm 
. . 

& Zanna 1994). 

For example, consider the impact a new logging road would have on an EdMduai 

who works as a logger for the local forest company, is a trapper in the region and owns his 

own wild rice operation If the construction of the road would increase his emptoyment 

opportunities (i.e., family sewity value) or give hirn better access to bis favorite fishing 

hole (i.e., pleasure value), then he would probably support the construction of the road, 

siace the values activateci are of un@ importance and an inctease in ernployment is of 

greater importance to him. However, if the road was to impact both his trapliw and rice 

production (i.e., subsistence values), but give him increesed employment oppominties 

(i. e., M y  security) then several values may be activated. As a re&, he may experience 

wnflict over bis preference for the road construction because ofthe rnuItiple interests he 

has in the forest. In this situation he wodd probably be more vigilant in evaiuating the 

issue with buiidmg the road and may a*ually oppose its construction. 

Given these examples, it is obvious that the fùnctions of values have far reaching 

consequences that can affect both groups and individds. As Lavallee and SuecEeld 

(1 997) point out, when people bolster th& values (i-e., ego de-) at the expense of 

o h  in order to legitimize their pmpsctive, they create negatm spirals of destructive 

tactics and stratedes. At the same time they also bias peopIe's ideas of what an equitable 

or just resoiution to the problem couid be (Lavaiiee & Suedfeld 1997). They suggest that 

a better understanding of the factors that could decrease polaiization and hostility between 

groups, and improve the quaiity of forest land use discussions and solutions k needed. 

Understanding the fûnctions of values, therdore, is important, since t could assist in uiis 

procesS. If the re850ns behind people's actions were better understood then perhaps 



conflicts could be resolved in a more accurate and timely hhion. When groups are pitted 

so strongly agahst each other in environmental issues, the underlying values and important 

issues at hand get lost, and the debate tums into an issue about who is right and who is 

wrong. By understanding that the ego defense fùnction can escalate and induce 

destructive conflict, then perhaps forest managers and decision mekers would atternpt to 

resolve these disputes in manner that more appropriately addresses peoples wncem and 

dissohres polarkation. 

Furthermore, Lavdee & Suedfeld (1997) suggest that 'land use decisions require a 

movement toward plwalistic reasoning, in which decisions provide a synthesis of 

alternative interests without compromishg important social, eweconomic and environmental 

values." Given the array of values that people m y  hold about forests and the complex 

decisions they may have to d e  about them, it wodd only seem fitting that decision 

rnaking processes are designed in a collaborative manner with people, so that they wdd  

better determine the outwmes that wiU impact th& hes.  People can make reasonable and 

rational decisions about complex issues, and instead of forcing them to choose an ali or 

nothing decision between equally important values they shodd be given the opportunity to 

design options and synthesis alternatives that best suit their lives. At a time when decision 

making processes are being constantly scnitinized by the public, it would be beneficial if 

the codict resolution ninction of values was better understood, so that these processes 

could be transformed into something tbat is both meaningful and acceptable to people. 

2.1.3 Whtn Should Values be Measured? 

Wah the shift to environmental vahes expected to gain momentun as the younger 

cohorts ofsociety age (Kempton a al. 1995, Adams 1997), the logical amver to this 

question is that values shouid be mea~ufed now, and should continue to be measured in the 

fùture. 

As Yankelovich (1 994) notes: 

Generdy speaking, it is not until changes in d u e s  are weii advanced that they 



begin to be rneasured. By then, however, the oppomuiity to establish a baseline 
has k e n  lost. Uniike economics, which is nch in time-series data conducteci year 
afler year, values research is often done in ad hoc studies conducted sporadically, 
sorne pubiished, most unpublisbed, some in the public domain, rnuch of it not. 

With changes m vaiues expected to occur in the near fùture, badine data shouid be 

established now, so that the oppormnity to c01lect it is not lost. It is miportant to establish 

baseline, because the rneanings and vaiues of particular resources change over thne and if 

forest management is to adapt to these changes, trends in values n a d  to be doniwmed on 

a regular basis (Robinson a al. 1997, Beckley 1997a). Furthermore, it it be used to 

determine whether the forest values held by society are king adequately sustained by 

present policies and practices. If they are not, îhis information can be used to as& in 

determining what corrective measures (e.g., policies, practices) are needed in order to 

sustain them. Essentiaily, the inventorying of values increases the demand that forest 

policies take them into account ex m e ,  and baseillie helps in the ex- evaiuation d e r  

the policy has been carriecl out ( H d y  & Ascher 1995). 

In addition, baseline data is important to use in enviromenhl assessments. If 

values were known before a project was developed, then sipdicant axnounts of time and 

money could be saved. Lnstead of rnitigating or compensatug for loses incurred fiom a 

project (e.g., los  of traphes due to flooding by dams), negative impacts and potentiai 

conflicts codd be avoided from the outset. 

2.1.4 Whose Values Shouid be Considertd? 

me people nnm raAe u pater  interest in the welfare of the forest. 
Under our &moctcrfic systern zt zs the privilege of ewry citizen to 

partrcipcrie acact&...ir..it is the duty of those f d i i w  with firest d u e s  

to express public opinion for the guiahce of govenunen~s 
(Canadiau Forestry Association, 1943 in Naturai Resources Canada 1997). 

In Canada, ninety percent of the foresis are publiciy owned. As tax payers, owners 

and bendciaries of this land, citizens, therefore, have the privilege and right to S o m  the 

- F o e  Volrres: Glvuub's MorU Fbmt hogram SI 



goveniment(s) on the use and management of their forests. Public involvement is essential 

because it helps establish how and for what reasons forests are to be manageci. Public 

involvernent is both a means and an ends for developing effective forest management 

poiicy (Beckley et al. 1997a). At a t h e  when the public is demanding that a greata 

diversity of forest values be sustained on the landscape, it is essentiai that the public is 

@en the opporainity to infom the governent on these vahies. 

Acquiring tbis information is diffidt since dl citizens technicaUy have a lepitinrsite 

stake in the use and management of forests. As Robinson a al. (1 997) suggest: 

...an identification of al l  social values is requked to dwelop a decision support 
system that facititates the equtable integration of aii forest vahies in a socialiy 
acceptable mariner.. .Information about social vahies held by intemational, nationai, 
provincial and local region publics can provide an overall social context and vision 
within wbich forest management decision making can be made at the landscape 
level (Robinson et al. 1997). 

However, the reality of the matter is h t  not everyone can, or is willing, to participate in 

objectives for forest management policy and practices. The problem that hinders 

public participation in forest management, thus, is determining who in the public crm 

participate. This task does not become any easier since the public can be defined in many 

ways (Gregerson et al. 1996, Robinson et al. 1997). The public itself is a loosely 

organized group that chaages in size and shape as it develops and passes into and out of 

existence dong with an issue (Rob'mon et al. 1997); and individuals within the public can 

be part of many different c'publics," shifting arnong them as the issues change (Higgeike & 

Duinker 1993). 

However, Beckley et al. (199%) provide a usenil classification for breaking down 

and de- the public based on the foiîowing three broad categories: managers, active 

users and passive usm. They define managers as the legal stewards, (e.g., individuals, 

groups or institutions) who have responsibility for the management of miturd resources 

(Beckley et al. 1997b). hchided in this category are government and non-govemment 

officiais who have legislated (e-g., elected politiciam), delegated (e-g., government agency 



personnel), and negotiated (e.g., industn81 lease holders) authority (Beckiey et al. 199%). 

Active users are those individuals that derive some direct benefit fiom their 

relationship to, and use oc the forest. Active users c m  derive both psychologid (e.g., 

eqmientiai) and material (commodity) b d t s  fiom th& use of the forest. Inciuded in 

this category are loggers, t r a p p ,  canoeists, wild ice harvesters, bird watchers, b e r s ,  

papa di workers, cottage omers, t o h  or ony other individuai who participates in 

some &ty that brings them in direct contact with fbrests or forest resources in a 

specified geographic ana @eckley et al. 199%). 

Passive users, on the other hand, are those indMduals that do not have as direct a 

relationship with a specinc forest area as the people who use it (Robinson a al. 1997). 

They may never see or experience any benefits of the forest diredy, but they do vahie and 

attach importance to it based on the mere fact that it exists (Le., d e n c e  values, option 

values) @eckley et al. 1997b). Passive users' vahies are extremeiy important, for they 

define the broad social environment within which forest management decisioos take place 

(Robinson et ai. 1997). 

Table 3. Matrix of Stakeholders Along ActivdPassive and 

. . - . - . . . - 

Active Users 

Passive U m  Caasmers offorest bas& 
cuitme, heritage, holders of 

existaice vahies. 

Source: Beckley e!t ai. 199%. 



As seen in Table 3, the categories are not muhially exciusive and any individual 

couid be both an active and passive user, receiving both psychological and materid benefits 

fiom the forest (Beckley et al. 1997). Since most Canadians derive benefits fiom within at 

least t h e  of the four cells seen in the table (Beckiey et al. 19971, this form of 

categorization provides a muuis in which to &de the public in order to get a good 

representation of values (e.g., econornic, recreation, aesthetic, etc.). 

However, it should be noted that different users claim they have legitimate access 

to the decision making process for different reasons. In the region of the Manitoba Mode1 

Forest, for example, legitimate access to the decision making process has been justined on 

the foUowing grounds: contribution to society (e.g, job creation), moral and iegal 

stewardship, legailauthorit ative temires, custornary tenureduufhct ri@ s majority d e  

(e.g., demographics, taxes, etc.), dependence on a resource (e.g., forest mdustry town), 

geography, and religiodspirituality (Beckley et al. 1997b). If forest management is to 

incorporate a broad cross-section of the public's values, thm there should be adequate 

representation fiom each category of users, and a suitable balance between their cornpethg 

claims of legitirnacy in the decision making process. This is important, for as Gregorson et 

al. (1996) note: 

No matter how many perceptions of values we iden*, what uitimateiy 
matters in terrns of action is the value perceptions of those who actuaiiy 

will detemine what h a p p a  in the forest (Gregerson et al. 1996). 

Ultimately the choice among cornpethg values and claims becomes a judgernent cal1 by 

decision maker(s) who may be partial primariiy to their own values (Gregerson et al. 1996, 

Cramer et al. 1993). Therefore, the process for determining whose vahes will be 

inwrporated in forest management decision making should be done in a cooperative 

fishion with a good representation fiom the public so that the subjectivity of decision 

malcers can be eliminated. 



2.1.5 Eow Shodd Values be IdenMesi and Assessed? 

2.1.5.1 Processes For iden tifyiug Vaiues 

Just as it is important to understand what d u e s  are and whose values to identify, 

so too is it important to understand h m  to iden* them. This can be done using various 

processes such as public heariags and meetings, opinion ph, workshops, focus groups 

and quasi-experiments (Beckley et al. 1997a). The workshop and quasi-experiment are 

considered to have the most promise for effective input because they enable the public to 

participate directly with the decision makers, drawing idonnation forth fiom actual 

experience ratfier than hypothetical situations (Beckiey et al. 1997a). Using a combination 

ofdifferent processes to elicit values has also been suggested, since the shortcomings of 

one process wdd be cuuntered by the ~eengths of the other processes (Beckley et al. 

1997a). The combined use of processes couid also help elicit a more colomil and broad 

array of vahies, providing a clear picture of what it is people tmiy value about the forest. 

Whiie it may appear a simple task to employ one of these processes, the current 

social and political climate dictate that processes should be estabiished in a rnanner that 

yields values which people cm respect (Parker 1995). It is not just a matter of i d e n w g  

values, it is a matter of understanding how to identify vahies in a manner that is meaningfùl 

and acceptable. It has become widely recognized that comfnunities need to "own" their 

values (Parker 1 995). Rocesses employed to iden* people's forest vahies, therefore, 

have to be coilaborative and purposenif to local &zem and the public at large. 

This has aisen out of the fact that the public has become increasingly critical and 

distmstful of the way xnmagexnent decisions have been made in the past (Higgeke & 

Duinker 1 993, Tanz & Howard 1 99 1). Prwiously, the public was not substantively 

invofved in the development of management plans and policy (Beckiey et al. 1997a). As a 

result, they have become hstrated with processes that "end run" around them (Tanz & 

Howard 1 Wl), or include hem grahntously at the last stage of the planning process. If 

managers and decision makers are going to attempt to ident* the public's vahies thm 

processes should be established in a m e r  that can be widefy accepted as both politidy 



and ethicaUy valid (Parker 1995). This means that decision makers shouid know the 

processes that people accept and feel are effective. They should not rely on the processes 

they feel are effective, nor should they rely on their impressions of what they think the 

public feels is effective. As Beckley et a1.(1997b) have noted in th& assessrnent of 

stakeholders' values in the Manitoba Mode1 Forest: 

Very few citizens felt that public meetings were effective, while 
resource managers feel these are the most &&e means to 
solicit public involvement, and the one they are most Wely to 
use (Beckley a al. 1997b). 

If decision makers fid to realize the importance of using the "right process" then 

citizens may continue to feel fnstrated with these processes and consider it futile to 

participate in them. Conversely, it could lead to confkontation and hostiiity (e.g., eco- 

terrorism). In either case, it dirninishes the opportunity to idenafy people's values and 

utiîize them in a marner that could enfiance forest management. 

2.1.5.2 Methods For AssessinglMeasuring Vaiues 

For the public's values to be used effectively in forest management and 

decision making processes they m u t  not only be identifiai, but measured and assessed as 

weil. Valuation methods are important wmplements to public processes, because they 

"enable managers, researchers and decision makers to examine values on temporal and 

spatial scales, and permit the specific cornparison of Merent stakeholder groups on an 

equal footing'' (BecWey et al. 1997a). As seen in Table 4, there are a number of Mixent 

social science methods that can be used to measure and assess people's values. This is not 

a wmplete list of dl the methods that can be used, but it does give a good indication of the 

h e t y  of methods that are available. For fùrther infinnation on the various methods and 

their application Beckley et al. (1997a) shouid be wnsidered. Specifics on each method, 

on the otha hanci, must be sought withlli the literature &self. 



Table 4. Socid Science Methods For AssessiagMeasuring Values 

Economic Methods 

Direct Market Rice 
In- Market Price 
- Residual values 
- Value of ffoduaion in 
Increases 

- Surrogate Rices 
-0pportUnityCost 

Non-&et Values 
Direct 
- Contingent Valuation 
- smeys 
- Interviews 
-QueSuonnairec; 

Indrect 
- Hedonic Pricing 
- Travel Corn 

Methods 

Quantitative 
-QuestioMaires 

- sunteys 
Qualitative 
-Participant ob6emaion 
- Nonparticipant ûbmnîion 
- Surveys 
- Case Stucfies 

- Delphi Mode1 
- Historical haiysis 

- Content Analysis Pnxedme 
- Picture Preference Procedure 
-DixA,urse-sis 

-*upA=W= 

Political Science Methods 

Sources: Burgess et ai. 1988, Kaplan & Kaplan 1989, Bengston 1994% Gregerson et 
ai. 1996, Beckley et al. 1997% Lavdee & Suedfeld 1997. 

However, since the concepts of value are dBÙse (Beckley et al. 1997a), and 

people's values can change with different situations, it important to employ a number of 

Merent methods to capture the essence of what it is people vaiue about the forest. As 

Bengston (1 994a) States: 

... each disciplinary approach to conceptualizing and studying vahies cm contribute 
to a more wmplete understanding of the diverse values of forests and forest 
ecosystems. Sole reiiance on any one perspective or anatyticai b e w o r k  wouid 
provide an incomplete pichire (Bengston 1994a). 

Furthemore, some methods may not be adequate for measuriog particuiar vahies. Burgess 

et al. (1988). for example, assert that quantitative analyses are not suitable media for 
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discovering feelkgs and meanbgs for the emriromnent. It is believed that with quantitative 

m s  the essence of the everyday iifèworld is ofien removed fiom the substance of the 

research (Brandenbwg & Carroll 1995). As stated in prewious sections, it is important to 

understand the cWéworM", or context (e.g., determinants of values, value orientations, 

etc.), in which values arise because it assists in des img management practices that are 

socially acceptable. 

However, quantitative methods, especiaily economic methods, have largely been 

used in the past as the bas& in which forea management decisions have been made. 

Economic value measures establish a common metnc of value (Le., money) and thus can 

be used to establish values of uniike things such as timber and d d H e  b e n a s  (Gregerxn 

et al. 1996). Because of tbis cornmon metric the values of unlü<e goods and seMces can 

be added up and an aggregate of vahes can be established. This aggregation is usefiil for 

making cornparisons of, and ultimately making decisions on, proposed forest management 

changes and use (Gregerson et al. 1996). 

While these are valid reasons for u t i h g  economic methods, the sole reliance on 

such methods cm be problemtic as they preclude other values f?om entering into the 

decision making process. For example, in many Indigenous cultures certain resources are 

wnsidered taboo or sacred goods and d e  being valued in monetary tenns. Ifresources 

must be valued using a Merent cccurrency" (e.g., money in the non-Indigenous wntext 

and another good in the uidigenous setting) thm the lack of comparability will preclude 

vaiues fkom being aggregated (Adamowicz et ai. 1997). As such, the vahes of 

Indigenous peoples will not enter into the decision msking process. Decisions which fâii to 

inchide the values of Indigenous peoples c m  lead to inappropriate and menforceable uses 

of the forests, which in htm can have detrimental effècts on th& cultures (Adamowicz a 
ai. 1997). 

hother problem with the use of m e n t  economic methods is that comrnodity 

values such as timber dominate the decision making process. Ifforests are valued only as 

sources for timber then they wili be liquidated more rapidly than they would if 0th 
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senices such as biodiversity or scenic vatues were explintiy taken into account (Healy & 

Ascher 1995). This is significant because the other vahies and uses of the forest (e.g 

ecotourism opportumties) may not ody be more valuable in the short run, but they may 

also be sustained over the long-term and potentidy benefit more people (Abramovitz 

1997). In Canada, for example, the tourkm and recreational values of forests are expected 

to increase with inmeases in giobal population and development (Ontario Forest Policy 

Panel 1993, N a m  Resources Canada 1997b). Howeyer, if tbese vahies are 

oversbdowed in the decision making process by timber values, then Canadians wuid miss 

out on both the opportunities to profit fiom, and sustain, a k e t y  of other economic and 

non-economic values. 

Formal broader economic methods have had lllnited use in forest management 

decision making because decision rnakers tend to accept market vahies as bebg more 

logical and defensiile than non-market vahies to use in a practical administrative context 

(Gregerson et al. 1996). However, most resource managers and decision makers are not 

trained in this area and are not scposed to the many concepts of economic value (Beckiey 

et al. 1997a). Thus they may distrust other methods used to measure values. It is aiso 

assumed that the quantification of non-marketed forest vahies, such as wildlife, wîli make t 

easier for protective policies to compete with other policies that anphasire timber values 

( H d y  & Ascher 1995). This cornpetition may be at odds with m e n t  economic 

development policies which utilize market values. 

Evidently, there are certain assumptions people make about the use and vaIidity of 

ciiffirent research methods. Science is not value £tee, and throughout any research process 

people can assert dinetent assumptions and bisses that wili ultimately affect the resemch 

design and outcome. Brunk et al. (1995) provide a good example ofthis in their 

discussion on risk assesment. Their article focuses on an assessment that was done to 

determine the risk of cancer to fàmers from the use of the herbicide Alachlor. Three 

assessments were d e d  out by the following agencies: the Monsanto Corporation 

(producer of the herbicide), the Hdth  Protection Branch of Health and Weifàre Canada, 



and an appointeci scientinc Review Board. In each case the estimateci level of eqosure to 

the chernical that was believed could cause cancer Mered widely. Estimates rangeci fiom 

.0000009 to 2.7 mg/kg/day. BNnk et al. (1995) conclude thit the discrepancy in the 

exposure estimates did not result ftom differences conCenUng the facts of the case, but 

rather r d t e d  fiom d i f f e ~ g  d u e  ~ p f i o m  about the case (Brunk et ai. 1995). 

To combat such underlying assunptions, Hetheringon et al. (1994) present a 

strategy which they argue assists in eliminating bias in the methods of measuring vaiues. 

Moreover, they assert that their strategy, critical multipIism, provides the best strategy for 

understanding the muiti-%cet& vahies people assign to fmests (Hetherington n al. 1994). 

It is a strategy that is ' 'cntid7 in the identification of biases inherent in methods of 
measurernent, and is 'hniltiplistic" in the strategic organization of an array of 
unavoidably imperfect rnethods in a mamer that minimkes systematic biases. By 
s e l h g  wmplementary samples of people and environments, methods, and 
contexts, researchers employing critical mltiplism are better able to ensure that 
constant biases are avoided, and to inspire greater confidence m resultant empiricai 
knowledge (Hetherington et al. 1994). 

Bengston (1994b), however, contests that their strategy only helps in 

understanding one dimension of forests values, namely, the instrumentai value of forests. 

He reasons that criticai multiplism is based on a positMst-utditarian approach that has 

aiready been extensively employed in past studies, and has limiteci use in measuMg 

peuple's values because t is too narrow and disregards the vaiues (e.g., spiritual values, 

seme of place) that are t d y  critical in understanding the hurnan dimensions of forests 

(Bengston 1994b). Bengston (1994b) concludes that, in order '?O understand the diverse 

ways in which people value forest ecosystems - ail of which are relevant for public forest 

management and policy - we need to look beyond the positivist-utifitarian approach." He 

presents (1994% 1994b) the case that there is a need for meihodoo~caIpZwalim, in 

which diverse disciplinary approaches and fkameworks of analysis are combined to provide 

a more wmplete picture ia how people value the forest. 



Cleariyy this debate reveals that human vahies and value orientations dictate 

people's perceptions and notions about the "goodness7' or '0adness7' of aü elements in We. 

This methodological debate hinges direztiy upon the values people hold within h i .  

worldview. It stems back to the disaission deaiing with the new environmental paradigm 

and the do- social pmdigm. Dependhg which camp one is in deterniines their 

d u e s  and view of the world. To m e r  the question, Hm shmId d u e s  be ici;ent@ed 

andarse& therefore, goes beyond maely providing a description of processes and 

methods. It even goes beyond offerhg valid reasoning for choosing one methodology 

over awther. In order for values to be identifie& assesseci and incorporated into SFM, 

people must begin with an examination of th& wortdviews. They must step outside of 

their paradigms so that the values that are held within those paradgms do not b i t  them in 

their conceptions to change to a new form of management. Our methods, methodologies 

and participation processes are inherently limited by the uoderiyhg vaiues held by people 

who utiîize them. Thus for forest management to transfonn to a tnily sustainable stage, 

people must understand the cornplex nature of values. 

The first step to identifyuig and m e d g  values, as a result, should begin with 

training and education of values and value systems. Peyton and Decker (1987) suggest 

that many resource managers are in need of training which (1) broadens awareness of their 

own values and of public values, (2) increases their W in using the valuing processes, and 

(3) makes them skiued in hding ways of incorporating this dimension into the 

management process. The present social and political c h t e ,  howevery suggest that 

perhaps this training should be done in coajunction with the public so that everyone's 

vahies are i d d e d  and integrated at the outset and the underlying assurnptiom fiom one 

stream of society are eliminated. SFM could then grow from an accepted and walesced 

group of s o c i d  vahies. As Maser (1996) notes: 

.. .to save our planet and human Society as we know t ,  we must be w i h g  to risk 
changing our thmkmg in order to have a wider perception of the worid and its 
possibilities, to validate one another's points of view or h e s  of refetence. The 
world can be perceiveci with greater clarity when it is o b m e d  snnultan8ously fiom 
many points of Mew. Such conception requires open-mindedness in a coilaborative 



process of intellectwl and emotional exploration of that which is and that which 
might be, the results of a shared vision (Maser 1996). 

2.1.6 Wbere Shouid Values WoFk be Iaitiated? 

Nwer abubt that O muII group of thmghtful. commined citizens am c h g e  
the world I d e d  it zs the on& thmg hi e w y  hrrs (Margaret Mead). 

Despite the fact that aiI lwels of goveniment in Canada have proclaimed principles 

of sustainable forest management and have accepted the need to manage forest resources 

sustainably, a gap remallis in how forests are still actually used and managed (Redclift 

1995, Ross 1995. Natural Resources Canada 1997). Little has been done in Canada as of 

yet to accommodate changing forest values at the landscape lwe1. The problem with 

actuaiiy implementing change is that both knowledge and tools are stitl lacking (Brand et 

al. 1996). 

People have been looking at ways to refom forest-sector policy in Canada and 

have looked at redirecting both property rights and tenures (Duinker & Buli 1991, 

M'Oonigle 1992, Ross 1995, Stone 1995). Stow (1995). for example, argues for a 

change in property rights which would allow for greater protection of the environment. 

He suggests that ri* should be given to natural objects and the violation of rights against 

these objects (e-g., eagles, wildemess areas) should be a cost, declaring the ''pirating" of 

them as an invasion of a pro- interest. Ross (1 999, similady, focuses on diversifjing 

current forms of tenure to accommodate the needs and values of a varîety of forest users 

such as local c o m m d e s .  Aboriginal Peoples, woodlot owners, and tourist outfitters. 

M'Gonigle (1992), on the other hand, caiis for restructuring of the constitution. He 

believes Canada is m the need of an ''eco-comtitution" whae social power would no 

longer be delegated fiom the Crown down, but be re-rooted to territorial communities and 

would work ftom the bottom up. He States: 

In short, it can be argued that our constitution - that is. the fidamental political 
basis for the treatment of our resources and environment - is founded on severai 
fiilse assumptions b u t  the nature of the individuai, the irrelevance of conmiunity 



and the neutrality of central power.. . [therefore] politicai restruchuing (i. e., eco- 
constitution) couid lead to much greater resource &ciencies (M'Gonigle 1992). 

As radid as these ideas may sormd, they are precisely what is needed to drive 

change in forest policy and management. However, the problern is that Govemments mua 

be cominced to pass legislation that win enable such changes to take place (Khmhs 

1992). In order to convince them, therefore, it must be dernonstrateci that all parties 

concemed can benefit fkom these changes (Brand et al. 1996) . 

As Parker (1995) notes, the rationai dernomtic route for individuals to take who 

want to iduence value change is to engage mernbers of the democratic community in 

debate. She argues that "the dweiopment of reflective commURities - wide-ranging 

c o d t i e s  of inquiry - cm help justify faith in the abdity of a revived local democracy to 

generate environmentai values worthy of respect" (Parker 1995). Furthemore, Sace the 

values of forests and the responsibilities for safeguarding them, are held by a wide variety 

of people and organizations, woperation is needed amongst everyone in order for the 

transformation to SFM to be achieved. Maser (1996) supports this point and believes 

communities are the appropriate d e  for initiating and change, because "through 

collective action people can successfûiiy resolve their issues as weil as organize and 

impiement change" (Maser 1 9%). 

The iiterature reviewed in this chapter focuses on two main areas. The first area 

describes the changes that have taken place in society and the r-ns why values need to 

be 8ccounted for in forest management. It explains the anergence of the new 

environmental paradigm, the values associatecl with it (e. g . , sustabbility, ecoiogical 

inte&) and how the SM to SFM âttempts to operationah these values based on the 

concept and philosophy of ecosystern based management. The traditional paradigm of 

forest management, which is based on various poiiticai, economic, and s c i d c  theories of 

the dominant social paradigm, have grown out of phase with the changes in societal values. 



As such, the institutions, policies and practices that influence and shape forest 

management, diminish and undennine our ability to uphold the emerghg environmental 

values of the new p8f8djgm. 

The second section of this review defines and explains the concept of vahes. More 

specincally, forest values are defïned and classifiecl, and the deternllnants and f'unctions of 

values are descriied to give some ingght into the diverse and cornpiex nature in which 

forest vaiues can arise. The basis upon which values should be used and considered in 

forest management is also disaissed. It outlines whose vahies should be wnsidered in 

forest management as wel as how, when and where they should be coosidered. 

Essentialiy, this review highlights the fira that the shat to SFM ultimately depends 

on the process in which values are utilized. Values must infonn, influence and drive 

changes in forest management. Held and assigneci forest values must be i d d e d  and 

implemented into forest management, so that the end States and benefits e e t y  values can 

be sustained. However, the i d d c a t i o n  and measurmem of values cannot be mereiy 

implernented into the status quo system of forest management. This systern has proven to 

be incapable of sustaining forest vahies in a marmer that society deems acceptable. Values, 

therefore, mua also be identified and used as a means to shat the traditionai paradigm of 

forest management. In this sense, instrumental values, the means by which forests can be 

managed (e-g, efficiently, sustainably, meaNngfuUy), are criticai in the transformation of 

forest management. 

The shiff in societd vaiues has not only brought forth the emergence of 

environmental values, but has prompted the emergence of some very core human values 

such as equality and justice. As such, society desires to participate mesVIjngfUy in the 

management of their forests. They want their values, their wre  and forest values, to be 

respected and given due consideration. This r-es that forest management be designed 

coUaboratively and in a W o n  that can traasform the present management systern hto a 

process that is both sociaily acceptable and biologically sound. Thus the cornplex nature of 

vaiues must be cumpletely understood and meshed into the process of forest management. 



The held, assigned, intrinsic and instrumental vaiues of forests, therefore, must be used by 

society to m v e l  and re-weave the pattem of forest management. 



Chapter Three 

As this study was part of a larger research project done in conjunction with 

research undertaken by Dr. John Sinclair and Dr. Doreen Smith, the methods employed 

rdect  those used within the broader project. Whiie both this study and the research 

project were primarily based on a case study approach, s e v d  other methods were 

employed in the research process. These methods are presemed in section 3.2 (data 

collection and analysis processes), and are d e s c r i i  within the broader context of the 

project . 

3,1 THE: CASE STUDY AS A RESIEARCH STRATEGY 

The use of the case study as a research strategy is applicable in many 

tir-ces, but was chosen as the research strategy for this study for several reasons. 

One reason, is that this type of strategy is preferred when the investigator has little control 

over the eveats of the study, or when the focus is on a coaternporary phenornenon within 

some real-life wntext (Yi 1994). In light of the four cases used, this method was 

partidarly relevant for desmbing the wntext of each of the Model Forests and 

highiighting the specific forest issues that chaiienge them. 

Second, the centrai tendency among ail types of case study research is an attempt 

to illuminate a decision or set of decisions: why they were taken, how they were taken, and 

with what resuh (Yim 1994). In each case study Model Forest this type of an approach 

enabled the researchetfs) to focus on the dynamics of each of the organUations and 

iminiinate their specific management and decision making processes. This was important 

besause it revealed how diverse forest values are, or muid be, integrated into MF 



program, and what implications these decisions have for local forest management 

practices. 

A third reason for using this method is that it dows an investigator to retain the 

holistic and meaninBful characteristics of real-We events (e.g., organizationd processes), 

thereby enabling himher to carry out a generai analysis of the phenornenon under 

investigation (Yin 1994). This approach enableci the researcher(s) to conduct such an 

analysis and provide a detailed description of each of the individual cases. It was also 

usefùl for making cornparisons between the four case study Model Forests. 

3-2 DATA COUCTION PROCESS 

3.2.1 Literature and Document Review 

The first phase of the data collection process began with an extensive review of the 

fiterature on social vahies and fores management. This information was used to develop 

specific questions for the SUN? used in the interview process. A document raiew of 

relevant Model Forest reports was also carried out at this t h e .  This review was used to 

supplernent the fiterature and the design of the survey questions. Many of the following 

documents were used during this process: Phase II proposais, evaluations, annual reports 

and project reports. 

These reports were received fiom the various Model Forests in response to a letter 

sent by Dr. John Sinclair in request for information. Ali Model Forests responded to this 

later and provided the requested documents. This letter also introduced the research 

project to the General Managers and Program Management Boards of each of the ten 

Model Forests. Response to this letter was used to gauge the receptRreness of the Model 

Forests and to determine their wülingness to participate in the research project. 
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3.22 Dwelopment of tbe Survey Instrument 

The second phase of the data coDection process involved the development of the 

survey. The survey inchded the followiog three theme areas: decision making and 

communication processes, change and social values. The theme areas were dweloped by 

Dr. Doreen Sm&, Dr. John Sinciair and Ms. Angela Bidinosti, respectively, for their 

spenfic research purposes. The w e y  consisteci of approxhately 56 open-ended 

questions, of which 15 were speaficaUy designeci for the social values portion of the 

rwvey. Integration and review of the m e y  questions was done through a coilaborative 

process by the study team. 

Before the fimi survey was admiriistered a scoping exercise was ht carried out 

with the drafi survey. The purpose of the scoping exercise was to assess the suitability of 

the survey and the appropriateness of the questions. This exercise was carried out with 

several representatives in the MF Program (e.g., CFS reprweatatives, academics, General 

Managers). The feedback and wmments &orn this review were then incorporated h o  the 

m e y .  The final survey was titled, " S w e y  of Views on Model Forest AdVities Aimed at 

Achieviug Sustainable Forest Management" (Appendix 1 - Social Values Section). 

Subsequent revision was made to the survey upon appraisal of the interviews conducted 

with members fiorn the Manitoba MF (see Appendix 2 for revised questions). The final 

step in the development of the m e y  involved a review by both Ethics Cornmittees at the 

Naturai Resources lnstitute, University of Manitoba and the Department of Sociology, 

University of Wuuipeg, with approvd being given by both committees. 

3.2.3 Intemew Pmcess 

3.23.1 Case Study Lntemews 

The third phase of the data coUectio11 process involved the intenhew process. This 

process was canied out with four of the Model Forests in the Canadian Model Forest 

Program. The four Model Forests inchdeci: Manitoba, Long Beach, Lake Abitibi, and 

Footldls. These Model Forests were selected for several reasons. The Manitoba MF was 
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chosen since it was the b d i n g  agent for the project. It was also selected because its 

proximity to the study team helped facilitate the intaview process, thereby deviating both 

time and financial wnstraints. The other Model Forests were chosen based on their 

willingness tu participate within the time frame that was set out for the research project 

(Juiy to December 1 997). 

The Manitoba MF was the nrst Model Forest to participate in the interview 

process. The interviews were conducted during May and June of 1997. Eighteen 

intemiews were conducteci at this MF. As Drs. Sinclair and Smith were unavdable at the 

time to nicilitate the interviews they were administered by Mr. Dale Hutchison and Ms. 

AngeIa Bidinosti. Mr. Dale Hutchison was chosen to assist in this project based on his 

experience in conducting sirnilar interviews with the Manitoba MF two years previous. His 

assistance was only required during the interviewhg stage. 

Long Beach MF was the next MF site visiteci. The shidy tearn visited Long Beach 

for one week in Juiy of 1997 and conducted 14 interviews. Lake Abitiii MF was also 

visited for one week in July of 1997 with a total of 12 interviews conducted. Foothills MF 

was the last MF to be intervieweci and was visited for one week in December of 1997. 

Eleven interviews were facüitated by Dr. Smith and Ms. Bidinosti at that tirne. In total 5 5 

interviews were conducted. During the visits to the MF sites the study team also had the 

opportunity to observe a Board meeting, tour the MF area and coiiect any M e r  

documentation needed for the smdy. 

During the site visits, structureci interviews were carrieci out with the General 

Managers and Program Management Board members of each of the Model Forests. Due to 

the nature of the survey questions, ody those Board mernbers who had participated in the 

Model Forests for at least one year or more were intervieweci. In some cases this 

eiirninated members who had only resedy joineû, and members who had f o d y  held the 

position were interviewed instead. In other cases both the present and foxmer members 

w a e  intervieweci (e.g., local govment representatives in Long Beach MF) to gain both 

perspectives âom Phase 1 and Phase 11. These interviews were arranged prior to and 



during the visit to each of the Model Forest sites. The majority of the mteMews were 

d e d  out in penon during that the. In some instances Board members were unavdable 

to be inteniiewed during the study team's visit, so a cornrenient t h e  was arranged to 

interview the individual by speaker phone at a later date. 

Each of the interviews took asywhere f?m 1.5 to 3 hours for each member to 

complete. Before the interview session began each respondent was informed of the 

purpose and scope of the research. They were also idormed that they were not obligated 

to m e r  all the questions and wuid withdraw from the m e y  at any tirne if they chose. 

They were &en the opportunity to ask any questions during the interview session as weii. 

The interviews were ficiitated by the whole study team (i. e., one person asked questions, 

other two recorded rcspoases). AU responses were recorded by hand during the interview 

session and were later typed into a cornputer. Ni £inal responses were cornpileci into both 

written and tabular form. 

3.2.3.2 Interviews with Gentrai Managers (Non-Case Study Reiated) 

This phase of the interview process took place between October 1997 and April 

1998. These intervjews were conducted with the h e r a i  Managers f3om the Model 

Forests that were not visited by the study team for use as case studies. In total, five 

interviews were conducted by Ms. Bidinosti and involveci the following Model Forests: 

Western Newfoundland, Bas Saint-Laurent Oower St. Lawrence), P ~ c e  Albert, Eastern 

Ontario and McGregor. Fundy MF did not participate. The purpose of these inteMews 

was to ascertain information solely from the social values portion of the m e y .  This 

Ilrformaîion was gathered in order to provide a general overview of the social values work 

that has been done in the Canadian Model Forest Program in g e n d .  It was also used to 

inustnue ways in which values have been incorporated into SFM practices across the 

nation. 

Prior to the actual interview session al1 GMs were contacteci by telephone to 

arrange for a wnvenient date and the  in which the inteTYiew wuid be conducted. In three 



Model Forests @ce Albert, Eastern Ontano and Bas Saint-Laurent) the General 

Managers were unable to partake in the interview due to extemathg circumsfa~~ces. In 

abstenia, another person (e-g., employee ofthe MF or Board member) with substantial 

bowledge of the subject was proxy for the G U  AU of these imerMews were doae by 

telephone and took anywtiere fkom .5 to 1 hou. to complete. The same protocol was used 

for these inteMews as that used durhg the in-person interviews. Each of the respondents 

was idormeci of the purpose and scope of the research project in general, and of this mdy 

specifically. niey were also informeci that they could withdraw f?om the interview process 

et any time and they were not obligated to answer aü the questions. They were made 

aware that questions were welcome at any t h e  during the interview session as well. The 

responses were recorded by hand during the interview session and then later typed by 

cornputer into written and tabulas form. 

3.3 DATA ANALYSIS PROCESS 

The data coUected in the s w e y s  were analyzed using qualitative techniques. For 

egch of the questions in the s w e y  fiequency responses were determineci in order to obtain 

an indication of the respondents' views on the issues surrounding vahies. Comments made 

by respondents were used to q u e  and supplement this data. SpecSc trends in the data 

were noted at this time as weii. To wmplete the data analysis process obsemitions fiom 

the Board meetings, and information gathered fkom MF documents were lata triangulated 

with the survey results. The d y s i s  of each case study is presented in Chapter Four. A 

conprison of the four Model Foreas is presented in Chapter Five. 

It shouid be noted that during the interview sessions responses to questions were 

recorded in their respective section of the survey (e.g., decision making and 

communication processes, change and social dues).  However, many respondents gave 

detded and important information regardhg values in the otha portions of the w e y .  As 

this idionnation was befïtting for use in this study's case studies it was incorporateci into 

the analysis, but was anaiyzed in the wntext t was given (i.e., decision making, 



communication, change). 

The p r e s s  used to adyze the r d s  fiom the Generai Mhagers' interviews 

foiiowed that used for the case studies. ln order to analyze aü of the Mode1 Forests 

coiiectivety, the GM responses fiom the four case study Mode1 Forests were extrapolated 

âom the case study m e y  results and compileci with the other GM's responses. 

Idormation fiom various MF documentation and the nationai wahmtion of the MF 

Program was then trianguiated with the airvey results to cornpiete the analysis. This 

d y s i s  is presented in the foilowing chapter. 



Chapter Four 

Forest managers, decision makers and the public alike have been wrestling with the 

concept of managing forests sustainably. To put this concept into action, however, the 

values that people hold with regard to forests must first be mderstood. It is important to 

understand these values, because they can help set objectives and normative conditions for 

forest management. 

As one means to initiate SFM in Canada the Model Forest Program was created. 

In Phase I of the Model Forest Program (1 992-1 997) one of the main objectives was to 

accelerate the implementation of SFM practices. The program is now in t s  second phase 

(1997-20021, with an increased and broader set of objectives. One of these objectives has 

been specifically directed at encouraging each Model Forest to incorporate a broad range 

of forest values into their programs. The focus of this study was to compare how the 

Program Management Boards of each of the Model Forests have atternpted to integrate 

forest values into th& activities. 

The resuhs of the four case study Modei Forests are first presented, foiIowed by 

the results of the inthews with the General Managers of 1 the Model Forests. The case 

study Model Forests are presented in the order in which they were interviewai, Manitoba, 

Long Beach, Lake Abitibi, and Foothilis. Each case study is divided into three main 

sections. The £irst section provides a brief oveMew of each Model Forest to give the 

background and context in which they exist. An andysis of the results is then presented in 

the section titled wlues resemch. The nnal section critiques and 'iunmiarizes the valws 

research of each of the Model Forests. The interview results with aü the MF General 

Managers are presented in the same W o n .  



4.1 lMANITOBA MODEL FOREST 

4A.1 Ovemew 

n i e  Manitoba Model Forest (MBMF) is located in the southeast region of the 

province within the area between Lake Winnipeg and the Ontario border. It is 

approximately 100 km northeast of Winnipeg (Figure 2). It spaas an area of over 1 &on 

hectares and contains four Werent types of boreal forest. It has an extraordinary diversity 

of Sensmve ecosysterns ranghg fiom upland jack pine ridges to lowland spruce-tamarack 

swamps. Represented witbin the boundaries of the MBMF are both recreation and 

wiiderness parks (Grand Beach, NopinMg and Atikaki), private woodlots, four Fira 

Nation reserves (Brokenhead, Hoilow Water, Little Black River and Sagkeeng), provincial 

forest, and a large Forest Management area licensed to Pine Falis Papa Company (PFPC) 

(Naturd Resources Canada 1996). 

Along with its diverse ecologid features, the MBMF aiso has a diverse socio- 

cultural rnix. Being in close proximity to Winnipeg it has a high seasonal influx of people 

for recreational purposes, several Fust Nations, a small Metis population, and several small 

communities including Pine Fails, which is dependent upon the pulp and paper industry 

(Naturai Resources Canada 1996). 

The MBMF was selected as one of the eleven MF sites in Canada in June 1992 by 

the Canadian Forest Service, and officiaily joined the Model Forest Network on June 3, 

1993. Its business office is located in the town of Pine Falls, adjacent to the Fine Falls 

Papa Company office. The flairs and activities of the MBMF are conducted by its 

managing partners by virtue of mernbership on its Program Managanent Board (i.e., 

Board of Directors). The Board makes decisions using a combined approach of consensus 

and Roberts Rules of Order (i.e., consensus is aimed for, but a final vote is taken on ail 

decisions). Each member of the Board is to act as a conduit between th& member 

organization and the board; reporting to their organhtion the business of the Board and 

relaying their organization's views back to the Board. 
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Figure 2. Manitoba Model Forest 

Manitoba Model Forest 1995. 
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At the time of hterviewing, 14 of the 20 Board seats were active, and included the 

following managing partners: tbe Province of Manitoba (Department ofNaturd 

Resources), the Pine Falls Paper Company Ltd., the Universities of Manitoba and 

Whpeg, T i e  to Respect Earth's Ecosystems (T.R.E.E.), the Manitoba Naturalists 

Society, Municipaiities and L o d  Governmeat Districts within the Model Forest area, the 

North East Sustainable Development Association (NESDA). Union L o d s  connecteci to 

the Pine Falls Paper Co. Ltd., a local Econoxnic Dewlopment Association, and the 

Woodlot Association of Manitoba. The First Nation's and the Manitoba Metis Federation 

Southeast Region seats were inactive at the time. At present the Board has expanded to 

3 0 seats of which 22 are active. 

In the course of the research, at lest one persoa fiom each of the active partner 

groups was uiterviewed, with the exception of Pine Falls Paper Company, the Province of 

Manitoba and NESDA who had two representatives intervieweci. The Canadian Forest 

Senice representative and a representative Eom the Provincial Department of the 

Environment were also interviewai. The representative nom the Department of the 

Environment had been involved in the IRM workhg group and was waitiog to be 

appointed a seat at the Board at the time ofinterviewirig. In addition, the G e n d  

Manager and the Executive Assistant of the MBMF were intewiewed for a total of 18 

interviews. 

Values can be identified in a variety of ways, using both formal (i.e., direct) and 

i d o d  (Le., indirect) means. Formal m«ms are directeci at explicitly i d e n m g  velues 

using some type of research method or approach (e.g., surveys7 mterYiews7 contingent 

valdon). On the other hanci, values can also be identified indirectly through informal 

meaas, such as conversations and observations, in which the objective of the process is not 

necessariEy to aquire vaiues, but values are emined due to the nature of the occurrence. 

To assess what atternpts had been made to i d e  and incorporate vahm research 



into the MBMF program, respondents to the survey were initially asked if fonnd attempts 

had been made to identify the forest values of Board members. Of the eighteen Board 

members interviewed from the MBMF, nine of the respondents indicated that formal 

attempts had been made. Haif of these respondents believed it had been done through 

several of the projects undertaken by the MF. The other half felt it occurred by Whie of 

the Board's composition and indicated that values muid be i d d e d  implicitly through the 

representatives themselves and through the discussions that occur arnongst them. Several 

of the other respondents did not think that any f o d  attempts had been made to identify 

values and were unaware if any oppomullties for such an initiative were forthcoxning. 

Table S. Vaioes Perceived to be m e n t  Among the 
Manitoba Mode1 Forest Program Management Board 

From timùer to aestheûcs and e v e g  in between. 
Those that don't want to see the forest clearat and those that want to see the animrrrs and 
wpreçerved 
Some want to mke money off of the forest. Others iike recreatid vaiues, traditional values, 
economic values, and preservation values of envllonmental people. 
Some vaiue that there s h d d  be no cutting, others value that they s h d d  do cuning, and other 
val= thaî they should CU? and let no one eise Q it. 
U U t i o n  of the tesourçé, preservation of the remune, maintenance and sustaiaability of the 
resoarce, regional economic development, and implications on regional economic 
development . 
Each of us bas our own agenda. However, we do not have crr#ers &cien@ informed and do 
not bave methods to change their rtbethods. 
Recreation, aesîheîics, ecowmic, euxyskm health. 
Jobs, recreation, envitonment, preservationists, caoservationists, iivdihoods h m  forests. 
Biodiversity, participation of Aborigimk, and use of the forest (i.e., jobs). 
Some on the Board M d  forestry vaiues (i.e., that the forest shauid be Psed - forest produaion). 
mer values are consistent wiîh sustainable forestry and aiiocaîion issues. Other people want 
to look at ail forest vaiues and what thhgs Other than briees mighî be used in the forest. 

Regardless of whether values were implicitly understood or explicitiy expressed, al1 

of the respondeats indicated that they wuid i d e  the forest values held by other Board 

members. Tables 5 and 6 reveal the values that the respondents believed wete present 

among the Board. Table 5 highlights the values that some respondents perceived to be 



present among the Board in general, whereas Table 6 outlines the values that partner 

representatives identifïed as being s p d c  both to their own group as weli as to other 

Table 6. Specific Values IdentiFd by Partner Represtïntritives of the Manitoba 
Mode1 Forest Rogrim Management Board 

C~~aridiui Forest SeNice: 
Forest V i e s  Identified by P e e r  -e: 

CFS does not have a "forest value' because they oniy study foriests. 
Forest V & e S I W W b y  mer Prabrer~eSLltfOtjYes: 
rn No response given. 

Manitoba Natririiüsts Society: 
F o r d  V&cs I M i d  by Pmtner Reprscnfative: 

Strong emphasis on the ciesirability of mabîahhg the integrity and biodiversrty of the 
area. Making the area available as much as possiie for nonansipnptiVe use 
throughout al1 the times of the year. 

Forest Volues ldentified by M e r  P ~ C T  Reprt=semWves: 
rn Maintaining naturai processes and fmiciions of the forest to ensute air and wate~ quality. 

ManicipaMea surd tocai Governments: 
F o r d  Valus Z M i  by Rzrfner Representcaive: 

We vaiue the trees and the wiidlife. We aii  care about îhe things in the forest. 

For& V&w I M i b y  Mer Portner Represoaatives: 
No response given. 

Nor* East Susthable Developmtnt Amxiritioa (NESDA): 
Fomî Valires Idennified 6y Paifner Reprea~Wves:  

rn Perpetinty of the forest. 

We value the fotest because we he ,  work and play in the area. We value it for an 
econornic and heritage area. We d u e  the forest for aü forest values. We vaiue it as a 
murce - culturai, heritage and nnanciai. We see ourseives as part of the ecoqskm and 
sustaining with it. 

F o u t  VakùesIclena'firdby M n  P&ûter-cs: 
Noresponsegiven. 

P k  Falls Priper Company Ltd.: 
F o r d  V&es I&d@ed by Portner R w e s . .  

Continue the utilization of the mamce. 
Timber, WildLife and getting the best out of the fores& without imt#cting the forest. Our 
missianstattnienîdeaiswiîh~theforeston toomchiidrcnin gwdsîead. 

Fomî Volues I d d i  by M e r  P m e r  -es: 
Economic value, sustain forest since tàc Company is commmiity owned 



. Resource for evcryone and we want to Opcrafe in a way ttiat wan't compmmise one over 
the other. Ensrnie timber harvest Qes not oompn,mise other values. Our mission 
statement deais with sustainable development and forestry. 
We value everything out thcre and always have. For example, in the Dudc Moimtains 
we value moose, trout, hiking trails and buffers dong the U e s  for the last 60 to 150 
yeius. However,wenowhavebii;tzwordsforthis. 

Forest Vcrlues 1-ôy Olker P-er Reprieseraatives: 
Don't care. 

T i i  to Respect Euth'a Eeosystem (T.RE.E.) 
Fowt  Values IdhtifKciby Pan'ner -e: 

Wildiifie, eoosy~tem integrity, p d w t h e  forests, clean water. To actuaily protect natural 
resomces and wiiderness. We bave benchmarks and look at preserving old growth. 

Forest Valves Idamÿied by OLna Pmbrer -*ves: 

Environmental issues. 
. Maintaining mural processes and fimaions of forest to ensure air and water quality. 

Union Lads (PFPC): 
Forest Velues I&nti;fied by P d e r  -ve: 

They cwid be a very vocal group if it tried to stop aitting, but they have a "if it's not in 
my backyard don't cb anything about i?" attitude ifthere is no threat to tkm 

Forest V&es I à i d j Z d  by O z k n  P-er Representaft'ves: 

Try to play leadership role and role of neutrality. Peramed as being on side of 
enWonmeatal gnwps. In qucst of information so that amcct decisiari~ am be made. 

Winnipeg River Bmkenhead Commanity Veatnm Fùûtm Dwetopmeat Corp.: 
F i  V i f ' b y A m a r e r R c p r n a d c d i v e =  

To provide employment apportimities. But there arc more qqxmdt ies  ttian pst cutting 



the foilest. Thine are things iike heritage and natural, holistic heabg These things 
have never been explore& WRBDC can get invohred in new -es that come out 
of the MF. 

F '  V b  I W f s c d b y û t h é r P m a r a ~ :  
O Notesponsegiven. 

Wooâlot AmxMon ofiHonitob0: 
Forest Vkhs ldentyied by P m  -e: . Om ideas are bin;erent thao a forestas. We want to plant trees, but nat neasady  to 

harvest them. We want to beau@ the ianci, use tbem [trees] for reczeatiooal pirposes, 
gmw giuseng ami bernes, and use the w d  for waiking sticks, etc. 

Forest V i e s  Ii ihti jW by Mer Porarer -es.- 
. Noresponsegiven- 

The majority of respondeats indicated that they were attexnpting to translate their 

values into action (Le., make them recognizednegitimized), and felt that the MF was a 

viable vehick to assist them in doing so. While most respondents were putting th& vahies 

into action through the work of their own organizations, several people felt the MF was an 

&&ive means to assist them in such endeavours since it wuld help foster new 

relationships and mate a greater awareness of certain forest management strat egies (e. g., 

aiteria and hdicators). 

Moreover, ali the respondents felt that the MBMF has served as a good meam for 

bringiug people together that hold diverse forest values. H .  of the respondents indicated 

that it was through certain projects undataken in the MF (e.g., video on sustainsrhle 

development), or through discussions at either the Board or working group levei (e-g., 

Social Issues Group) that members were able to gaiu a better understanding of each 

other's values. In tum, the other half of the respondents believed that certain processes 

Wre formai workshops (e.g., c o a c t  resohmon) or research projects (e.g., surveys) should 

be put in place in the fiiture for members to maintain an understanding of each other's 

vAes .  One respondent also made the suggestion of limituig the Directors' stay on the 

Board since this wuid deviate bum out, bring in new perspectives, and help capture 

changes and differences in social values. 

This capturing and bringing together of diverse values has made an impact on the 

MBMF, as ten respondents afnrmed that there have been changes in the decision making 
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process of the MF due to the consideration of partners' values. Many of these respondents 

believe this has large1y corne about because peuple have been able to get a better 

understanding of the values present at the Board which bas inducd changes in their 

attitudes. As a resdt, Board manben have tried to find common ground in the midst of 

diversity and have made changes with regards to the input of the Phase II proposai, the 

involvernent in projects (e-g., moose management project) and the consideration of 

additional seats for Aboriginal groups a. the Board. 

The decision making processes of the Board seern to be affected, not oniy by the 

vahm present among the Board, but by the composition of its membership as well. While 

eleven respondents disagreed that any one group's values were formall'y given more 

consideration than any othas for inclusion in the decision making process of the MF, the 

majority of respondents did believe that certain concessions have been made mfonaIly to 

some groups. Several people felt that Pine Falls Paper Company was given more 

consideration because of their innuence in the area. Conversely, other people felt the 

Abonginal groups have had an influence in the decision making process based on their 

absence and by the number of seats that have been designated for them at the Board. A 

few respondents felt Uiat cousideration in the decision rnaking process was based more on 

the strength of the individual (i.e., "squeaky wheel gets the grease7') or by Wnie of their 

involvement with certain projects. 

While the vahies of Board members may be considered in the decision making 

process of the MF, and may have iduenceâ certain changes, it seems they have not had 

any innuence outside of the MF as of yet. As thirteen respondents have inûicated, the 

Board has not considerd how the values held by the its memben might apply in forest 

management decision making inside or outside of the organimtion. However, many 

respondents believe they have the potential to impact other decision making processes 

since the Board wuid test Merent methodolologi for gathering and incorporating values 

into th& operations They could then disseminate this idormation to other organizations 

who, in tum, couid adapt these new processes to reflect the wntext of their own situation. 





"Aboriginals haven't participated wefl in the MF.. . we have leamed much about th& 

values even in their absencey7 (e-g., cross cuitural workshops7 project presentations). 

Subsequentiyy many respondents believe that r-ch can create awareness about 

the diversity of forest values and is one way to assist in acwlerating the implementation of 

sustainable forest management practices. Most Board members felt that dues research 

done by the MF, and in conjunction with other agencies and processes (e.g., EBM and 

criteria & indicators with the Province), could help inform decision makers about the 

management practices needed for integrating and sustaining different vahies on the 

landscape. As one respondent stated; 'Tbrough social vahies research.. . it should becorne 

evident to decision makers that ciiffirent things can be done with forests to r e m  these 

other values." 

4 . 1  Critique: Vaiues Rescarch in the Manitoba Mode1 Forest 

In light of these responses, it is evident that MBMF is beguuung to grapple with the 

issue of forest values. Much work remains to be done in order to understand the 

wmplexity of this issue and it is up to the Board to guide the process. In its attempts to 

deal with this issue the Board of the MBMF bas been effective for bhging people together 

that hold diverse values. Ail respondents attest to this fàct and beiieve it has heiped "'open 

their eyes" to new perspectives. This is largely ewident in the structure of the Phase II 

proposai and the decision making process ofthe Board. As mmy respondents indicated, 

they felt the Board has worked together to find common ground, which in tum has 

influenced the attitudes and opinions that have gone h o  shaping these processes. 

The MBMF has dso been effective in assisting groups to translate their dues imo 

action. It seerns the MF is a good medium for the different groups to sound out th& 

views and channel them tbrough the avaiiable means of the MF (e-g., projects, proposais) 

so that they can be heard. And it is apparent tbat they have been heard, as most 

respondents beliwe they have gained a gnater awareness and appreciation of the ways in 

which other people value the forest. 



However, it is questionable how weii they have been comprehended. Whiie half of 

the respondents felt formal attempts had been made to i d e  the values held by the 

Board memben, it is obvious fkom most responses that respondents could not readiiy 

identify the values of the groups participahg on the Board (see Tables 5 and 6). Many 

respondents may not have felt cornfortable in doing that or may not have interpreted the 

question as asking for that, which are valid considerations to take into account. 

If there had been f o r d  attempts to share values though, t would only seem 

rasonable tbat respondents wodd be able to identm values in a more specific marner. 

Most values were just stated as existing at the Board with very linle reference being made 

to any one partida. group(s). A few groups such as PFPC and TREE were specifically 

made mention of, but as several respondents stated, values are often inferreci just on the 

basis of a group's representation. Furthemore, the identification of Aborigmi values 

were highiighted in a response, evem though they do not have a representative si* on 

the Board. This suggests then that values are inferi-ed more implicitly and u i f o d y  based 

on the strength of the individuai representative or group. It appears the formal attempts 

that have been made to iden* vah~es have had a minimal effect on the Board. The 

comprehension of values seem to be at a basal levei, and are learned more intuitively by 

individuals indirectly through discussions rather than by overt expression. 

It was recommended in the "Sinclair Study" (1995) that the Board should attempt 

to buiid a common understanding of the values and perceptions among its members. Given 

the mimber of values identifieci by the varbus partner groups (set Tables 5 and 6), it is 

evident that the Board has aot given much consideration to this recomrnendation. It was 

stated by some respondents that the "Sinclair Study" was useful for redekhg the Board's 

focus in Phase 1 and assisted in the dwelopment of the MF's Phase II proposal. Howweq 

it seems to have had littie to no impact on the Board with regard to vahies research and 

work. This is an unfortunate omission by the Board because one of the program objectives 

for Phase II specificaiiy States that the MFs should encourage a broad range of forest 

values into th& programs. If the process of understanding d u e s  does not begin at the 
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Board, then it is questionable how weiI they can design projects that are directed at 

incorporating a broader range of vahies into their program. 

The valuation process has not been completety overlooked in the MBMF, however, 

as a workshop was held in the fd of 1997. This workshop was held so that the Board 

might begin to identify and share their vahies. At present, however, little is known about 

the outcome or effects the workshop has had on the Board. Two other workshops were 

held in the spring of 1998 as part of the MBMF's vahmtion process. The work nom one 

workshop has been used to develop goals and hdicators for Pine FaUs Paper Company ten 

year management plan. The r e d t s  of the other workshop are in the process of behg 

anaiyzed, but are intended to be used to develop a common research fhmework (Le., 

methodology) for i d e n w g  and d g  a plurality of non-market vaiues in the MBMF. 

This work is important because it can assist in the establishment of badine data, 

which would help the Board in afnnmng wmmon grouud and a coUective vision . It could 

du> help members keep abreast of changing values should present representatives resign or 

any vacant seats at the Board be filleci. In addition, it could dispei any mistrust or 

misconceptions people may have about certain groups attahhg more access to the 

decision making process of the MF due to the consideration of thar values (e.g., PFPC). 

It should be noted that there has been other values research done within the 

MBMF. Most of this work has been initiated by the Canadian Forest SeMce and includes 

the research d e d  out by Beckiey et al. (1997% 199%). Their research focuses on some 

of the underlying attitudes and vaiues of the MF Board members, as well as their opinions 

on &&ive public participation processes. Research has also bem carried out by Beckley 

and Sprenger (1995), who look at the &O-politid dimensions of the c o m m d e s  in the 

MF area. However, it appears that very linle has been done with this information since 

very few respondents made mention of it or sameci to be aware of it. At this juncture of 

the valuation process it is important to consider this information because it can help design 

processes that are culturally sensitive and socially acceptable. Furthemore, by 

understanding the broader context in which SFM might apply and the impending tasks 
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needed to acceIerate it, the Board lnight be able to betta define their foais in 8chievùig 

the objectives of the program. 

Sustain;ibfe forest management pracfices can be tested and recommended for 

implementation through research work done by the MF, but the final acquisition ofthis 

goal must be exercised tbrough the policies and practices of forest management decision 

makers. nius, the work of the MF must be weil orchestrated by the Board in order for it 

to make an impact on decision makers and have relevance to the goals of SFM. 

As most respondents felt the MF has the potential to offer advice and infiuence 

decision makers the d u e s  work done by the MF must be comprehensive and sound at all 

levels (i-e., Board and commtmity Ievel). Uany respondents indicated that the policy 

problems in the province are related to the annuai allowable ait  aad the fkct that it 

precludes the actwiization of some forest values. While the majority of the same 

respondent s believe that recommendations of MF projects bave imp tications for forest 

management policy, linle has been done in regards to definhg the diverse nature of values 

that exkt on the hdscape. What work the MF has initiated, very few people are aware 

of Therefore, the Board mst have a full comprehension of the mapitude of this work 

and should have a weU defined focus to instigate projects that wiil have a profond enough 

impact to accelerate change aimed at achieving this end. 

The Phase Ii proposal of the MBMF has addressed such issues and bas set out 

objectives to drive this process. Commdty values research wiii be done in the area of the 

MF in conjunction with the Province through their ecosystem basecl management (EBM) 

pilot project. The work comiag out of this project will be used to develop a fuhue process 

in which to use EBM in Manitoba. The resuits of this project may help develop 

recommendations for the EBM process, but wiü not ensure concrete changes are applied 

on the ground at this t he .  The MF, as a resuit, is instrumental in providuig "a conduit for 

a tr8IISfer and understanding of values amongst the stakeholders" and forest management 

decision rnakers. 



As it wss indicated in the survey, the MBMF has liaised most closely with the 

PFPC and the Province. Tbrough the EBM project they have an oppommity to tnily 

S o m  policy, management practices and negotiate change. As one respondent noted; "the 

problem with the MF is that no one thinks of taking advice out of the MODEL and putting 

t into reaiity." For the MF to be "a beacon of hope in this province" the Board thus, must 

continue to look objectively and positively at its design and responsiiilities in order to 

a c h e  the goals it was set out to meet. 



4.2 LONG BEACE MODEL FOREST 

Long Beach Model Forest (LBMF) is situated on the west wast of Vancouver 

Island. It covers an area of400 000 hectares (Figure 3) and contains an ~raaordinary 

variety of marine and terrestrial ecosystems. Wrth the mild, wet climate aüowing plants to 

grow year-round and wild fires being rare, the conditions in the area of LBMF area have 

p d t t e d  the development of old-growth forests dominatecl by very large, long-hed trees 

such as  western hernlock, Sitka spruce, western red cedar aod amabfis fk (Long Beach 

Mode1 Forest 1997). 

Included within the bormdanes of Long Beach Model Forest are Pacinc Rim 

National Park, Clayoquot Sound and eight principal communities. Approxhtely equal 

numbers of Fira Nations and non-First Nations people live wi& these communities. 

Ucluelet and Tofino are the only non-First Nations c o d t i e s  in the LBMF area, which 

contain the Long Beach Model Forest Office and Raidorest hterpretive Centre 

respectively . 

The wea coast region in which LBMF is srniatecl bas a long history of land use 

confiict and negative experiences; with the controversy in Clayoquot Sound being the most 

notable in recent years. Wah the negobations between First Nations and the Province of 

B.C., and the establishment of the Clayoquot Sound Scientific Panel, LBMF was 

established later than most Cansldian Model Forests in order to develop organilrition 

arrangements that couid accommodate ai l  the different interests and processes in the 

region. However, by September 1994 it was incorporateci into the network (Long Beach 

Model Forest 1997). 

The LBMF Board is comprised of 14 directors who are each elected to represent a 

local sector. Community members are invited to becorne a member of the society by 

joining a sector. PartiCUlELTiy unique to this Mode1 Forest is the inclusion of a youth 

representative that sits on the Board as an equal partner to aU other sectors. 



Figure 3. Long Beach Modd Forest 

Source: Long Beach Model Forest 1997. 
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The Board operates using a philosophy of shared decision-making and consaws, and 

there must be complete consensus before the Board initiates any action. Like ail Model 

Forests, the members report the happenings of the Board to their sector group and b ~ g  

th& groups views back to the Board. 

Ofthe 14 sectors that comprise the LBMF Board, the foliowhg 12 wae available 

to be mteMewed during the study visit: Federd Govemment (Pacinc Rim Natioaal Park), 

First Nations Govermnent, Proviacial Govemment, L o d  Govenment, Social and 

Economic Sustaiaability, Conservation Science, Youth, Valueaddeci, Fisheries, 

kmeation, Tourism and Education. The Major Man-ers' (MacMillan Bloedel) seat 

was vacant at that tirne, and the Labour Sector representative was unavailable for either an 

io-person or telephone interview. The Acting General Manager was inteniewed, and both 

the former and present representatives of the Local Governrnent Sector were intkewed 

for a totd of 14 interviews. 

Of the fourteen members int eMewed nine aftbed that formal attempts had been 

made to idene  the forest vahies of the Board. Most of these respondents indicated that 

attempts had been made through such means as workshops, meetings, presentations and 

discussions at the Board table. Conversely, four of the respondents felt that the Board's 

values were identifieci more on an Sonnai basis, and indicated that it had been done 

induectly tbrough certain projects and prograrns (e.g., Traditionai Ecologicai Knowledge 

and inventories on First Nations' cultural values), or through sector representatives 

themselves. For example, one respondent noted that, "the secton dMde off pretty clearly 

and speak for themse1ves." Some respondents mentioned that it was helpful to leam 

about other sector's vahies and felt the LBMF was a good forum for addressing thern. 

Mers felt that vahies sharing should happen on a regular basis within the Model Forest or 

that a vaiues sharing exercise should be revisiteâ, since much ofthis sbaruig hsd been done 

at previous meetings during the formation of the LBMF. 



Given that twelve respondents felt that they wuid identify some of the forest values 

held by Board mernbers participating in the Mode1 Forest, it is evident that both formai and 

informal processes have been effective in drawing forth the values of sector groups. While 

moa respondents identified specific values that they thought were characteristic of specific 

groups, some respondents gave more generaiized staternents about sector's forest values. 

For example, one respondent felt that "everyone recogmzed the need for more careful 

logging," whereas another individual mentioned that ''many sectors had monetary values." 

In addition, one respondent felt that al1 the sectocs themsehres were representative of their 

valua. The summary responses outlined in Table 7 r e v d  what sector representatives 

identified as being forest values for their own -or as well as those of other sectors. 

Table 7. SpecPc Values Idenacd by Sector Represeatatives of the Long Beach 
Mode1 Forest Program Management Board 

Conservation Science: 
Ford V&es Irlnch'fid by Sedar -e: 

Biodiversiîy . 

Forest VoClres IdortrRd by Mer Sedor RèpmsemWbes.= 
s Presenation of forests. 

Bi0cen.c values and conoerns about foresûy. Less clearatting more valueadded. 
Religim and spirituai values. 
WhatparttheforestpiaysintheecosystemaadtheEarth. 
Trees left standing. 

Education: 
Forest V&es IM15e( i  by S e m  -: 

Education has a vision to ûy to communiate ai i  the exciting news about the eaqaem. 
Ford VoCues Ideniified by mer Sedor -es: 

Chiidren and a sense of forwt vaiues. 
rn Mate to environniental side of th- (h management issues(forest values). 

FtdcrPl Cowrnment: 
Fomt v*I-bySedorRepr-: 

Our mandate is fbr a healthy forest ecaystem anci a sustainable environment in which 
inman@ is incîrsded First Nations are om biggest dly. 

Forest Values I i h t f m  by mer Sedor ReprCSCnfQtiYes: 
Tax menue. 
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. Respect for Mother Earth and evexything that is comiected If we take too much of the 
forestorttitwüi affect a i l  Me. 

Forad Valrres 1-by Mer Sèdbr V v e s :  

Value the lifk of the forest and whaî bey- wiïi pass oa to the next generation @redit)'). 
The cedar iS Me to them. 
Traclitid uses of the forest. 
Not sure. Put COfPOration in place of fotest management - sustainable forestry. 

. Home. 
Culturat values. 

Religious and spiritual d u e s .  
Religious values. 

Fishtries: 
Fo- Vàines ldentified by Sedot RqmsmîCaiVe: 
. We value the protection of sahon and riparian zones. We need to protect sahon values 

as they relaie to forestry. Bad forestry practices have created down turns in the fishing 
inciustry. 

Fotest V h  fclerrtil'by Wer Sedor Represeidafn,es: 
Want to know how logging has impcted fisheries. 
Aquatic areas. 
Fish production. 

trrbcnu: 
Forest Volwes I&mi@ed by Sedor Representative: 

NO r e s p ~ ~ ~ ~ e  @en. 

Forest V&es Z M f i e d  by Met Sedor -es: 
vaiue work (~~ on how to bring the forest dom). 
Jobs. 

Reçourcc use - resmxs bave an economic due .  
To get a bit more people focusing on forestry - a worlang forest. Things have got to 
change, we can't just cut and cut. 

Forest Volues fdeidifiedby O r k a  Seetor -es: 

~ a x i a o m y -  
Statusquo~oymentissues. 

Maintain aU reIati01ls with MacMillan Btoede1. 



Forest Vcllues Irlerajfiedby Olltcr ScdoP Rtpreserdcrtives: 
Lackiitstre of process. The represents WU they do. They are m t i n g  to 
f d  miiis and marirets outsi& of the regim 
Profit and public telatiolls value (to get positive PR). 

Rovincirl GovernmW 
Foresi V-IrderttifiedbyScdoP~: 

In the S c i e n ~ c  Panel the Aovince pt forth the message that they are tryuig to 
legitimixe and adrfrws ail the values that are out there. It is trying to & everything it 
can to see the pocess through and £ind resolution There is a cornmitment to find a 
process that works out here and have m e  biIy isto it. We aren't sure what WU work 
and wbat the costs/beo&ts will be. 

Forest V d w s  I d e n a m  by mer Sedor -a: 
Maintain status quo. Protect agency. Do whaî they are told 
Tax revenue. 

R e c d o n :  
Foreia V&es I W @ d  by Sedm -e: 

A supply of d r h b g  water wbere I'm camping, I don't want pollutants. Piaces to 
explore, habitat for species 1 want to m e ,  a source of edible plants, a source of fish 1 
can catch, a source of gaxne to hunt if 1 hunted, a p k e  to camp and Qiftwood for fire 
though this cornes as a by-proQa of logging 

Forest V&es 1 . T  &y Mer Sedm l@msafdvves= 
Want scenic corridors to be establisbed. 
Ecotourism. 

b Habitat. 

Recreational aceMties in the forest and aquatidrnarine Me. 
Socid and Economic Srwtriinribiiity; 

Forest Values I M î  by Seetor RqmsaaWue: 
My seztor is pretty broad It includes groups from Eootnist to Clayoquot Sound 
(CSSDSSC) and we have varying degrees of interestS. 

For& Vrrlues Zdenîified by m e r  Sector -es.. 
Value riesource utiiization (resources have an economic value) 
value-ilACIPA 

V a l u e  and the status quo. 
MalnlyvaluethctimberfromtEieforest. 

Toarism= 
Forest Vahm Zdenn'ficd by Sedor -e: 

We value its ex&emce [forest). OId growth and its value to tourism, if it is hantested it 
doesn't have a vahie. C u i W  First Nations values are iatcrcsting to pople. 
Environmental hawtedge, luking experienœs and diffi;erent values we d u e .  

Fomt Volrra I&@W by mer SQCt47 -es: 
Value resoufcc utihation (resources have an ecoeomic value). 

Viewscape vaïues - a balance of the viewxape. 



We believe it wouici be a more sustainable way of harvesting to use m m  parts of the 
ûee. Thiswouidaeatemorejobs. Doingmorewithlessisttaewayofthe~. Inthe 
past one logger wouid cut fifty trees More coffee. Now, 1 cari make a living on two trees 
a year for a fatuity offm. 

Fomt Volves Idena'fied by &ha Secror -va :  

More commamty e001tomic derciopmeat and - access to a d suppiy. 
Nonammodity and noqndp values of timber. 

Yorith: 
Fmed VaCirej I W f i e d b y  Seclor RkpteSenZQtiYe: 

It's a misha&. It is Iike a Mode1 Forest imto itself. We have a cross-section of ail 
these values. First Natious rnembem, mm-First Nations, etc. Ali values of society can be 
found in the youth sector. 

Fwest Volves Idarh'fiedby Mer Skior RepreserdoEives: 
Future. Eoonomic future. Concerned with sustaùiabilîty. 

When respondents were asked iftbeir sector was currently making any attempts to 

translate their values into action (Le., make their values hown, legitimized, or vaiidated), 

nine out of elwen Board mernbers indicated that they were attempting to do so. Ten of 

those respondents in tum felt that the Model Forest was a viable vehicle to assist thern in 

their endeavors, and that many of their values were being put into action via projects and 

programs undertaken in the Model Forest (e-g., The Rainforest Interpretive Centre, the 

Mapping Values project, symposiums, etc.). Some respondents inàicated that they were 

a h  atternpting to put their values into action by working with the Clayoquot Sound 

Scientific Panel or other local cornmittees and projects. 

Ali fourteen of the respondents agreed that the LBMF has served as a good meam 

for bringing people together that hold diverse forest dues .  Some individuais gave strong 

afbmation to this question; "Yes, it is the best opportunity avdable at the tirne. Given the 

history of conflict and different interests 1 would be surprised ifanothex agency couid do a 

Mer job." On the wntrary, some of the respondents qiialified th& answers with the 



foilowing statements: Tes ,  but we've been dancing around the edge. We haven't deait 

with forest management issues. We haven't looked at the implications of making decisions 

one way or auother." '?t has been srcdent but that may be because we don? tackle 

difilcuit issues. . . It is fike training wheels." 

Eight of the fourteen respondents felt that some of the present processes such as 

workshops, newsletters/publicatio11s7 speakers, and the hctioning of the Board itselfwere 

effective means for sectors to gain a better understanding of each others' values. The 

Board was mentioned because individu& felt it aiiowed for discussion and consensus 

decision making. Respondents ais0 identifid fbture processes that shouid be considered, 

such as working with the Clayocpot Sound ScientSc Panel and gatmg the research results 

of Model Forest projects to decision makem ( e g ,  govemment, forest managers). In 

addition, it was felt that the media and workshops should be used more in the fiiture. 'We 

should have more workshops instead of aii business. The more we share and learn, the 

more we can trust each other, and to me that makes decision making easier." 

Despite the fact that al fourteen Board members agreed that the Modei Forest has 

served as a good means for bringing people together, their answers were not as unified 

when asked how these values affectecl decision rnakmg processes. For example, only four 

out of eight respondents felt that they could identify any changes in the decision making 

process of the Model Forest due to the consideration of stakeholder values, and indicated 

that such changes occurred either in people's attitudes or in their ability to stop decisions 

in consideration of certain values. 

Conversely, tbree respondents felt there had been no changes in the decision 

making process. One person thought there had been no changes in decision m a b g  

specifidy because: 

... the consensus mode1 actuaiiy fosters the power play of different sectors. There 
are biases and people will try to usurp other people out. Ifthere was a more 
relaxed democratic process it wouldn't foster that type of problem. The problem 
with the Board is if people bring their baggage to the Board, it becomes 
dydimctional. The multi-sector Board may not be the best way to go with these 
kinds of things. 



In direct relation to the previous question, ten of the fourteen respondents atnrmed 

that the values of certain sectors are given more consideration than others in the decision 

maloog of the Mode1 Forest. Four respondents did not agree. When asked how sector 

values were given more consideration, the most cornmon answers &en were: that it 

tended to happen informally, consideration was ofien given to the First Nations Sector, 

and that the Mode1 Forest is perceived to be "green" or "presewationist" and, therefore, 

perceived to give consideration to those sectors with that type of orientation. When Board 

members were fbrther questioned whether the Model Forest had discussed how d u e s  held 

by Board members niight apply in forest management decision maLmg outside of the 

Model Forest, most respondents did aot know ifit had been discussed or felt it had not 

been discussed at all. 

In regards to whether values research had been done in the broads community 

(i.e., those individuas or groups not directly involved in the Model Forest or-tion) 

eleven of the respondents stated that the Model Forest had not engageci in such research 

and that most of this work had been done previously by the CSSDSSC (Clayoquot Sound 

Sustainable Development Strategy Steering Cornmittee) or through other outside research 

projects (i.e., those not done by =MF). Two iridividuals, however, believed this work 

had been done previously by the Mode1 Forest. They stated it had been done through a 

workshop and through certain projects. These projects were done in attempts to "hit on 

the community with larger issues," and to determine 'khat they [communities] want to do 

with raistairrrihle forest management and the Model Forest mandate." Despite this slight 

discrepancy in views one individual highlights the potential of undertaking such an 

endeavor: 

What the Long Beach Model Forest has going for it is that there is a broad 
membership on its Board of Directors. If Long Beach Model Forest gets invohred 
with social values research it would be better respecteci than ifaoother group did it. 
The Model Forest organization bas a good opporhiaity to get holved in this, 
especially with Traditionai Ecological Knowledge. 



Following on that note, the majority of respondents (13) agreed that Long Beach 

Model Forest had increased the different sectors' appreciation of the ways in which other 

people vaiue the forest. Only one respondent remained uncertain. Wàen asked how 

secton had gained an appreciation of other people's values most of the respondents 

mdicated that it was through dialogue and by becoming aware of issues and what other 

people value about the forest. 

In a similar vein, nine of the respondents felt that  by doing values research, and 

incorporating t into various processes, the implementation of sustabble forest 

management practices could be accelerated. Three of the respondents, however, did not 

think it would help, whereas two 'Lhoped" that it would. When asked to explain why they 

felt social values research wuid or could not accelerate the implernentation of SFM 

practices the answers given by respondents varied. The response given by one individual 

perhaps provides a good synopsis why people agreed: 

Uniess you get the people behind you as willing participants in creating a vision of 
the forest in the area you will be fighting the local populace every step of the way. 
It is extremely vduable to address and consider the v h e s  of the local populace. 
To keep them out of the loop would be a very poor move. It would increase the 
prevalent distrust of government and govemment decision making. 

Another reason *en was that the Mode1 Forest had a good representation of sector 

values which facilitated leamhg and decision making. ûther respondents believed that the 

Model Forest should work with the Scientific Panel on this aspect. Some respondents 

agreed with the above statement, but cautioned doing such research because it is a "tough 

field" that needs a fidl and balmced spectnim of community vahies. 

Of the group of respondents that did not think that vahies research could d e r a t e  

sustainable forest management p d c e s  theh re850ns are as foliows: 

We've v a i d  these people to death. We have to develop p d d  
management regirnes to protect the values that have been identifid and to 
perpetuate and maintain these values; 



. . .they [gove~l~llents] don? care. They are the muhi-national corporations. 
They don't care what the opinions of fishermen, etc. are. Seven hundred people 
showed public opinion in Clayoquot Sound at the protests a féw yean ago and 
that is the only way to change policy. They were jailed, and that is what our 
govemment thi& of their opinion. The ody other way is with the possible 
coflapse of the Salmon fishery. 

4.2.3 Critique: Vdues Research in the Long Beach Modd Forest 

in summary, a large rnajority of the respondents have afihned that the Long Beach 

Model Forest has served as a good means for bringing people together that hold diverse 

forest vahies. It has also helped many groups put their individual values into action (e.g., 

kough diffèrent projects and programs). As such, it has brought people together and has 

made them more aware, knowledgeable and appreciative of how 0 t h  people vahie the 

forest in the Clayoquot Sound area. Responses indicate that the Board has served as a 

good means to hilitate these hctions but other endeavours such as workshops and 

presentations have aiso fostered greater awareness and appreciation of diverse forest 

values present in both the Model Forest and the local area. 

While responses indicate that both formal and idormal attempts have been made to 

i d e  the values of Board members and obvious liaks have been made in understanding 

these values, it appears that this type of s h a ~ g  should be revisited. When respondents 

were asked if they codd identify the values of other m o r s  a large majority indicated they 

could, but the a d  identification of sector's values was limited and scant. This could be 

in part dw to the inteMew process and the formation of the interview question. However, 

ifrespondents have afnmied so strongly that the LBMF has m e d  as a good means for 

bringing people together and for learning about other people's perspectives, then perhaps 

it would be appropriate to have a constant up date or re-aquaintance of values at the 

Board level to ensure fliridity of the Board's fûnctioning and dechion making. This is 

espeaally important since some people felt that people's attitudes on the Board have 

changed by being aware of other people's vahies and that this in tum has had a slight 

impact on the decision making process. 



The rnajority of respondents also felt that social values research and the 

incorporation of such research wuid accelerate the irnplementation of sustainable forest 

management practices. While it was noted that most of this research has not been done by 

the Mode1 Forest, it has been undertaken and is available. Since the Model Forest has 

been considered a good forum for bringing people together, and its dti-sectoral 

approach provides a relatively balanced representation of the local populace, it would not 

be mealistic for the Model Forest to undertake and utilize values research to accelerate 

the implementation of sustainable forest management practices. The Clayoquot Sound 

ScientSc Panel (an advisory paael established to dwelop a sustainable forest management 

plan for the Clayoquot area) bas outlined specific recommendations for values research in 

order to achieve the goals of SFM, and the LBMF has considered these &ors in its Phase 

II proposal. IfLBMF continues to do research and link with organizations Like the 

ScientSc Panel then sustainable forest management wuld potentially become more of a 

reality than an aspiration for the Clayoquot area. 



4.3 LAKE ABITIBI MODEL FOREST 
8 

4.3.1 Ovemew 

The Lake Abitibi Model Forest (LAMF) is located in the northeastem part of 

Ontario, and is part of the boreal forest region of Canada that is dominated by the Great 

Northem Clay Belt. It covers an area of 1.1 million hectares (Figure 4) with most of the 

area covered with sofhwood species such as spruce, fïr and jack pine. Commercial 

harvesting has taken place in the area since 19 15, but traditions of forest use date back 

hundreds of years by anceston of the Wahgoshig First Nation (Lake Abitibi Model Forest 

1995). 

The majority of the land in LAMF is Crown land. It is M d e d  amonga various 

management regimes which largely include, the Iroquois Falls Forest Management area 

(Abitibi-Consoiidated hc.). Linle Abitibi Provincial Park, and the Wahgoshig First Nation 

Reseme. The towns of Iroquois Falls and Cochrane are located in close proximity to the 

MF and rely heaviiy on the timber industry. Iroquois Fails is a one hdusay t o m  

supported by Abitibi-Consolidated hc., whereas Cochrane relies on several smaller 

industries. 

Lake Abitiii Model Forest joined the network on June 4, 1993. For the fkst f i e  

years the Board made decisions based on rnajority vote. Just prior to the study visit the 

Board had been reorganized and shifted to a consensus decision making approach. In 

addition, a Management Cornmittee of the Board had recently beea established to deal 

with the administrative tasks of the Board. The Management Comnnttee meets once a 

month to discuss these issues, with the larger Board meeting only three or four times a 

year to decide the course of action for the MF, inchidhg deciding on the workplan projects 

for a given year. 

The Board is comprised of 17 partners which represent a wide range of resource 

users. At the time of inteniiewing. only the following eleven partner groups were 

avaiiable: Abitibi-Consolidated Inc., Cochrane Area Fur Councü, Cochrane Partners, 

Cochrane Cituen, Iroquois Falls and District Chamber of Commerce, The Canadian Forest 



Figure 4. Lake Abitibi Mode1 Forest 

Source: Gardner Pidold CoIlSUlting Economist s Ltd. 1 998. 
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Service (CFS), htegrated Resource Advisory Committee, Twi .  Falls Marina, Polar Bear 

Riders Snowmobile Club, Remote T o h a  Outfitters, Ontario Mlliistry of Nahual 

Resources (OMNR). The LAMF office is located in Iroquois Falls within Abitibi- 

Consoiidated's office building. In total 12 interviews were conducted, which inchded the 

Generai Manager and eleven Board members (two staffmembers form AbitW 

Consolidated were intervieweci at the ssme time and their responses were combineci). 

4.3.2 Values Raearch 

In response to the first question regarding whether f o r d  attempts had been made 

to ident* the values of Board members, £ive of the twelve respondents indicated that no 

attempts had been made in Phase I, but believed that this type of work would be done in 

Phase II through the criteria and indicators process. Conversely, seven respondents 

indicated that formai attempts had been made. One respondent mention4 it had been 

done through a workshop while three others stated it had been done uirough different 

project s (e. g., Cultural Hentage Project, Communications Project). Six of the seven 

respondent contradicted themselves, however, by aating that values had been identifieci 

injionnuI2y or indirect& at the Board table. This would indicate that there has been few, if 

any, achialjonnal aîtempts (e-g., workshop, survey, etc.) made to iden* the Board's 

values, but rattier the values are distilleci out of discussions at the Board table and 

identifieci indirectly through that process. With the work of the criteria and indicators 

forthcorning, however, perhaps a more formai process win be initiated in Phase II. 

AU twelve of the respondents indicated that they couid identify the forest values 

held by other Board members. Whiie many respondents identifieci specific vaiues that they 

thought were characteristic of specific groups, some respondents gave more generalized 

statements about partners' forest vaiues. For example, one respondent indicated that 'the 

timber indusüy vaiues the harvesting of trees whereas moa everyone else does not." 

Several other respondemts listecl vahies that they felt were shared by, or present among, the 

Board as a whole without deheating between specific groups or vahies. Table 8 outhes 



these values. 

Table 8. Values Perceived to be m e n t  or Shucd Among the 

Lake Abitibi Model Forest Program Management Board 

Heaiîhy fîsheries 
Solitude, peace, quiet, commune with 
nature. 

Remoteness. 
Intrinsic nature of the forest. 
Wildlife and bird watching. 

Berry picking.. 
Education values - value of what Eds see 
and understand 
Historiai sites. 

neserVation of waterway sites. 

Recreation values - fishing, hunting, 
canoeing, etc. 
Healthy mmse popitation 
Steady level OfempIoyntent. 
Maintaining the quality of the 
environment. 
M a i n a g  wood supply for mills in the 
aTea 

An understancfing and awareness of First 
Nations cuitural \dues and concenis. 
Clean air, clean water, clean forest. 
Biodiversity. 

In contrast, Table 9 reveals what partner representatives identifid as being specific forest 

values for their own group as weil as for those of the other paxtner organizations. 

TabIe 9. Specific Values Identified by Partner Representatives of the Lake 
Abitibi Model Forest Program Management Board 

Abitibi-Coasdidated ïnc.: 
Forest V&es Idennid by Parbrer Repmsatdwes: 
. Fi* (big and srnail). If we don? have it sustainably miuiaged we &n't have a future.. 
Forest Vcrlrres l denamby  OZl ta  Purtner R4pmsmtdves: 

The emnomy of northem Ontario is h m  forest use - value for the indusby. 
Interested in sustainaMe forest managemeat. 
Produchg money - sngie industry town. 
Values harvesttag of trees. 
Keep fiber supply. 
Carehil logging. 



Canadian Forest Senice: 
Ford V h I - b y  P e i e r  -e: 

We value having a well mansged cesource, for people, and g d  relations with the 
pmvince. We also vaiue SIlStainable development in a generai sense, as well as healthy 
cammunities and peuple. 

Fwest V&u I . b y  mer pcabrer-es: 
No response given. 

cocarrw Areamcmncü. 
Forieia Vahes Irlena@d &y Porbier -e: 

The value to the trapper is the f m  The forest is there anci that is where the animais 
are. The management of foresis is the management of animaifi and fiir-bearers- 
Trappers manage wiidlife. Habitat loss l& to wildlife los. 

Forest V i e s  Iderttlfieri by m e r  Pwûw Represeniafives: 
See value in the trees standing 
Keep cover for fur bearing animais. 

Cochrane Cib'rzen: 
Forest Values I&djkd  by Ppralrer Representdve: 

Just about everything. AU values about the forest including economic (e-g, for the 
town), beny picking, m g .  hiinting, fkhing, camping, drive-in love birds. AU these 
things I vaiue about the forest. 

Fmest Vcrlues Idtntj@dby îMer Pcrrbier-es: 

Cachrane Partnen: 
Ford Volues I&nûi@d by RwYner RPpresentcrtive: 

Value fiber prodiiction to mRintrrin the two compies in town increasing the value of 
recreation (e.g, SMlWrnobile trails are a huge beneflt to the town - hotels are busy in 
winter now). The town places a value on this [ s L ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

Fond Vcllves I t h t @ d  &y 0th- Portnet Rqreserdciaives: 

Tourism groups and associated values. 
Vatues trees standhg and trees king harvested 
Get tourism in the community for their ben&t. They &dt  want the munding area 
&gra&d. The fimst has value in toun (e.g., old growth foresî, Iogging operatiom. etc.) 

Iroquois Fa& and DiSriid Chamber of Commeme: 
F~ricid V h I & n t @ e d b y  Parole-e: 



Sustainable forest mana- - eamomic, social bene& ans SPsfainabiIity for the forest 
resource. 

Forest V i e s  I ' b y  tMet Pmaier -es: 
Value dievelopment of septic for rangers at Wade Lake; value smaii mammals 
projm- 

PolPr Bear Riders Snowmobile Club: 
Forest V a l v e s I ~ b y ~ e r ~ e :  

Theecological ixqnctofwhat îhe- l och  like. Tbcre is nothmg to see 
~~)fkrlllobiiing on power lines. S-obiling in the bush has nicer aesthetics. 

Foresi V h  IrCerriiiby Ma Prirbier RèpresaZdves: 
See value in trees standing. 

Tourism g toup~  and associateci values. 
Stay remote, no roadr for logging (a bnner is nut good enough). 
Camp and Iocation; sel1 appearam;e of motenes; value of a really rcmote area even if it 
is not (e.g , noise is a f;actor fbr areas). 
Remote wildemess strategy. 

min Falls MariM: 
Foresi Volwes I M @ d  by P- -e: 

Wanî to see sustainable forest management. Like careful iogging s t i .  We could brag 
aboutit-thinkitisgOod 

Forest V&es Idena'fied by Otker P-er -es: 

Values washroom area for the public and sewage dumpmg station. 
Waùgoshig F h t  Nation: 

Forest Vrrlwes Idcrrtr@d by m e r  -: 

Intrinsic values; archeotogical sites. 

Vaiue grave Stes, maqmmts and o t k  locations; spirituaï vaiues; view ofHe. 

In relation to vaiues idenfifidon the majorïty of respondents (1 0) indicated that 

their partner organization was currently mahg attempts to translate their values into 

action and agreed that the Model Forest was a viable vehicle to as& them in such 



endeavours. The ways and means in which the partner groups were attempting to do this 

varied. For example, m e  groups were attempting to create dialogue and associate 

themselves with different organizations, while others were participating in forma1 processes 

aich as Forest Management Plans and the Remote Wdderness Strategy. Some 

respondents were ais0 g a g  involved in local activities and projects (e.g., anmial clean 

up, research projects), and were promoting th& values through direct action of this h d .  

Ail twelve respondents agreed that the Model Forest has savd as a good means 

for bringing people together that hold diverse forest vaIues, with some individuais giving 

strong affirmation to this question; 'Yes, absolutely"; "Yesy immensely. The reason for 

this is that other avenues are short-tan, ad hoc and confiontaiional. The Model Forest is 

not. It is long-temi, ongoing and non-co&ontatiod." It is clear fkom most responses 

that there were no processes in place for the partners to gain a better understanding of 

each other's vahies during the first phase of the program 

A majority of respondents howevery thought that it would be benefïcial to have a 

process that would fàciiitate this type of leaming at the Board level. Some respondents felt 

that this could be done if the partners were to engage in Iess business and participate in 

field trips role playing experiences and hands on orientation. For example, some 

respondents made statements that are captwed by the foilowing: 

We should have on-site visits to trappm' trapiines, remote tourism outfitters 
destinations, etc. We should ali walk in each other's shoes; 

A touria outfitter could take members to a cabin and show them what they value 
about the forest. People wouid have to visuaüze and personab the experience, so 
t h q  wuid see and mperience wbat the trapper sees and scpaiences. 

As mentioned prewiously, a few respondents felt that this type of experience would be 

initiatecl dMng Phase II of the pro- (i.e., through the criteria and indicators work). 

The importance of sharing values, however, goes beyond identifjmg them and 

becoming aware of Merences. The importance of shariag values is to understand and 

interpret their innuences at the Board as well. As several respondents indicated, they feit 



that partner's vahies impacted the MF's decision making procesS. For example, many 

respondents hdicated that it was due to the consideration of partner's vahies that the 

process of conseasus decision making came about. As one mdividuai noted: 

Change fiom a strong majority to consensus dacision making was a response fkom 
partners saying lets not create winners and losers. Let's d e  a portion of some 
decitions palatable for d parbiers. 

Furthemore, the majority of respondents (10) feEt that the values of some partners were 

given more consideration than others in the decision making processes of the Model 

Forest, with over half of the respondents indicating that it was perceiwd by people, both 

inside and outside of the MF organization, that Abitîbi-Consolidated was "getting the 

lion's share of things." 

In regards to how the Board's values couic! apply in forest management decision 

making outside of the MF, three respondents indicated that the Board had discussed this 

issue and was atternpting to have an impact by promothg research projects and by getthg 

involved in forest management planning processes and practices. However, five 

respondents felt the Board had not discussed or approached this issue, and as one 

respondent clearly summarizes, ''this is related to the f k t  that we don't see ourseIves as a 

reguiar policy tool. We don't see the fact that what we do is good for the forest beside 

In focusing on cornmunity vaiues, eight respondents af5rmed that the MF had 

engaged in values research amongst the broder cornmunity (i-e., those individds or 

groups not involveci in the MF orgamtation). Many of these respondents indicated that it 

had been done diredy through the Culturai Heritage Project and indirectly through such 

things as the Communications Strategy or by hearing peoples vaîues at tradeshows and 

-S. ûther respondents, however, believed this work was just king initiateci now in 

Phase II through the socio-economic and criteria and indiCators projects. 

AU twelve respondents agreed that the MF had increased partners' appreciation of 

the ways in which other people vahie the forest. Several respondents indiateci that this 
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was ocamhg because people both inside and outside of the MF orgmization were 

beginning to tak to each other about forest issues. Various projezts and programs have 

also provideci information for people to l e m  about Merent values. For example, the 

Cultural Heritage Project, wbich identifiecl cultural vahies of the Wahgoshig First Nation 

(e-g., special places, grave sites, etc.), have increased Abitibi-Consolidated7s awareness 

about the need to protect certain forest sites. Furthemore, projects and progrmu initiated 

by LAMF have also been cataiysts for getting people involved in processes that engage 

them in f o d  learning experiences. 

W& the exception of one individual, al respondents felt that d u e s  research and 

the incorporation of such research into vanous processes wuid accelerate the 

implementation of sustainable forest management practices. Most respondents felt that 

this could happen by having different vahies recognized and validateci so that they were not 

superseded or impeded by other forest uses. The wncluding remarks of two respondents 

give insight into this reasoning: 'Ifyou are aware of the vaiues and see how they M into 

SFM then you can decide on action for or against those vahes." 'By knowhg other 

values and resources that aren't traditionaiiy thought oc helps accelerate the sustainability 

of them." 

4.3.3 Critique: Vdues Rcsearch in the Lake Abitibi Mode1 Forest 

In s u . ,  a large majority of the respondents bave affinned that LAMF has been 

very effective for bringing people together that hold diverse forest vhes ,  for increasing 

the appreciation amongst the partners of the ways in which other people vaiue the forest, 

and for being a viable vehicle to assist the partners in putting their values into action. 

As a resuh, it appears there bas been an exchange and awareness of forest vaiues in 

the MF. This is supported by the fàct that most of the respondents indicated they could 

identify the vahies of the partner groups participahg in the program. However, as a large 

portion of respondents have also revealed, there have been no formal attanpts or 

processes put in place to atditate this type of shariag. This clearly suggests then that 



values are recognized implicitly through projects, programs and Board disa>saons, and 

values sharing has occurred more in an informal basis in the MF organization. 

While this forum has been benefïcial for generating dialogue and aeating 

awareness of diverse vahies, it lacks the processes needed for effective vahm sharing. 

Wiui eleven partner groups participating in the survey oniy a few of the groups' values 

wuld be signifïcantly identifid by a h a n a  of the other respondents. The rest of the 

responses m contnist were vay  generalized (see Tables 8 and 9). This is not to 

disaiminate and insiouate that these respomes are inaccurate and that groups csnnot share 

v h ,  but t is to reiterate the need of having a formal process for identaying vatues in the 

organktion. Instead of having partners reiy on assumptions and gut feelings, vvahies 

should be clarifid and ident%ed in an open process to deviate any potential 

misconceptions. While the scant responses may be due in large part to the imerview 

process and the fomation ofthe interview question, initiating such an endeavor, however, 

could not oniy provide baseline information and insight into the chronology of changing 

forest vaiues, it wuld also as& in the ewlution of the organization. 

This is particularly true since many respondents indicated that it was through the 

wnsideration of partner values that wnsensus decision maLing and compromises have 

corne about. In light of this fact, if forest values have had that much influence on the 

decision making proces of the organization only through infolmai and indirect 

interpretation, then a formal recognition and cataloguing of values could instigate changes 

and coatinue to propel the MF forward. 

To clarify iùrther, the reason for outlining the vaiues as i d d e d  by the partners 

was not to highlight any inadequacies or shortcomings in the MF o r m t i o n  or partner 

groups. Rather? the purpose of these tables is to help the partnefs get a better 

understanding of the values that are present at the Board. It is sigdicant to note that two 

respondents declined to aaswa this question and to id- the &es ofthe other partner 

groups, because they did not want to be presumptuous and disrespectful of the other 

group's vaiues should they have improperly identifid them These statements mdicate that 



a certain level of trust and respect have been established at the Board and ifpartners were 

@en an oppommity to articulate their values openiy and hone* in nich an environment 

an understanding of values d d  be enhanced. It could also help foster comrmuiication 

links that appear to have been weak h e m  the MF organilrition and the partner groups 

d d g  the Grst phase of the program It may, as weil, help dispel any myths about some 

orgamtations getting greater consideration than others in the decision making process of 

the MF (i-e., Abitiii-Consolidated g&g the lion's share of things). 

As many respondents have indicated, they believe such an undertaking (values 

sharing) will be forthcornhg once the criteria and indicators work is initiated. With this 

work to be scheduled m the near fùture a values exercise at the Board level could also set 

the fhmework and the groundwork for processes that wouid have to be initiated to do 

vahies work at the c0mmUILity levei. 

The potential criteria and indicators have for informing sustainable forest 

management (SFM) practices is as  yet iulknown. Howater, given the fàct that many 

respondents identifiecl the Cultural Heritage Project as being successful because it 

idhienceci some of the b e s t i n g  practices of Abitiii (e.g., F i  Nations cultural vahies 

were identified and protected), the research &O vahies through criteria and indicators 

wdd  be a signifiant catalyst to encourage SFM pradces. The criteria and indicators 

work could help define and artiailate forest vahies that have predominantly played second 

fiddle to other vaiues, such as timber and fiber use. The MF's guidance in this process is 

important, because as several respondents have stated, the satisfbctory part of the MF 

decision making process has been the fà* that it has given minorities [in forest 

management] a voice. The MF's criteria and indicators work couid, thdore,  play an 

Unportant role in ampüfying the "minority voices" and vahies that are not of primary 

signifimce in forest mugement practices at present. 

There are 0th to still consider in this regard. One fàct is that a majonty of 

respondeats (1 1) fdt that vahies research could accelerate the implementation of SFM 

p d c e s .  Another fact is that approhtely half of these respondents also believed that 
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the present policy problems plaguing forest management were reiaîed to temue issues and 

the restriction of values in relation to timber use. Given these fzicts it is evident that the 

values work through the MF's criteria and indiators process couid help forest 

managernent become succinctiy attuned to Society's needs. As a dti-sectoral, 

CO--based organkation the Lake Abitibi Mode1 Forest has the pote* to idem 

this process and to t d y  accelerate the implementation of SFM. 
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4.4 FOOTEILLS MODEL FOREST 

Foothills Mode1 Forest (FHMF) is 1-4 in west-central Alberta and is the largest 

Mode1 Forest in the network. Ia Phase I it encompassecl a total area of 2.3 million 

hectares, but with the addition of Willmore Wddemess Park in Phase II it increased in size 

to 2.7 million hectares (Figure 5). Boreai, montane, subalpine, and alpine forests exist 

within the area of FootMs MF. Contained within the boundaries of FHMF is Jasper 

National Park, Wfiam A Switzer Provincial Park, Witlmore Wdderness Park, the Forest 

Management area of Weldwood of Canada Ltd. (Hmton Division), several Crown 

management units, and the towns of Jasper and Hïnton. 

Foothüls MF was officially incorporaîed into the Canadian MF Program on March 

1, 1993. It is rnanaged by a 12 member Board of Directors with the following agencies 

represented: Weldwood of Canada Ltd. (3 seaîs), Jasper National Park (2 seats), the 

Canadian Forest Semice (CFS), Provincial Department of Environmental Protection 

(including both the N a d  Resource Service and the Land & Forest Service) (3 seats), 

Town of Hinton, and two members elected from arnong the Partners Group (one fkom the 

University of Alberta Department of Forest Science, and one from Nova Corporation of 

Canada). 

The Foothiiis MF office is located at The Environmental Training Centre in the 

town of Hinton. The Board operates using a combination of consensus and Roberts Rule 

of order; issues are discussed until a decision is reached, but a vote is ofien used to nnalite 

a discussion. Eleven interviews were conducteci in total, which incuded the General 

Manager and ten of the twdve Board members. A representative fiom each of the 

af'ementioned agencies was inteniiewed7 with one representative f?om Weldwood and 

Jasper National Park missing. 



Foothiiis Modd Forest 

BoxaU & McFarhne, Northern Forestry Centre, CFS, 1996. 



4.4.2 Vaines Research 

In response to the first question, nine respondents indicated that formal attempts 

had been made to identify the values of Board members. Several. respondents indicated 

that it had been done through various strategic planning initiatives, whereas others felt it 

had been done through either the sociwconornic or the critena and indicators projects. 

Subsequentiy ten of the respondents felt that they wuid i d e n e  the forest values 

held by other Board members. Table 10 outlines some of the v h e s  and views that 

members thought were s h e d  by, and characteristic of the Board as a whole. 

Table 10. Values Perceived to be Pnsent or Shared Among the Foothills 
Mode1 Fomt Progrun Management Board 

Ali Board members share the desire to sustain wiidlife species that we have on the land base 
and that we are working with. We also do not want to inflict any environmental diunage on 
the hdscape. We also want to maintain the flow of fiber to the plant in Hinton and continue 
to provide benefïts to the community and the gwefnment. We dl value Jasper and what it 
represents to Alberta and Cana&. 

Coiiectively we &are similar resoufce management objectives. We have al1 signed on that 
milectiveiy we agree that we should aspire to the dtena and indicators through our researck 
targeting to work to the goals and obectives set by the Canadian Council of Forest Ministers. 
The Board swings more toward community develapment and the economic side of tbings (e-g., 
lif&tyles, communities). 
Most of w are pretty traditional, most of us  are foresters and biologists. 
There are an m n g  variety of values. Some are concefned about cumulative effeàs, others 
Mue wildlife, and others jobs at the mill. 
There is a ckar understanding of economic values with timber and the u t i W o n  of fiber. 
Th- are also mineral resources, mal and petroleum. There is a strong understandhg of a lot 
of values in wildlife, recreation, hunting, fishing and guicüng. There is a lot of value in birds. 
Clearly therc is an understarading of the inter-relationships between these values and the fâct 
thaî you end up with highLy managed areas. You also have btoad values with aaess and 
rtforesmtion Tbe piMic d u e s  the use of the forest for many t h g s  ckfhexl and undefïned. 
Valne of fiber, value of a mix of age stands across the landscape, values of' individual @es 
of wiidlife, natnral dkhubmce modeis. Thcre are any -ber of held values out there. 

While it appears that there is a strong sense of shared values at the Board, some members 

also acknowledged and i d d e c i  values that they thought were more characteristic of 

specinc partner groups. Table 11 reveais what partner representatives identitied as behg 



specific forest values for thek own group as well as for some of the 0 t h  partner groups. 

Table 11. SpeciTir Vdues Idenaed by Partner Representatives of the 
FwthiUs Modd Forest Progrrm Management Board 

. The MF is a great place to take research to an applied Ievel, aad with support of partners 
it [re~earch]stan&afarbetterchanceofbeingtakenapattheotherdditslife. 

Forest Vàiues ZdeaîiJM by mer Pmtner Represataihes: 

D e p m e n t  of Environmental m o n :  
Forest Volues IdentjFed by Partne -es: 
Land and Ford  Service 

It encompasses enmy wishy washy value you can thinlc of. It k l w k  people, prosperity 
and presexvatim There is a value around representing unique sites, and there is also a 
value around economics and euologicaf prospenty. Tbere is both yin and yang through 
dl the W. 

Nàtnrcll Resource Service 
That we have a legacy for parks for our chilcûen and our graadcbildren. We ail have ow 
motherhood goals and we sbouid a i l  be measured by them by the end of the &y. Our 
mission is; "As proud stewards of Alberta's renewable naturd resources, we will protecf 
enhance and enstxre the wise use of our environment. We are a dediateci and cornmitteci 
team, responsii1e for miuiaging these fesources with AIbertans. We are @&ci by a 
shared cornmitment to the environment and are accountable to our partna, the people 
of AIberta." 

F o r a  V&es Iderdified by ahe t  Prabter Rep-es: 
The Prwince has certain policies and authorities that are in place and are recognized. 
They [poiicies] wiii semain in piace d higher authorities &nounce thcm. 

. The govenunent has an holistic approach to resource extraction and commamities. 

. The Prwince manages the land and is reqmsiPle for aii penplels vahies. 
Foothills Mode1 Foiiest Partnership G m p :  

Forest V t e s  I d d i  by Porbier -es: 
Nothing. 

. Nova - h m  &veIopers look at th- once the tras are out of the way. We want to start 
enhancing and building pmceses to bo things jointly. We want to partner relationships 
to look at issues timely and with toiow1cdge of the broadcr k x k q e  fevcL The 
magnitude of finning the answers is out of reach of any one partner. We have to look at 
îhe landscape levei and look at the fiameworks of what communities, pvcmment and 
inciusüy acpect. We have to dovecail what everyone expects. 

F m  V&# I . b y  wer Parais -es: 
The University has an academic point of Mm. They have a dinerent value system. 



Jasper National Pa& 
Forest Viùnes Iéatjfted by -e: 

The values Jasper prwides. Jasper has edogical, spiritualjîy, escape, recreation and 
leisure values. It has value for expxiencing and leaming ahrit  the Park. 0x1 values are 
refïected in the National Parks Act; "The Parks are hereby dedicated to the people of 
CaaadafOrtbeirM&edncatio11aedenjounient,andsballbe~aadmade 
use of so as to lem them m@aired for fûture generations." 

Fomt V&esI&mt@idby Mer Pm--: 
Jasper is preservaticm mindeci and naturai distinbanœ is the chosen way ofbringing 
change on the hdscape. 
m o n  ethic, eoo1ogicai integrity (mandate is to preserve the ecological integrity of 
the Park). 
Jasper values mm-fesourœ extradon management. 

Town of Hinton: 
Forest V i e s  Idertafredby Porbrcr -a- 
* The resarch tbat is going on. For example, the work on aiteria and indicators and the 

socioeco~)mic side of sustainability. Those things are going to drive om abiiity to 
determine our fuhrre. Righi now it is outside forces and orgamzAions that drive our 
firtute. 

Forest V&CS I-ified by mer P m e r  Representativex: 
The Mayor of Hinton refiects the views of the local -le who expect they shodd have a 
say in how the forest is managecl and the actMties that a f k t  th& lives. 
The Mayor values oommimity values, a stable wmmunity, and a good quality of Life in 
the community. 

Wddwood of Canada Limited: 
Forest Vcllveir IderrarJied by Pratner Represerrt4tives: 

Environmental smmddup, mnomic d u e s  of thber and utilization of fiber, values of 
wiidNe, mcreation, hiintinp f i s w  a d  gniding, biodtversity, ,aocess and reforestaiion. 

Forest V i e s  I d a ç a w  by m e r  Pàrtner Reptesentcdives: 
Profit mOtiYafed and value ecommics a d  empioyment. 
W e l c h o d  types are resource extraction oriented. 
Weldwood values job &on and the ecommic conîriion of the foresüy industry. 
WelcIwood would üke to stay in business and be a profitable compny. 

AU of the respondents indicated that thek partner organization was attempting to 

translate their individuai values into action (Le., make them recopnized/legitimized). The 

majOnty of respondents (10) in tum felt that the MF was a viable vehicle to as& them in 

doing so. Sorne representatives stated they wae attempting to put their vahies into action 

either through the work of their individual agencies or in conjunction with research 



endeavoun undertaken by the MF. 

h addition, ail respondents believed the MF had smed as a good means for 

bringiag people together that hold diverse forest &es. Some individuais gave strong 

atnrmation to this question by sharing statements such as; Tes, absohitely, that is the 

strength of the MF." The majority of the respondents indicated that it was through 

meetings and discussions of the Board or various cortvnittees that mort partners were able 

to gain an understanding of each other's vahies. Some individuah mentioned that it also 

happened ttirough various means such as social extravaganzas (e.g., Christmas party), 

workshops and tours of the MF. 

W e  the RrmF has been efféaive in drawing forth a commonajity and sense of 

s h e d  values amongst the Board, it has also been a good forum for the expression and 

appreciation of individual values. As nine respondents have indicated, it has been the 

consideration of thae values that have caused cbanges in both the decision making process 

of the MF and the operations of some of the partner groups. It appears that the 

relationships between several organizations (e.g., Weldwood & Jasper National Park) have 

grown as their individuai perspectives have been heard and better understood. In turn, the 

operations and practices of some partner groups have cbanged and been adapted to 

accommodate new values and views (i.e., Weldwood). It also appears that the decision 

making process of the MF has grown due to the inclusion of partner values. As one 

respondent stated: 

The decision making context, hearing and listening has changed. It changeci when 
Jasper and Willmore Wdderness Park came on because they have a different 
approach and perspective of things. The coordination is much better now. 1 give 
credit to the MF program for bringing groups together. 

Despite these changes, ten of the eleven respondents believed that the values of 

some partner groups were given more consideration than others tOr inclusion into the 

decision making process of the MF. Several respondents felt that the values of those 

groups vested with land management authority were given more consideration than others. 

This was due to the fkct that these agmcies were the ones with the responsiiility to 



ultimately implement changes on the ground f h m  the outcornes and influence of the MF's 

research, and were thus the ones setting the direction with how the MF money was being 

spent. Many other respondents feit that it was Weldwood speQfically who got most 

consideration. Some respondents indicated that this was more of a perception than an 

actual reality though. Conversely, othas felt consideration was given to Weldwood 

because of the infiuence of their landbase in the MF area, as weU as their fùnding of, and 

cornmitment to, certain projects. 'Tt is based on the golden d e  [he who hes the gold, 

rules]. It is the name of the game. The squeaky wheel gets the grease. For example, if 

Weldwood puts in a miIlion dollars for hding ,  they'll get more achievements and say." 

In contrast, there have beem M e  to no effect on forest management decision 

making outside of the MF organhtion due to the consideration of the forest values held 

by the Board. Eight of the respondents felt the Board has discussed how this might 

happen, but there has been Me action done in this regard as of yet. Many respondents felt 

this could happen slowiy and indirdy in the near fiiture with the use of MF research, the 

process of technology transfer and the influence of the organization to S o m  other 

agencies (e. g., the Land Manager's Forum). Essentially, respondents believed it could 

happen by having the MF disseminate their idonnation (Le., research) to stakeholder 

groups and resource managers. They could then b ~ g  these groups together to find 

cornmon ground in deahg with forest nianagement issues and accelerating the 

implementation of SFM. 

In order to accelerate SFM, however, the implementation of certain practices must 

be applicable on the landscape. This requires an understanding of the broader issues that 

persist at the local level and influence community values. As eight respondents indicated, 

the FHMF has oonsidered these issues and has focused on doing research that 

encompasses the values of community members that are not diredy involveci in the MF 

organization. Much of tlns work has been done through the socio-economic program, but 

many of the r d t s  are still pending. Thus most respondents d d  not indicate whether 

this research had induced any changes in th& perspectives of other people's values or 



whaher the Board could use this information to influence forest management decision 

malring outside of the MF. A few respondents did mention though that this research 

process had shone some light on other issues. For example. they now realize the 

magnitude of forest ecunomics, how umnfomed people are about the MF, and the need to 

attract other groups to the FHMF program. 

Even though the results of the socio-econo~c research are forthwmàng, half 

of the respondents believed tbat the MF7 m genaal, has inmeased Board members' 

appreciation of the ways in which other people value the forest. This has been done by 

broadening their scope on the players, issues and values that are present in the region. 

Some respondmts. however, indicated that it had only inaeased their appreciation of the 

values of the partners participating on the Board, and not those of any outside groups. 

The majority of Board members (7) felt that values research and the incorporation 

of aich research into various processes could accelerate the mipiementation of sustaioabie 

forest management. Most respondents believed that if there was a better understaadhg 

and awareness of diverse forest values then forest management practices muid be 

developed to better integrate and sustain these values at the landscape level. As one 

respondent summarized; '?t is diflicuit to change forest management practices and policy if 

you oniy work from your point of view.. .but things are like a moving goal post and you 

have to stay on top so your value set has to be m e n t .  You can't have knee jerk 

reactions. It wuid throw things off You shouid use a crystal bail for looking at lasting 

values and then tùiker around the edges for values tbat are not as long lasting." 

4.4.3 Critique: Vaiues Research in the Foothills Modd Forest 

Given these responses, it is evident that FHMF has begun to deal with the issue of 

forest vahies. W e  much work remains m tbis area, FooWs  has made a sound effort in 

tqhg to understand the complexity of this issue. Through its efforts FoothiUs has been 

effective in bringing together people that hold diverse values. AU respondents attest to this 

fàct and it is apparent in the operation of the Board. For acample, the coaiescing of 



dinerent groups hss enabled some partners to bridge gaps that previously existeci between 

them (e.g., Jasper and Weidwood), and has dowed them to work together to achieve the 

objectives of the MF program. 

Like the 0 t h  three Mode1 Forests, Foothiiis has not only helped bridge 

dinérences, it has also helped develop w1111nonaities amongst its members. One of the 

most prevaient commodties is the set of values that the Board shares. This is evident in 

the respoIlSeS that were given by respondents when they were asked to identQ the values 

held by Board members. Many of them responded using collective terms such as "we", 

"ail", and 'iis", indicating that there is a set of values present amongst the Board that 

many, if not di, of the members respect and agree to. W e  many of the other 

respondents i denad  values that they thought were more chatacteristic of specific groups, 

rather than the Board as  a whole, they were quite adept at identifjing them. This indicates 

that their is a strong awareness of values at ali levels of the Board. 

This awareness of vaiues may, in part, be hplicitly understood 'ïn the 

organization's representation" at the Board, but likely has developed fiom the formai 

planning exercises (e.g ., criteria and indicat ors) whereby partners' vaiues become readily 

identifiable amidst discussion. Howwer, as many respondents îndicated it was both formai 

and informal encounters of the Board that enableci the partaers to  gain an understanding of 

each other's values. It appean thus that an initial awareness of values occurs through 

formel meetings, but the subtteties and nuances of these values oniy become thoroughly 

understood once the Board interacts in a more social and infoxmai sense. 

The act of sharing values, regardless of what sense it was done in, has had an 

obvious impact on the organization and the fùnctioning of the Board. As one respondent 

noted; "the dwonstration of values is refiected in the Phase II document" and 'Wxe is a 

subset of values embodied in the Board." In review of the Phase ri document there are 

four primary issues that FHMF is attempting to d e .  with and each of these issues is 

highüghted by a statemeat of vaiues held by the Board. For example, the Board believes in 

"weii-represmted, strong, rnutuauy-benefid and supportive partnerships" in attempting 
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to bdd  a solid orgamtation. From this information it can be construed that there is truiy a 

strong whesion and awareness of values arnongst the FHMF Board. The projects and 

plamhg exercises (e-g., criteria & indicators) have obviously &am out the vaiues of the 

Board membm enabling h e m  to not ody condense them into '1Mng7' documents that 

refiect their views, but to "embody" them so that they are implicidy understood and shared 

by the mernbers. 

Understanding and sharing values has been a fùndamentd part of the Foothills' 

Board and o r g W o n  and shouid remain part of it. For such an endeavour could not 

ody continue to propel the MF forward, but it could also give members insight into the 

chronology of changing forest values. 

It is important for FHMF to do this, since many respondents felt the MF had been a 

good vehicle in assisting partner groups in transtating their vaiues into action, and it was 

through research projects of the MF that they were attempthg to do this. These research 

projects have the potential in turn to S o m  policy makers about the diversity of forest 

values, and can duence them in making appropriate decisïons with regard to SFM. As 

haif of the respondents have indicated, present policy is outdated and governent is unable 

to &&vely adapt poiicy to adequateiy address forest d u e s  and related management 

issues. The following statements highlight this point: 

The legislation we are dealhg with is archaic and it largely foaises on a sustained 
yield basis.. .it bas not progresseci to include Werent fàcets of resource 
management (e.g., dora and âuna). 

Moving fiom sustained yield to SFM.. .there have been no guidelines, it has been a 
wide open playing field and there are huge issues to deal with when moving from 
one to the other. 

If senior resource managers who preside et the MF can objeztively see the 

shortcomings of forest management policy and realize that the research undertaken in the 

MF can incorporate &es into legitimate actions, then it is pertinent that the MF remain 

as the cruaile to test these actions and continue to draw forth new perspectives fiom the 



Board. The MFs were developed to accelerate change aimed at acheving SFM, and the 

FHMF bas effeaive processes to instigate this change with Board members who have 

enough foresight to guide it. 

However, it is questionable to whaî extent the RZMF wiJi affect change given the 

composition of the Board. The FHMF Board consists of or@ eight different groups with 

representation predombantly king fkom the Province and Weldwood of Canada Ltd. 

Three representatives from each group sit on the Board. Given the fact that several 

respondents felt that t was land managers, such as Weldwood, whose vahies were often 

@en, or perceivexi to be @en, greater consideration in the decision makmg process of the 

MF, it will be interesthg to see how vigilant the Board win be in incorporating different 

values into the program. 

As a subsequence of this situation, maoy respondents recognizeâ the need to amact 

other groups to the FHMF; includuig such groups fiom the oii and gas, and mining 

industries, as well as fiom Aboriginal and environmental groups. Howwer, severai other 

respondents were opposed to such an occurrence. They believed that the addition of new 

partners rnight 'hirn over the apple or "difNse the focus of the program." Granteci 

there is some validity to this perspective, since the addition of new members might hinder 

the progress of certain deveiopments or slow d o m  the endeavours of the Board. 

However, this calls into question the integrity of the Board in dealing with diverse value 

issues. Especialiy since the Board is streamlining its foais as it moves to more of a "top 

down" approach in Phase ïI, fiorn a previous 'bottom up" approach use. in Phase 1. 

To overcome this deficiency '?he dwr  has been left open" for other agencies to 

join the FHMF Board. It appears though that no new members have joined as ofyet. 

Wah the representation of vahie3 fiom the Foothiiis Partnership group being, as one 

respondent indicated, "a sbm," it appears the mix of values at the Board will remain 

relatively homogenmus for the tirne being. The Foothins P a r t n d p  group consists of 

approxhateiy sevemty different organizations from within Alberta and their v&es and 

views are represented by only two members fiom the MF Board. The Partnership mets  



once or twice a year to discuss the happenings of the MF, but it is obviousiy indequate to 

establish proper ties and representation. Both representatives to the Partnership did not 

feel coddent in representing the Patnerships Mews, and when other Board members 

attempted to identrfy the values of the group thqr could only i d e  the d u e s  of the 

organkations in which the representatives belonged to, not those of the entire group. 

Injecting diverse vahies into the Board and program presentiy seems to be somewhat 

problematic as  access and legitimate representation are limited. 

Coupled with the fact that only halfof the respondents believed the FHMF had 

increased their appreciation ofthe ways in which other people value the fore* it becornes 

apparent that the representation and motives of the Board may make t difndt to 

accelerate change aimed at achieving SFM. W~th a slow start in their communications 

strategy t may be diftidt for the resuhs of the MF projects and programs to be accepteci 

by agencies not directly involved in the orgmization. Exclusion fiom decision making 

processes can also breed distrust amongst outside groups. Thus limited representation and 

few linkages to the FHMF program may slow the implementation of some weil intentioned 

management strategies that develop out of the program. 

As many Board members indicated, they felt that values research and the 

incorporation of such research could aderate  the implementation of SFM. ûther 

members also mentioned that even though values research undertaken in FHMF has not 

yet irîfluenced decision making outside of the MF t could in the fÙture. However, given 

the limited representation of values that reside at the Board it may be dficuit for these 

thiags to corne to actual fhition. Stah>s quo forest management has already been 

dominated by many of the same players and their values that are present amongst the MF 

Board. The bottom line for FHMF, thedore, is whether it has the conviction to seriously 

affect decision making and change policy to adopt SFM prdces .  The resuhs remain to be 

seen. As one respondent ized; 'We are dancing right now. It is eariy in the game 

and things are going good, but we have big issues to tackle and that is when the MF will be 

testeci; when we have realiy gotten invoived in these issues." 



4.5 THE CANADIAN MODEL FOREST NETWORK 

4.5.1 Ovemew 

The ten Model Forests in Canada represent both an unique and diverse assemblage 

of forests and people. Ln total, the Model Forests comprise more than 6 000 000 hectares 

of forest land and involve the participation of more than 300 different organkations (Brand 

et al. 1996). They conCain a wide variety of forest types ranghg fkom coastal to montane, 

and the range in th& sizes (108 000 to 2 700 000 hectares) refiects the scale at which the 

forest areas are managed (see Figure 1 ). For example, the forest area in the Lower St. 

Lawrence MF, is the d e s &  but it represents a highly popuiated rural ana where forests 

are mteasively managed hectare by hectare (Brand et al. 1996). Since land ornerslip 

withia the Model Forests can be divided arnongst several diflFerent agencies andor 

individuals, their boundaries may be delùieated based on ecological considerations, existing 

administrative boudaries or industrial forest license areas (Brand et al. 1996). 

Wfiile the physical dimensions of the Model Forests appear to be diverse, the 

social dimensions of each organization are no less cornplex. They embrace a variety of 

social groups with Merent expertise, mandates and interests. Most MFs tend to have a 

large list of interesteci partner groups (e-g., Eastern Ontario MF has approximatety 100 

partner groups) which Muence the operations of the organization. Their structure as weU 

as th& decision making and communication processes are designed to reflect the local 

wntext in which they da. Al1 the Model Forests address cure issues such as ecosystem 

management, public participation, and the integration of specik and nonmarket values in 

decision making (Brand et al. 1996). 

This portion of the study was intmded to get a t h u m b d  cornparison of values 

research and activities in the other Canadian MFs. To ascertain this information interviews 

were conducted with aU of the Model Forests, except for Fundy. Six G e n d  Managers 

and tbree GM altemates were mterviewed using the same interview survey that was used 

for the case studies. 



4.5.2 Values Restlvch 

Values can be identifid in a variety of ways, using both formai (i-e., direct) and 

informal (i.e., indirect) means. Formal means are directed at expLicitiy i d e n m g  values 

ushg some type of research method (e-g., surveys, intenriews, contingent vahiation). On 

the other band, vaiues can also be identifieci indirectly through informal means, such as 

comrersations and obServatioz1~, in which the objective of the process is not necessanly to 

acquire vahies, but values are emitted nonetheles due to the nature of the occurrence. 

Of the nine MFs that were intexvieweû, tfiree respondents indicaîed that formai 

attempts had been made to i d m w  the forest values of their Board members. In these 

three MFs, values were identifieci in dinerent ways and for different purposes. Long Beach 

MF had identified values through a needs assessment. The Western Nepvfoundland MF 

wlected values to integrate them into their Integrated Resource Management (IRM) 

worbg group plan, whereas a baseline m e y  of values was wnducted at Foothills MF as 

pari of their socdeconomic research. 

Of the remainïng six MFs it appears that the identification of vahies at the Board levei 

has happeneci more indiredy (i.e., Momially). At the Manitoba MF, for example, values 

were identified through the developrnent of their f i e  year plan - '%y vhue of developing the 

five year plan, the various members' &es are incorporated." Conversely, at two other MFs 

fomral atternpts were made to identify the values of different groups, rather than those of the 

Board. Prince Albert MF docunented the vahes of the local Aboriginal comrrrrmities in areas 

of signrficance around the reserves. McGregor MF identifid values of their partnership in 

order to derive the fiamework (i.e., vision) for their MF. In foiiow up to this question, five of 

the six respondents stated that their MF planned to carry out vahies research with their Board 

in the fuhire. Table 12 outlines the different approaches used by the Model Forests to 

identify values as identifid by the GMs or their proies 

AD respondents feit that their MF bas serveci as a go& means for bringing people 

together that hold diverse forest vahies. Several respoadents strongiy agreed with this 

staternent. For eXBrnpIe, one respondent stated, "Yes, that is probably one of our major 



Table 12. Fomal uid Informiril A p p r o a h  Used by 
Modd Forests to IQntay Board and Corn- Values 

MODEL 
FOREST 

Bas St. Luirent 

Eastern Ontario 

Foothills 

Lake Abitibi 

-g - 

BOARD 
VALUES 

Formd - None. 
IPif~rnid- N-. 

Formai - Nane. 
Informai - None. 

Formai - Baseline survey 
of values. 
- Workshop ( & v e l ~ e n t  
of Phase JI Proposal). 

infonnd - Pbasc lI 
Proposal refiects Board 
values (Le., it is a Living 
document). 

Fonnal - None. 
Informai - None. 

VALUES 

Formai - None. 
Infond - Medbgs a d  
disnissim~ ui the 
processofdewloping 
mgmtplansfor3 
territaries m the MF, 
people a e r d d  their 
Valucswhicharerdlected 
in the plens. Have to 
rcPisethtplanstoextract 
the values. 

Formai - None. 
Informal - Phase 1 
Evaiuaticm, tradeshows 
and fairs (e-g., asked 
people what tky hcw 
about the MF. Indirectly 
obtained dues). 

Formai - 
Sinve!y/rntaviews as part 
of development for 
Commimicati~~l~ P h  
Informil - Public 
M W  (received input 
fÎwrn public for Phase JI 
Proposai). 

FUTURE 
INIT3ATNES 

P h  to obtain Board 
WhieSmPhasell, 

May be part of criteria & 
indidors w o k  May 
also obtain dues  
mdirecüy through 
Coz~llunity Scieece 
project which a;mS to nnd 
out wi18t people h o w  
h living in the area 

PlSn to obtain Board and 
cammimity values 
through deveiopment of 
criteria and indicatm. 



BOARD 
VALUES 

Formai - None. 

-Ptojects(v~groops 
imdathCrRMgr0~ 
couid ciumpion a vaiu or 
mhJc PFject). 

Formd 

- Commnnity 
- S w e y  (carried out witb 
l ~ p m v i n c i a l a n d  
naticmai publics). 
- Interviews (to detemke 
aoneconOmic values in 
the local rcgian). 
Informal - None. 

- S m e y  (aslred 
Abon@ c~mmunities 
to idcnw traditional use 
areas, signi6cant areas, 
grave sites, arcas for 
d c i n a l  pst, etc.). 

Fomd - Nooie. 

Iniorrrmi 
- Repricsmtation (Vahie 
gronps represcnt the 
foliowing values: timkr, 
watcr,tonrism.species& 
spccs, intrmsic, mines & 
airrgy, md-, and 
ecosystem M W .  

P h  to have a i e  and 
mdicators group link with 
the IRM and value 
groups, to -te 
~ c y f o r t h c I R M  
w o l l c i n g w P ~ ~  
public. 



success stories." With the exception of one person, everyone cuuld identify some of the 

forest values held by Board members. Most respondents identifieci values that were 

individually held by members, but it was noted by others that some values were coiiective1y 

shared by th& Board as well. Most notably, one respondent felt that th& Board al1 had 

'Wues in common about what is good for the forest, not Ijust] the o rgh t ion . "  

Large group projects and dv i t i e s  were coasidered to be the best means ôy which 

the Werent partner groups couid gain a M e r  understanding of each other's vaiues. 

Meetings held to discuss issues such as management plam, criteria and indiators, and 

strategic planning were identifieci by some as the processes in which vahies could be most 

readily exchangeci. One respondent stated that more informai discussion and socialuing 

among their Board would help partners in leamhg about each other's vaIues. Ander  

respondent believed that better communications could increase the exchange and 

appreciation of values. 

Despite the sharing of vahes and the greater awareness that Board members have 

aîtained, four respondents felt that some groups' values wae  givm greater consideration 

than others for inclusion in the decision making processes of their MF. It appears that the 

vahies of govemment, industry and Aboriginal groups are often given the most 

consideration. For example, it was felt that "support ofmdustry and govemment in 

projects is important for projects to procced." One respondent felt it was merely by virtue 

of the individual representative that a group's vaiues were considered more than others. 

Another respondent indicated that in theory it did not occur at their MF because the Board 

was working on a consensus basis. However, in practice it did occur ''because of b d t  in 

biases we all have. For example, timber [industries] are more proactive and vahies are 

bowced off of it." 

While four respondents disagreed with this question, their answers indicate tbat 

certain values have iduenced, or have the potential to influence, the decision making 

process of the Board. It seems that at LAMF even though the vahies of some groups are 

not &en greater wnsideration, people both inside and outside of the organizatioo still 



perceive that they were. At Prince Albert MF, it appeared that goverment and industry 

may have to carry the MF financialiy in Phase II, but the good thing is that "d the partners 

agree to remain equai." In the case of Eastern Ontario MF, Aboripinai d u e s  were 

"brought to the forefront because they are often overlooked" in the decision making 

process. 

This leads to the next question which asked respondents if they couid identify any 

changes that had o m e d  h the decision making process of the MF due to the 

consideration of values. Eight respondents e e d  that changes had occurred. Lake 

Abitiii and Eastern Ontario MFs had specincaily changed their decision making process to 

a conseasus based approach because of the consideration of values. At the Eastern 

Ontario MF, the intluence of the Fist Nations and thei. d u e s  changed the process; "First 

Nations led the MF to conseosus decision making. Without their input it would have been 

the traditional style of decision making." One respondent indicated that new partnerships 

were king developed between groups at hidher MF. At other MFs changes sam to 

happen more subtly in ''the way things are done" or 'looked at." Concepts have been 

revised with respect to achieviag sustainable forest management, and projects and 

programs are more coordinated (e.g., criteria and indicators). 

As all the MFs have dinerent land management agencies represented in their 

partnership, they have the potentiai to innuence forest management decision making 

processes external to their program. Given the responses, it appears that the majority of 

MFs have not considerd this issue. ûnly three MFs (Foothills, McGregor and Western 

Newfoundand) have dimissed specifically how the vahes held by the Board could apply 

in other decision making processes. The approach of the McGregor MF was designeci 

precisely so that it was trderable to other groups and their processes. "The system 

refiects the values that people hold and share towards the objectives that are set." 

Foothills and Western Newfou11dlmd MFs used ciiffirent approaches. Western 

Newfou11dhnd was attempting to do it through the criteria and indicators process and 

through working with the timber wmpany(ies) in the devefopment of their five year plans, 

whereas Foothilis was trying to do it just by bringing groups together to discuss issues. 
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Even though six of the MFs had not discussed this issue, respondents felt that if 

various research approaches and methodologies were tested in the Mode1 Forests they 

couid be integrated evenhially into outside processes. For example, it was stated that, 'By 

working with government and landowners MF projects and activities might appiy outside 

the MF,'' and ''Research and discussion may e v d y  be integrated into policy. What haJ 

b e n  a proposai in the Mode1 Forest has becorne a plan outside." 

Wah regard to doing vaiues research beyond the MFs, eight respondents indicated 

that their MF had engaged in research amongst the broder community not directly 

involveci in the organization. It seems this information has had more of an infiuence on 

processes outside of the MF organizations than the values work that has been done 

i n t d y .  At three MFs, this information has either entered into m e r n e n t  plans or has 

had direct aEects on forest management. At Western Newfoundland MF, for example, 

'Wues have entered into plans as buffers around communities.. . [and] we are gohg to 

make a presentation to the Minister and be more active with senior decision makers." At 

Prince Albert MF, CcAb~riginai values have been taken hto consideration. Areas have been 

GPSed and identified as areas of care with respect to thber harvesting." While some MFs 

are presently undertaking or preparing to initiate a valuation process, their outcornes may 

also have implications for forest management, as Manitoba MF is workuig in conjunction 

with the Province to do this work and the McGregor MF specificaily designed their 

fiamework to be put into an operationai wntext. As stated, 'We built the fkamework to 

make decisions. It includes practice, people and information. We are eying to incorporate 

it into an operationai context now." 

In relation to the above question, respondents were also asked iftheir MF had 

assessed how Werent partners perceive the legitimacy of other stakeholders and their 

values. Of the nine respondents, ody two (Manitoba and McGregor) indiCateci that they 

had. One of these respondents felt that it happened implicitly in the process of bringing 

people together, and stated: 

. . .your perspective inmeases around a range of vahies that need to be rdected in 
forest management. It is in the iinkages of how your values relate to other values. 



It happens by interacting with a broad range of mors  - assumptions change. The 
partnership allows you to test fwidamentai understandings and challenge oneself. 

Since much of the d u e s  research has just been initiateci in several of the Mode1 Forests, 

partner groups have not received much feedback on this issue. Only three of the eight 

MFs have provided information to their partner groups. However, three other MFs pian to 

discuss this information with their partnership in the future once the research is completed. 

As a forum for brin& people together, the MFs have helped partners' gain an 

appreciation of the ways in which other people d u e  the forest. AU respondents fUy 

agreed to this fact and felt that participation in the MF program had been an educatiod 

experience for many people. Some respondents felt that trust and a certain cornfort iwel 

had been estabiished amongst partners. Misconceptions have also faded because there is a 

'%etter understanding of what some groups need." It appears that the interaction amongst 

groups through such meaas as meetings, workshops, training courses, etc. have al1 helped 

people to share information and learn about th& commonaities and clifferences. Three 

respondents indicated that partners have gained a better appreciation, in particular, of 

Abonguial values. The benefit of creating partnerships is aptly summarized by one 

respondent, who States: 

People recognite the value of partnerships and inherent in that is the broadening of 
people's values. Most people share similas values. They have more simiiarities 
than Merences. The challenge is how to sustain what people value. It's not in the 
why, but in the how. 

As the MFs were designed to acderate the implementation of sustaiBable forest 

management, they have the potential to infiuence this process by incorporating values 

research into present management practices. When respondents were asked if they 

thought that values research had the potentid to do this, eight respondents agreed. One 

respondent on the other hand, '%opeci" it wouid happen. Most respondents felt that if 

values were better known than management practices couid be designed to wistain them. 

As one respondent noteci, "There are so mmy perceptions and values, and if people don't 

know what they are you can't expect them to be responsible and protect them." It was 
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Jso mentioned that values had to be çustained at a local levei, but had to be known and 

co~ec ted  at a higher level of management. For example, "stakeholder involvement is key 

to SFM . . . p .  ople know what is sustainable and what is not." However, "approaches have 

to be designed to bridge gaps - connect local and higher levels. We have to bridge the gap 

between people thai decide what needs to be done and the people that do it." 

4.5.3 Critique: Vaiues Resem-ch in the Canadian Modd Folrst Network 

In ~ummary, it is evident that the Canadian Model Forest program, m generai, has 

been effêctive for bringing people together that hold diverse forest values, and has 

increased the various Program Management Boards' appreciation of the ways in which 

other people value the forest. As the Model Forests are beginning to i d e n a  understand 

and integrate a diversity of forest values into their various programs, these two aspects are 

a positive fist step at sening the wheels in motion towards achieving SFM practices. 

Creating awareness about the values people attach to the forest, and developing forums to 

dow for an open, dernomatic exchange among diverse, and often cornpethg groups, is an 

effective way to instigate change and develop trust in the area of fored management. This 

is especiaily tme since these aspects have ofien been criticized as lacking in forest 

management practices in Canada in the past. 

Whiie this is a positive beginning, work remains to be done in the Model Forests 

with regard to doing values research, however. In review of the study Gndings it is 

apparent that the research that has been done in Phase 1, at both the Board and community 

level, has been carrieci out with no clear methodology or set direction. The only MF 

pahaps exempt fiom tbis criticism would be the McGregor Model Forest. This MF 

identifid and Utilvied values as the base upon which to buiid their vision and objectives for 

the program. AU the other MFs, in contrast, seem to have undertaken values projects in a 

slightiy haphamrd fishion without a clear fhmework in which this information can feed 

h o  future a d o r  simuftaneously related processes. Having a weii dweioped 

methodology for canying out values research is important because it cm help the MFs 



design and utitize methods that can ouccinctly capture the array of values that people in 

their province and region attach to the forest. It appears though that this aspect is 

changing and wiil improve as the MFs now have a mandate in Phase II to do values 

research in relation to developing criteria and indicators. Five Model Forests (see Table 

12) plan to undertake values work in Phase II, and hopefuly it will cause thexn to take an 

introspective look at their projects and programs and give them a clearer direction in 

which to carry out values work. 

Taking an introspective look at th& programs would be benefidal to the Program 

Management Boards in particular. Doing values research at this lwel is important, and 

should be done by the Boards to assist them in defining processes that are not only 

conducive to operating a well run o r g k t i o n ,  but are also suitable for implementing 

changes directecl at achieving SFM. Formal vahies sharing and identification has occurred 

among three Model Forest Boards (Foothills, Long Beach, Manitoba). It has also 

occurred ammg the partnership group at McGregor MF and at the IRM working group at 

Western Newfoundland MF. Iden-g and sharing values is important at this lwel 

because these groups set the direction for the development of the projects and programs. 

If individuals are relying on gut feelings and simple perceptions about what other groups 

value about the forest, they wuld be developing a sub-optiaiai approach to SFM. If the 

"right values" are not represented nor understood at the Board, then the ''right processes" 

for achieving SFM may not be anainable. As only five MFs have attempted to ascertain 

this information, and four did it during Phase 1 of their program, it is important that the 

PMBs initiate and regularly conthe to carry out a formal values sharing exercise. This is 

important because it helps each organization to wolve and adapt their approaches to SFM. 

This situation, in tum, can help strengthen the validity of their approach and increase their 

infiuence upon outside agencies concemed about, and responsible for, forest management. 

In addition, identifjhg and sharing values wuld help deviate the perceptions 

about some partner groups king given greater consideration than others in the decision 

making processes of the MFs. Eight of the nine respondems indiateci that this situation 

was occunhg at th& MF. The misconceptions and distrust that can arise out of such 
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situations can potentdiy hinder the progress of the program. Regularly sharing vaiues, 

thaefore, w d d  dispel any myths or ilI-conceived notions that partners rnay have about 

each other. 

Furthemore, an ongoing review of the Boards' values couid as& in determining 

m e h d s  that are more conducive to elicit different people's values. No single method is 

applicable nor effeaive for acquiring every group's or comrrmnity's values. A first hand 

experience of identifjmg and sharing vaiues thus, could open Board mernbers' eyes to the 

ways in &ch other people value the forest as well as to the me!thods which most 

accurately and appropriately elicit their values. For example, at Western Newfoundland 

MF t was realized that, 'We are in the part of Canada where timber has been niling the 

roosi. Their values were number one. Now government and wmpanies that sit on the 

Management group realize other vahies." A process of this nature, therefiore, wuld help 

integrate values work into other agencies' processes and fiuictions (e.g., govexnment). By 

having them becorne more aware of the idonnation and processes that have been tried, it 

could help them carry out values research of their own. For example, the Manitoba MF 

and the Department of Naturd Resources are working together to develop a fiamework to 

cany out values research m the Province's Ecosystem Based Management Pilot Project. 

By having a representative of the Province sit on the Board and experience different 

processes for identifyuig and sharing vaiues codd assist them in developing approaches 

tbat will be appropriate for their EBM valuatiotl process. 

This type of experience is of particuiar importance since eight of the MF 

respondents indicated that they believe the vaiues work carried out by the MFs have the 

potential to influence SFM practices. W e  the Mode1 Forests are just begimiing to 

undertake and utilize vaiues work. they are already having some impact on management 

practices (e.g., timber harvesting practices). The consequences of th& work, therefore, 

wuld have more far reaching impacts in the future. For example, they could change the 

face of forest management and policy if îhey ammtely and unquestionably demonstrsted 

the benefits of certain undertakiogs (e.g., criteria and mdicators, tenure refonn). With 

comrnitted Board rnembers who endeavour to achieve this end, SFM practices wiil 
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hopefuny corne to fhition through the influence and leadership of the Model Forests. 

4.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

The hdings of the study have been highlighted and presented within this chapter. 

The findings of the four case shidy Model Forests were fht presemted based on interviews 

conducted with the General Managers and mernbers of the Program Management Boards 

of those MFs. The findings of the overd MF program were then presented based on the 

resdts of the interviews conducted with six MF General Managers and three GM proxies. 

The d y s i s  of these hdings was largely based on the following three theme areas: how 

the partners of the Program Management Boards have shared their values, ifbroader 

community values have been determineci, and what the implications of each have on 

management decision making both within and outside of the MF organizatioas. 

With respect to the first theme, the findhgs reveal that moa of the values sharing 

amonga the members of the various Boards has happened on an informai basis. This has 

happened largely through meetings and discussions of the Board, and by Whie of the 

partner representatives. Values of various partner groups are also infemed through their 

involvement with, and sponsorship of, different projects. Forma1 attempts, however, have 

been made to ident* the values of either the Board or pamersbip/working groups witbh 

five of the MF organizations. Surveys and workshops have been the most cornmon 

method used to carry out this research. Despite the different attempts that have been made 

to identify values, al1 the Model Forests have been regarded as good forums for b ~ g i n g  

people together that hold diverse values. 

Another aspect of this study was to determine whether the values of the broader 

comrnunity (Le., of those individuais and groups outside of the Model Forest 

organizations) had been i d d e d .  Eight Mode1 Forests have engaged in vahies research 

amongst the broader community. Much of this research, however, has only beai initiated 

in Phase II, in response to the changes in the program objectives and the mandate to 

establish criteria and indicators. In three cases (Manitoba, McGregor, Lake Abitibi, MFs) 



where researcb had been carried out in Phase I, the work so fàr has been used at an 

operational level within the MFs themselves for such thgs  as developing the Phase II 

proposais or communication plans. Vdues information, however, has been used to some 

extent at an operational level outside of MFs. For example, First Nations dhual values 

have bem hcorporated into the harvesting practices of the local industries in the region of 

the Lake Abitiii and Prince Albert MFs. The most notable use of values research has 

been carried out by the McGregor MF, which used this idionnation as a means to design 

the approach and fhmework of their MF. 

This leads into the next area of the shidy which focused on the implications values 

research wodd have on decision makùig. This included values research nom both the 

Board and community level and the implications they would have on decision malàng 

inside and outside of the MF organizations. At the Board be l ,  the values sharing 

amongst members infiuenced the decision making process of the Eastern Ontario and Lake 

Abitibi Model Forests. In both cases the MFs changed their decision making process to a 

consensus based approach fiom the regular majority vote. Wah respect to wmmunity 

values research, the majority of the MF Board members have gained a greater awareness 

of ways in which other people value the forest. As such, the attitudes of many Board 

members have changed and members have been able to build better relationships. Values 

research w i t h  the MFs @oth the Board and community vaiues), up to this point has had a 

minimal impact, ifany, on decision making outside of the MFs. 

Furthmore, this research bas not impacted forest management planning or policy 

at a higher level outside of the organizations (e.g., govemment departments). Since the 

MFs were established to accelerate the implementation of SFM it is pertinent to examine 

the extent to which values research in the MFs can intluence and S o m  this process. This 

disaission is provided in Chapter Five, in wbich a cornparison of the four case shidy 

Model Forests is made and a discussion on the Model Forest Network is presented. 
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Chipter Five 

C4A?ADL41V MODEL FORESllS: W A G m G  FOREST VALUES? 

5.0 INTRODUCTION 

Sustaining a diversity of forest values on the landscape is a criticai aspect to 

achieving the goal of SFM. In order to achieve this goal, forest values must fist be 

identifid and integrated into forest management and decision making processes. As the 

Model Forests were designed to "model" new approaches of SFM, it is important to 

analyze and determine to what extent they have incorporated vahies into their activities in 

order that they might influence and drive this process. 

In this chapter a cornparison of the values work initiated in the four case study 

Model Forests is provided. This discussion highlights the various ways forest values have 

beeq or could bey integrated mto SFM practices at the regional level of each of the Model 

Forests. This is followed by a discussion on the values work that has been done 

throughout the Model Forest Network and highlights some of the broader lessons that 

could be leamed with regard to SFM at a national level. 

5.1 A COMPARISON OF THE FOUR MODEL FORESTS 

The comparison of the four Model Forests is based on the following themes: values 

research, values sharing processes, values as a means for bringing people together, partner 

rqresentation, Board structure, and iutegntion of values into decision rnaking processes. 

These themes were chosen beause they are the aspects of vahies that directly affect the 

MF's approaches to SFM. They are the how, when, where, who, what and why of the 

MFs. As the MFs were designed to demonstrate and accelerate SFM practices, these 

themes are, in essence, the aspects that influence SFM. As such, they should be criticaliy 

examind to determine how &&ive the MFs have been at accelefating SFM. 





appears that some type of formal process has been initiated at Long Beach, Manitoba and 

Foothins MFs to share values, but the more informal proeesses (e.g., discussions) are more 

ofkn relied upon. W1th regard to the methods employed to elicit vaiues at the comrnunity 

levei, it appears that ail the MFs except for Long Beach have utilized formal techniques 

such as workshops and surveys to carry out this work. As values arise in different 

contexîs and people draw on them for different purposes (O'Brien 1995)' it is important 

that new and various methods are used to ident@ and measure values. This is important 

because a combination of disciphnary approaches can provide a more complete pictue of 

how people value the forest (Bengston 1994a). Furtbennore, the shortcomings of one 

method could be countered by the strerigths of the others Beckley et al. 1997a). Ifthe 

MFs are to tnily affect change aimed at achieving SFM, then they should attempt to use 

new and combined methods in their valuation process. This shouid be done so that they 

can acquire idonnation in an accufate and succinct mzuiner. In tum, they couid utilize this 

information to better understand the local context in which forest values arise. 

W~th regards to the research d e d  out by these four MFs, it is also apparent that 

the values that have most often been caphired in their valuation processes have largely 

been terminai and assigneû values. In other words, the end States that people value of the 

forest (e.g., biodiversity, scenic values), and the relative worth people assign to forest 

goods and senices (e.& timber, camping). This is important information to aquire s h c e  

it caa inform forest managers and decision maken about what it is people value about the 

forest. More importantiy, however, information is needed about the means by which the 

public wants their forests to be managed. This information largely exists withui the realm 

of instrumental values. As thae has been linle to no research done in this regard within 

the MFs, it will be dificuit for them to d a i w  and demonstrate management strategies that 

sustain the forest values that people hold. As such, they are lacking another v a y  

fiindamental aspect within their valuation process as weIi as witbh their approach to SFM. 

With respect to the second theme, which deak with vahies sharing, this aspect 

focuses on where, or what b e l  values have been incorporateci into the MFs. Based on the 

study responses it appears that most of the d u e s  sharllig in the MFs has large@ been 



Canied out at the Board level. Since the majority of the values research is just beginning at 

the community level in the four MFs, there has been no opporturiity to take this 

information back to the cornmiinities and share it with them 

Howwery t is evident that the values thM have been s h e d  at the Board level have 

assisteâ the partners in gaining a better understanding of each other's values. This is based 

on the fact that the majority of respondents (53) felt they could idente the vaiues held by 

Board members pamcipating in their MF. This is important because it helps create 

awareness about the diversity and wmplexity of values. It enables people to understand 

why and how values need to be sustained. As such, it enables the MFs to dwelop 

approaches that cm be both socially acceptable and biologically sound (Brand et al. 1996). 

While this is a positive beginning for the development of SFM practices, a caveat should 

be issued; for the values that Board rnembers think they can identxQ may not actuaily hold 

and be completely valid. The accuracy of how well mernbers wuld t d y  iden* each 

other's values has not been checked and in most cases it seems that individuais tend to rely 

on their perceptions and assumptions about each other. To ameliorate such potential 

deficiencies in th& approaches to SFM, therefore, the Boards of the MFs should continue 

to undertake formal values sharing exercises. 

W1th respect to the third theme area, it is apparent that all four of the MFs have 

served as a good means for bringing people together with diverse forest vahies. This is 

demonstrated by the fact that every Board member inteniewed (55 in total) agreed with 

this point. Some respondents felt strongly about this &or as well. This is important 

because it shows that the partners value the process and feel thet it has merit. Each of the 

Boards have had to deal with divergent vaiues and views. Based on the fiadings of this 

study it is apparent though that each organization has been a good f o m  for reconciling 

and integrating some of these Meraices. 

In relation to the above discussion dealing with methods, this theme area also 

relates to the how aspect of vahm (i-e., how forest values should be i d d e d  using public 

processes). As outlined in the litemture review chapter, there are several Werent 



mechanisms that can be used to involve the public in forest management decision making 

(e.g., public hearings, f m s  groups, etc.). Howewer, the rnanner by which people are 

invoived is important. This is important, because the public has becorne increasingiy 

criticai and distnistfùl of the way management decisions have been made in the past 

(Higgeike & Duinker 1993, Tanz & Howard 1991). Previoudy, the public bas not been 

substantively involved in the development of management plans and poiicy (Beckley et al. 

1997a), and, as a r d t ,  they have become fhstrated with processes that exchide them or 

"end runyy around them (Tanz & Howard 199 1). 

In order to eam the tmst and respect of the public, managers and decision makers 

must be willing to leam with people, and let them participate in the decision making 

processes used to manage their forests (Tm & Howard 1991). Thus these processes 

should be designed in a collaborative and meanin@ fbhion, whereby citizens accept and 

have some control over the process (Brand et al. 1996, Parker 1995). As evidenced in the 

foliowing quotes, it appears that the MFs are forums which can begin the process of 

developing trust among the public and can develop processes that work for them: 

.. .other processes are short-term, ad hoc and confromatiûnai, but the MF is not. 

What the MF has going for it is that there is a broad m b e r s h i p  on i ts Board of 
Directors. If LBMF gets involved with social values research it wouid be better 
respecteci than if another groups did it. 

Through the interaction of various Board members. ..they are able to work out their 
differences so that mistrust crumbles, and they can find mutual compromises. 

Given these facts it is likely that the MFs can also begin to ameliorate some of the deficient 

aspeas of prwious decision making processes, and demonstrate to managers and decision 

makers processes that are effective, usefùl and acceptable. 

While these four MFs have been good for briaging people together, it shouid be 

noted that several key partner groups were not represented in each of the MFs at the time 

of interviewing. In the case of the Manitoba MF there were no F i  Nations 

representatives (however, recentiy two First Nations have taken up seats at the MBMF 
- 
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Board). Long Beach MF was misshg the ~ c t u r e r ' s  voice (i-e., MacMillan Bloedel). 

Lake Abitibi MF did not have an eaviromnentai representative, and Foothüls MF was 

missing both First Nations and environmental representatives. This relates to the third 

theme area deahg with partrier representation and the aspect of whose vahies are being 

considered in the MFs7 approaches to SFM. 

AU the groups that are not represented on the MF Boards tend to have strong 

views wiîh respect to forest management issues. Furthemore, the Canadian Forest 

Service has indicated that the management structure of each MF should represent a wide 

range of views h m  various organkatioas and interesteci parties. In a process of this 

nature, a broad representation of values is irnperative to the pro- so that the MFs cm 

develop and demonstrate new managemgit strategies. It is precisely these groups' values, 

therefore, that need to be represented so that the management structure of the MFs can be 

effixtive for designing better forest managemait practices. As Maser (19%) notes: 

A prerequisite for sustainable development in a local comrnunity is that it mua be 
inclusive, relating aii relevant disciplines and special professions fiom all walks of 
Me.. . what is at the hart of sustainable dweiopment is joint omership.. . there is 
little real chance of moving fornard without wmmunities of people and dyoamic 
leaders who are genuinely committed to sustainable types of change. The search 
for quick &es d y  results in superficial changes with respect to some 
problematic symptom but leaves untouched the deeper cause of the symptom 
(Maser 1996). 

As community-based, multi-stakeholder organjzations, the MFs should continue their 

anempts at gening representation fiom the groups that are presently missing, so that their 

approaches to SFM can receive wider acceptame and they can truiy demonstrate how 

forest management can be done in an equitable and sustainable rnanner. 

This relates to the next point concerning the structure of the four Mode1 Forest 

Boards. Manitoba, Long Beach and Lake Abitibi MFs di have a bottom-up or grassroots 

approach in thQr organization. Conversely, Foothills MF has moved to a topdown 

approach in their orgamZation for Phase II. The structure of the Board is important 

because it also influences whose vaIues wili be incorporateci iato SFM pr8Ctices. There 





better susf8med on the landscape. Ail the Model Forests have the opportunity to link with 

provincial decision makers in various ways: Manitoba MF can link with the province 

tbrough their Ecosystem Based Management Pilot Project; Long Beach MF can link with 

the Scientinc Panel; Lake Abitibi cm work with the province through the Local Citizens 

Committee; and, Fwthills could work with the province through the Aiberta Conservation 

Strategy. As Maser (1 996) notes, "sustainable comrnunity development creates a 

mechamsm for information to feed through the political systern and direct change towards 

a dynamic equiiibrium between the commUMty and its emironment." The MFs have the 

potemiai to do this since they can link cornmunity values to the poiiticai system through 

govanment representatives that sit on th& PMB . However, since much of their 

community vaiues work is still in the making, there has been no impact on decision making 

outside of the Model Forest organizations as of yet. 

There have been changes, however, in the decision making processes i n t d y  at 

each MF due to the consideration of partaer's values. Ail the Model Forest s indicated that 

Board members' attitudes have changed and there are better relationships between 

members. Partners are also w o r h g  towards finding common ground and decisions have 

been stopped in consideration of certain values. In the case of M e  Abitibi MF their 

decision making process changed fiom a majority vote to a consensus based approach. 

This was done in order to accommodate ciifferences in vahes and because they did not 

want to create ' h e r s  and losers" in the process. These are positive changes that are 

needed to put the public's faith back into decision making processes. The MFs, therefore, 

should better illustrate these processes to managers and decision &ers in order that 

forest management might evofve to a level that is both politicaIiy and ethicaUy valid 

(Parker 1 995). 

In the cornparison of the four Model Forests it is apparent that they have 

approached the values aspect of SFM in different ways. This is important, because forest 

management must be devised withia the regional context so that it cm be adaptive and 

flexible to changes in society (Brand et al. 1996). The Manitoba Model Forest, for 

example, has a grassroots approach with a broad representation of partna groups except 
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for First Nations. It has employed both k d  (e.g., workshops) and informat (e.g., 

member representation) mechauisms to i d e  and share vahies at the Board level (see 

Table 12). The iddca t ion  of values has had some impact on the organhtion's decision 

making process, but has no impact outside of the organizaton (cg., members of the Board 

tmst each other and talk thhgs out more, but d u e s  identification has not changed how 

forest management decisions are made in the Province). The perception Qcists that the 

values of Pine Falls Paper Company are &en greater consideration in decision m a h g  of 

the organization. 

Similady, the Long Beach Model Forest also has a grassroots approach with a 

broad representation of sector groups, most notable being the youth sector. 

Representation is missing nom the major m d k t u r e r s '  sector. Both formai (e-g., needs 

assessment) and idormai mechanisms (e.g., discussions) have been used to i d e n e  and 

share values amongst the Board. Workshops aad presentatiom have been particulariy 

usem. An awareness of vaiues amongst the Board has helped refine their decision making 

process. First Nations values seem to be given greater consideration. 

Lake Abitibi Model Forest is stnictured using a bottom-up approach and has a 

diverse representation of partaer groups. It is lacking an environmentai representative. 

Most of the values sharing amongst the Board has gone on inforrnally (i.e., at Board 

meetings). Due to the consideration of partners' vaiues their decision making process 

changed to a consensus based approach. The perception exists that the values of Abitibi- 

Coasolidated are @en greater consideration in the decision making process. 

In contrast to the 0 t h  Model Forests, Foothills Model Forest operates in a t o p  

down fàshion and has limiteci values represented on the Board. The vaiues posed by 

environmental and First Nations representatives are not present on the Board. The Board 

has employed formal mechanisms (e-g., îbrough strategic planning processes) to share 

valuess but partners have beai able to identify values through idofmal processes (e-g., 

social engagements) as weli. Their decision making process has largely been infiuenced by 

government and industry, which have siniilar forest *es. While 8ccommodations have 



been made to indude M i e n t  organhtions and divers@ the values present among the 

Board, Foothills seems to be convinced that they have a broad enough mD< of values 

represented at their Board table . The decision making process has changed favourably 

due to the consideration of partners' values (e.g., better awareness and appreciation). 

Whiie the values among the Board members are ptimarily the same to begin with (e.g., 

sustained yield, resource extraction, etc.), the Ievel of accommodation has changed 

between some groups (e-g., Weldwood Co. and Jasper Nationai Park). Outside decision 

making processes have not yet been impacted. 

This reflects what the iiteniture concludes - that no single approach to forest 

management is right for every region and community. As Parker (1995) States: 

The classic democratic dilemma is between the "right vdues" and the "right 
processes" ... of course we want both, but in p u d g  either one we may lose the 
other. (Men, we do not trust democratic processes (the 'right processes") to yield 
the values which we can respect, and ifwe pursue the "right vahies" we may 
sacrifice the majority agreement necessaiy to enact these values in democratic 
societies. For the "democrat" the 'kight processes" have to be processes which 
confer poiitid legifimacy through the involvement of atizeas (Parker 1995). 

As the four MFs have been established on the basis of citizen involvement, and have 

gaineci legitimacy among the members that participate in tfiem, they are, to a certain 

extent, 'the right processes" for initiahg SFM. However, as forest vaiues are an essential 

requirement for setting the direction of SFM, and the MFs are just beginning to gather and 

utilize this information, their ccprocesses" need some adjustment. New methods for values 

research need to be employed, partner repraentation and Board stnictures need to be 

improved, and values information generated at the MFs needs to be integrated hto forest 

management decision making outside of the organbtions. There are no easy m e r s  to 

the questions and challenges posed by SFM. However, by identifjing and utilizing forest 

values through dinerat processes, such as those being dwe1oped and demonstratexi at the 

MFs then perhaps SFM will t d y  be achieved within Canada in the fthrre. 
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5.2 AN OVERVEW OF THE CANADIAN MODEL FOREST PROGRAM 

In 1996 a national evaiuation of the Canadian Model Forest Program was 

conducted (Gardner Mo1d 1996). In this evahiation, most respondents indicated that 

their MF had been either successful or somewhat successful in the foîiowing ways: 

The Mode1 Forest has increased my appreciation of the vahies other people assign 
to the forest. 
The Model Forest has served as a good means for bringing people together with 
conflicting vaiues. 
The Mode1 Forest has demonstrated forest management involving a wide variety of 
stakeholder vaiues. 

The r d t s  of this study connir with these hdings. 

Furthemore, the national evaluation indicated that: 

Each MF should have as a clear goal the design, development and irnplementation 
of a plan that addresses sustaidle development in forestxy on the ground through 
a range of resource values appropriate to the ar«i (Garner Pinfold 1996). 

Most MFs, at present, are a t t e m p ~ g  in different ways to gather values or develop 

processes appropriate for doing so. As a result, it is difiicult to detemùne whether any 

such plans are forthcoming. However, given that some MFs already have had some 

success in influencing forest management plans and practices, and tbat most respondents 

felt that values reseafch, dected from both the Board and community level, could 

inmence forest management decision making processes, it seems that most Model Forests 

are attempting to devise some kind of strategy that will have on the ground impact. 

Understanding the diversity of values that people hold with regard to forests 

provides managers and decision makers with relevant information about what end States 

forests should be mamged for. Values research, however, aiso provides the means by 

which forests should be managed. It gives managers information on how to manage 

forests that are socially acceptable and biologidy sound. By recognizing and addressing 

d relevant stakeholders' vaiues and interests creative solutions cm be crafted that are 

iikely to last (Canadian Round Tables 1993). The importance of understanding and 

cornpihg the Boards' values, therefore, is so the ükelihood of devishg creative solutions 
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and processes for maaaglig forests «in be increased. Bssed on the findmgs in this study it 

appears that very few Model Forests have undertaken this initiative as of yet. Values 

research has had a slow start in the Model Forest Program ovedi, and ody a few Model 

Forests have realized the importance of coilecting Board vahies and implementing 

alternative matepies to challenge status quo forest management. Most of the values 

research is just beginning and is based on weak methodology. 

Whüe it is encouraging to note that the majority of MFs foresee the potential of 

using values research to influence forest management practices they shodd take heed of 

the importance of dewising innovative processes and solutions. It is noted in the literature 

(Cramer et al. 1993) that decision makers quite ofien are partial to their own values and 

distrust the public's laiel of understanding with regard to specifiic issues like forest 

management (Robinson et ai. 1997). Gven that many of the respondents felt that the 

values of industry and government were @en greater consideration in the decision making 

processes of the Model Forests, innovative processes designed to instigate change may be 

met with some opposition. Therefore, there should be an educational and training 

component that accompanies these processes so thrit a lack of mist and cornfort will not 

hpede the process. For example, this could be done by working with academics and 

researchers (e.g., CFS) that have experience doing values research in a variety of Mirent 

disciplines (e. g . , anthro pology, economics, sociology) . These individuais could work with 

the MFs to develop the "right processes" (i.e., those deaned to be acceptable by the 

Canadian public) to elicit values for devishg unique approaches of SFM. 

In addition, since a complete idemincation of ail relevant forest values may require 

the utilization of Merent research methods that span several disciplines, decision makers 

shodd also be made aware of the legitimacy of each of these methods. OAea times 

decision makers sotely rely on economic valution because they do not have the time nor 

the inclination to understand other m&ods (Gregorson et al. 1996). Researchers, 

therefore, are n d e d  to help devise a âamework for canying out different types of 

research xi that the public's vahies can be captured accurately and integrated into forest 

management pradces. 
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Another important factor to consider about vahies and implementing change 

directecl at achieving SFM is the legitimricy decision makers amibe to various 

stakeholders for having input into forest management dezision making processes. This 

issue is important because it detemiines who wiU have access to iduencing the process of 

SFM. Only the Manitoba and the McGregor Model Forests have &en consideration to 

this issue. However. other Model Forests should probably consider it ifthey want their 

processes and solutions to be acce~fed and taken seriously. For ''in the absence of 

complete information politicians act on what they think their constituents will favour. they 

impticitly assign greater or laser 1- to the needs, interests and concems of 

stakeholders" (Beckiey et al. 1997a). 

Understanding the influences and changes in forest vahies is a task of monumental 

proportion. It requires new approaches and fkameworks, for sustaining values, as one 

respondent noted, is 'hot in the why but in the how." Achieving SFM, therefore, lies 

within the development of sound and innovative processes. As cmcibles for testing these 

processes the Model Forests have to be forthright and vigdant in devising and adapting 

thm. While they are just beginning this work and appear to be headed in the right 

direction, the proof has yet to be seen in the pudding. 

In this chapter the results of the study were dimssed. A cornparison of the four 

case saidy Model Forests was first presented. This discussion was based upon six themes, 

including: values resesucb, values sharing processes, as forums for bringing people 

together, partner representation, Board structure, and the integration of values into 

decision makkg processes. This was foiiowed by a discussion on the values work that has 

been done throughout the Model Forest Network. 

With regard to the four case snidy Modei Forests it is apparent that values research 

is in its infmcy. The work that has been carried out has had some impact on forest 

management so far. Values have ban identifieci and shared tiirough both formal and 



informal methods within al1 four of the Model Forests. However, only a few Mient  

methods, such as interviews and questionnaires have been employed. There has been no 

overaschhg methodology developed to guide this work as of yet. B a d  on these four 

Model Forests there appears to be two different camps within the prograxq those Model 

Forests with a broad representation and bottom-up approach, such as the Manitoba, Long 

Beach and Lake Abitibi MFs, and those with a small representation and top-down iike the 

Foothills MF. 

The discussion on the overail prognun highlighted s i m k  facts. In both cases it 

has becorne apparent that the Model Forests have approached SFM in various ways that 

best suit the local, regional corxtext in which they ex&. Their approach to carrying out 

values research, in turn, has also been varied. The abilrty of the MFs to design their own 

approach to SFM is a positive aspect of the MF program, because it enabies Canadian 

citUens to design forest management practices that will be moa apt to serve their n d s  

and respect th& values in the long m. This hinges, however, upoo whether the ModeI 

Forests can develop succinct fiarneworks to cany out, and set management objectives for, 

values research. If this can be done then perhaps their approaches to SFM will be better 

sefved and have more Eu reaching impacts. 
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SUSTmIIVG C4NADL4NSY FOREST VALUES 

6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The overali purpose of üiis study was to compare how various Model Forests have 

attempted to ascertain and integrate information about forest vaiues into their specinc 

projects and activities in order that they might demonstrate sustaioable forest management 

practices. The results and conclusions of thk study refiect only a snapshot in tirne, 

however. This research was based upon interviews conducted with the General Managers 

and members of the Program Management Boards during July 1997 and April 1998. As 

such, it does not reflect the values work that has been camed out since that tirne. The 

Model Forests are dynamic and ever changing entities, and while the conclusions of this 

study are relevant they do not capture the fidi range of vahies work that has been in 

progress d u ~ g  the development of this study. In order to do the study though, four 

objectives were forrnuiated to provide the srnichire of this practicum. 

The &st objective of this study was to determine which forest vaiues have been 

identined or documeated by each of the Model Forests. Overail, the values that have beai 

defined by the Model Forests have largely been the values of the Board members and the 

local public located within the region of the Model Forests. Most of the vahies that have 

been identified can be classified as held (i.e., terminal) forest values (e. g., Cultural 

Heritage project at LAMF, identification of Aboriginal values at P M ,  Mapping Values 

project at WNMF) . These are the end states or attributes of the forest that people value. 

There has been very little research done on the assigned or i tsb~nenral values of the 

forest. In other words, there have been no priorities or preferable means identifieci to 

establish how forests should be managed. McGregor is the only MF that has specifidy 

used their partnersbips' *es to devise the earnework and vision for their MF as well as 

for their approach to SFM. While vahies at the Board level have only beai formally 



identifieci in t h e  MFs, ail the Board members, however, feel that th& MF has served as a 

good means for bringing people together who hold diflcérent vahies and have helped people 

to gain a better understanding of the Werent values that other people attach to the forest. 

W~ the change in MF objdves for Phase II to include both the establishment of 

criteria and indiwtors, and the encouragernent of a broad range of forest vahies into each 

of the MFs, it appears that this has been an impetus for many MFs to start inwrporating 

values remch into their program. Previously, in Phase I, there was iittle research done 

specificaiiy on forest values. Many of the projects that were done reflected partners' 

values, but there were very few projects that actually solicited the values of Board 

members or the public at large. In other cases, values research was done, but focused on 

one partner group in particdar (e-g., First Nations); there wae very few, if any, attempts 

made to classe or collect values within each of the MF organhations or regions as a 

whole. 

The McGregor Model Forest, however, did carry out a survey in order to identify 

the forest values of Canadians at a national level which should be considereci and used by 

d the Model Forests in their valuation process. In fàct, aU the MFs should draw on each 

others' values work so as to gain a broader understanding of the rnethods and processes 

used to idenbfy values as well as the issues that surround forest d u e s  and SFM. For 

example, the work done by the Canadian Forest Service in the Manitoba MF could provide 

some insight into the reasons why people claim to have a legitimate "stake" ia, or value oc 

the forest as well as some of the social, political and cultural determinants that influence 

people's vaiues in forest-dependent and rural cornmunifies. 

The second objective of this stuciy was to document the procesies) used to 

asCatain the forest values of various partner groups involvecl in each of the Model Forests. 

At the board levef values were quite often infèrred through representation of the parnier 

groups themselves. Values perspectives were also recognued in board discussions and 

meetings, as euh partner vocalized their paspeceives and views. For example, in the 

MBMF the represmtathe fiom TREE had cl- articuiated the organization's values 



that many Board members did not have a problexn recognipng them. Projects proposed 

and championed by different partner groups were another a means by which board 

rnembers could id- values (e.g., Traditionai Ecologid Knowledge project carried out 

at LBMF). In other words, they were a viable vehkle for groups to put their values into 

action. While most of the boards' vahies were identifiecl through such informal processes 

as those mentioned above, formal means (i.e., actual research), nich as workshops and 

presentations, were utilizad in only nVe Model Forests. 

It was mentioned quite ofien that a cerîah level of trust and respect had been 

established among the partner groups sitting at the Board table. Given this level of trust, it 

could be possible that members trusted each others judgement enough to allow them to 

decipher for themselves the values that people held. People seem to trust the board process 

as well, as a means to adequately distill out partners' values. Therefore, m n y  groups may 

not have seen the need to partake in a formal vaiues sharing exetcise. However, the 

process of getting people to work together is a sound start for sharing and identlfjmg 

values. Furthemore, an exercise of this nature are needed to provide a reality check to see 

if people's perceptions are correct and if board processes are working effdvely. 

At the coznmutlity level values were identifieci using more formai means. For 

example, rnechanisms fike public &gs and workshops were employai in six Model 

Forests. Many dinerent social science methods were also used throughout all of the MFs 

and included the following: travel cost model, questionnaires, surveys, case studies, 

participant observation, GIS and GPS mapping, d o  planning and discourse analysis. 

In most cases only one type of method or mechanism was used; there were no real 

atternpts made to measure a full speccnim of values. This may in part be due to the fact 

thaî the Boards andlor worbg  groups have only recentiy redized the importance of doing 

vahies research. It likely reflects the reality as weii that biophysical research was given a 

greater priority in Phase 1 and there were limiteci funds to support socio-economic research 

iike values. In such a case, deciding which research gets W e d  beeomes a matter of 

triage among decision makers and ody those issues and methods duit are more commonly 

known and "accepted" wiii ükely be chosen. To get a fidl grasp on the nature of values, 
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and to use this information to t d y  Worm and accelerate SFM, a combination of methods 

across Merent disciplines shouid be employed in the Mode1 Forests. 

The third objective was to document the use of forest vaîues in the management, 

decision making and activities of each of the Model Forests. In three MFs (Lake Abitib, 

Bas St. Laurent, Western Newfouadland) the dues  of the Board were i d d d  and 

incorporated into various documents f i e  communication or working group plans. in 

many Mode1 Forests these values wae also used in the development of their Phase II 

proposais. At the Eastern Ontario and Lake Abitibi MFs the Board's vahies greatly 

in&Ienced their decision mahg process and were used to shift the process to a consensus 

based approach. 

CornmUnay values were also used in the Mode1 For- (Bas St. Laurent, Lake 

Abitibi, McGregor, Prince AIbert and Western Newfoundland), and were implemented into 

the dwelopment of various plans and proposals as well. Community values, howwer, 

were largely translatai into action through different projects, which often influenced the 

activities of m a i n  groups participating in the Model Forests. For example, in the Westem 

Ndoundland and Prince Albert Mode1 Forests First Nations cultural values were mapped 

and special care was takm by timber companies to avoid these sites when harvesting 

occurred in the nearby area. However, it appears that the htegration of values has only 

happened at the operational lwe1 and has not gone beyond. Values have not yet impacted 

the policies or decision making and management processes at higher levels (e-g., senior 

policy levei, legislation, etc). 

The most notable use of values occurred at the McGregor Model Forest where 

they were used to design the entire approach and concept of the MF itseIf. The valuation 

process was the beginniag stage in the design of the MF, and vahies wen  used as the 

fiamework in which to mode1 th& approach to SFM This is signifiant because achieving 

SFM lies within utilizing and integrating vahm as both a meam (Le., instnimentai values) 

and an ends (Le., tenniruil forest values). SFM cannot be met just by identifying held 

forest values and inwrporating them into the traditionai mamgement paradigm. SFM 
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must come f?om the utilhion of instrumental values to guide action and dwelop 

prîonties for sustaiaing terminal values. By testhg this mode1 as a Model Forest, and 

having the decision makers and managers on side throughout aii stages of the process, the 

shift to SFM has already begun and the evoiution of it wüi corne with the monitoring and 

adaptation of this rnodel. 

It seems that most other Mode1 Forests have mt y& made this comection and faü 

to see the Iùik of using vahes to drive change - bdamental change. In this sense, values 

and values research have not beea used as opthdy  in the Model Forests as they could 

have ken. Values research has been making a slow impact in sorne areas though. For 

example, the Manitoba MF held a values workshop, and some of the information derived 

fiom this workshop was used by the Pine Falls Paper Company to help develop criteria and 

indicators for their t a  year management plan. However, in most cases vahies research is 

stiii  an afterthought in many people's minds, and are seen as simple entities to be 

CafaIogued. It is as if values are seen as a s p i e s  and once the! total population is 

accounted for, the herd can be cded and managed for within a given area. It is not that 

simple. Values are the base upon which werything else is built, and they rnust set the 

stage for SFM, not just be the product for nianagement. The failure to see the importance 

of values research is noteworthy especidy s h  the Model Forests have entered into the 

second phase of the program. 

Furthemore, vahes have not been used to correct the shortwmings in some of the 

organizations. The fact that many respondents felt that certain groups' values were aven 

greater consideration in the decision making process of the MF is a hindrance to the 

program. Many people may feel alienated or disediauchiseci because of this, even though 

it may just be a misconception in many cases and not a reality. As a result, people may 

stay away fiom the process or harbor iiî feelings towards it. It has been noted in the 

literature (Higgelke & Duinker 1993, Taoz & Howard 1991) that the public has becorne 

increasingîy critical and distrustfùi of the way management decisiom have been made in 

the past. Decisions have largely been made by government and industry and the public has 

been &en token, if any, consideration in the process. These two agencies were the ones 
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most ofien perceived to get the most consideration in the decision malring of the MFs. 

This v h e s  information, therefore, shouid be used as a negative feedback loop in which the 

MF orgauidons use it to ameiiorate niisconceptions. By doing so more people may 

respect the process and feel less apprehension to corne onside. As community-based, 

multi-stakeholder orgarhtions the MFs mst drive change aimed at acbieving SFM and 

the increase in pubiic participation is one way to achieve this goal. 

The fourth objective of this study was to iuustrate ways in which forest values have 

k e n ,  or couid be, incorporateci into sustainable forea management practices as learned 

fkom the actiVities attempted by each of the Model Forests. S e v d  cases already have 

been noted above. The mapping values project and the use of values to devise a mode1 of 

SFM are two of these examples. ûther examples include the working with organizations 

who have land management authority to as& in the development of specinc plans and 

strategies. The Western Newfoundland Model Forest has worked with timber companies 

in developing their five year plan. The Eastern Ontario Model Forest helped mate a 

Woodlot Association that could act as advisory group to the government on certain forest 

issues. Worbg directly on projects with land managers such as goverment and industq 

are the main ways in which in many of the Mode1 Forests are incorporating values into 

SFM practices. 

However, with the emergence of Werent forest values (e.g., biodiversity, 

sustainabiity, etc.) under the new environmental paradigm, it is evident that these vaiues 

cannot be sustained by institutions, or in systems, characteristic of the dominant social 

paradigm which actualiy undermine and diminish them. As seen in the examples given 

previously, the identification of values have largely been used at the operatiod level as 

constraints to fore- practices. The problem with this situation is that it does not dnve 

change toward sustainable forest management, it ody incorporates values into a system 

that is stiU largety directed at sustaining timber yields (Griss 1993). These values must be 

part of management objectives (Griss 1993) which shouid be directed at sustainhg forest 

ecosystems not pst timber production. If the shift in forest managernent is to sustain the 

long-tam viability of the ecological and social conditions of forests (Bengston 1994% 



Beckiey & Korber 1995, Brand et ai. 1996), then the MFs should be catalysts in this 

process driving change beyond the operational levet and into the realm of policy, planning 

and decision makmg. 

While there have been good advances in this area many of the links are only now 

begianing to be made. Therefore, it is too early to illustrate the success or Wure of such 

endeavours. The fact that the Mode1 Forests are starting to make Illiks is a step in the 

nght direction, however. Values do not arise in a vacuum and neitber can their 

implementation into SFM praaices. Deanite links and changes have to be made with 

those agencies that have forest management and decision making authority. The values 

research and conviction of the Mode1 Forests, thus, can go dong way in assisting these 

agencies in their transition to SFM. 
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6.1 RECOMMENIBATIONS 

ïhe fkdhgs of this study have implications for sustainable forest management, 

specificaliy with regards to the hctioning and development of the Canadian Model 

Forests. The following recommendations are provideci to assist in the evoiution of the 

Model Forest Program. 

Values research mua be conducted in each of the Model Forests in order to 
determine whd values people hold with regard to the forest. This will be usefbi for 
establiskg a basehe of values as well as helpful in determinhg wht end States, if 
any, forests are to be mnaaged for. 

Values research must be conducted in each of the Model Forests in order to 
detennine how forest values should be sustained. This hciudes assigned and 
ill~numenfaI vdues research, which wiii assist in prioritiziag, if need be, the 
management of forest values. It wül also assist in determinhg the most preferable 
means for managlig forests. 

A plurality of research methods and processes need to be employed in the valuation 
process of the Model Forests, so that the fidl spectnim of values can be accounted 
for and considered in the design of SFM practices. T'bis includes research that can 
capture the intrinnc, spiritual, aesthetic and cultural values. 

There is a need for vahes training and education amongst decision makers, 
researchers and all other Model Forest partners. 

Better communication links need to be established between Model Forests, and 
within the Model Forest regions, so that vdues research is not duplicated and time 
and effort is not wasted. These Luikages will assist in devising research stratepies 
and incorporating values into management practices. 

Values research needs to continue on an on-going basis so tbat temporal and 
spatial changes can be accounted for in forest management. The Model Forests, 
therefore, rnust develop processes that can assist in this endeavour and as& in the 
adaptive process of forest management. 



7. The Model Forests must dwelop creative solutions to the challenges posai by SFM. 
Therefore, they shouid not restnct themselves to operating within the traditional 
management paradigm. Th& values must be wnsidered tools for operationalizing SFM 
practices and used as such. The Model Forests mua truiy 'hiodeî" new practices. 

8. The Model Forests must continue to estabikh and enhaace partnerships with other 
organizations (e-g., provincial governrnent departments) so that fimue values research 
can be wst-shared and appropriately b d e d .  
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Survey of Views Aimed at Achieving Sustainable Forest Management 
- Social Values Section - 

Social Values 
One of the main objectives of the MF program is to accelerate the implementation of 

sustainable forest management. In aspiring to this goal, the various sociai, economic and 
environmental aspects of forest use must be integrated into forest management and decision 
making. The following questions are meant to evaluate the success your MF has had in 
detennining Board/partner//stakeholder vahies, the ef£èctiveness of incorporating identifieci values 
into MF decision making processes and in establishing mechanisms for incorporating such values 
in forest management decision making outside of the MF. 

The following definition may assist you in m e r i n g  the questions. Social values are 
values that people hold about what is desirable or worthwhile. These values sometimes guide our 
actions and behaviour. In relation to forests and forest management, forest values may therefore 
be regarded as an enduring concept of good relating to forests and forea ecosystems. 

Has your MF formally attempted to identfy the forest values of Board 
rnember dparticipat ing partners? 

Y es No 

If Yes. Bnefly explain attempts (get copy of any project). 

If No. Does your MF plan to carry out such research in the future? 
Yes No 

If Yes. How do you think this information should be colIected? 

Can you idente any of the forest values held by Board members or participating partners in 
your MF? 

Yes No 

IfYes. Please identify. 

What does your stakeholder organization value about the forest? (if they have a mission 
statement in this regard collect) 

What mechanisrns is your stakeholder erg-tion currently using to translate these values 
into action? 

Do you see the MF as a viable vehicle to assia you in doing this? 
Yes No 



Do you think your MF has served as a good means for bringing people, that hold diverse 
forest values, together? 

Yes No 

IfYes. What processes are in plador should be in place, for stakeholderdpartners to gain 
a better understanding of each other's values? 
If No. Why not? 

Can you idente any changes that have occurred in the decision makulg process of the MF 
organization, or partners, due to the consideration of stakeholder values? 

Yes No 

IfYes. Please describe and probe as to how these changes occurred. 

Are stakeholdedpartner values weighted (e.g. one given more consideration than another) for 
inclusion in the decision making processes of the MF? 

Yes No 

If Yes. What criteria were used? (level of education, proximity to forest area in question, 
ethnic/cultural ties to area, leadership in community, afnliation with community organizations, 
level of forest use - subsistence vs. dependence, histoncd ties to the area, level of incorne, 
gender, etc.) 
If No, infomally are any values given more consideration than another? 

Has your MF considered how the Board mernbers/pamias forest values research might apply 
in forea management decision making outside of the MF? 

Yes No 

If Yes. What approaches have been proposed? 
If No. How do you think it might apply? 

*Note. Foiiowing questions are directed at broader community and their forest vaiues. 

Has your MF considered engaging in stakeholder values research amongst the broader 
community not directly involved in the MF organization - Prompt, e.g. aboriginal groups, 
non- aboriginal groups, active users, passive usas, local users, non-local users - idenhfy one 
or more groups? 

Yes No 

If Y es. How did the results of this work modify your understanding of other group's 
vaiues? (Lfmore than one group specify for each mentioned) 

Has the Board considered ways of incorporating the lessons learned nom this work in order 
to influence forest management decision making? 

Yes No 



5 1 b. If Yes. What approaches have been considered? 
If No. What approaches do you think should be considered? 

52a. Do you thuik your MF has increased aakeholders'/pariners' appreciation of the ways in 
which other people value the forest? 

Yes No 

52b. If Yes. Could you please explain how? 
If No. Why not? 

53. Has your h4F assessed how Merent stakeholders/partners perceive the legitimacy of other 
stakeholders and th& forest values? 

Yes No 

54a. Are the findings of al1 social values research discussed with stakeholder/partner groups? 
Yes No 

54b. If Yes. When and how? 
If No. Are there plans for this type of sharing? 

55 .  How do you see stakeholder values research, and the incorporation of such values, 
accelerating the irnplementation of sustainable forest management practices? 



Reviscd Survey Questions 

1s your stakeholder organization cwently making any atternpts to translate these values 
into action? (YM) 

UYes. Explain how. 

Can you iden* any changes in the decision making process of the MF organization, or 
partners, that have ocnirred due to the consideration of stakeholder values? (YIN) 

Are the values of any stakeholdedpartoer given more consideration than another for 
inclusion in the decision rnaking processes of the MF? (Y/N) 

If Yes. How so? 

Has your ibF discussed how the values held by Board memberdpartners might apply in 
forest management decision making outside of the MF? (Y/N) 

Has your MF engaged in stakeholder values research amongst the broader comrnunity not 
directly involved in the MF organization (e.g. aboriginal groups, active users, passive 
users, non-local users) O? 

Has the Board discussed ways of incorporating the lessons leanied &om this work in 
order to influence forest management decision rnaking? (Y/N) 

If Yes. What approaches have been discussed? 

If No. What approaches do you thin. should be discussed? 

Do you think that stakeholder values research, and the incorporation of such values can 
accelerate the implementation of sustainable forest management practices? (Y/N) 

5 Sb. Explain Why or Why not? 



APPENDIX 3 

A Synopsis of Canadian Socid Values 

- Adams' Tweîve Socid Values "Tribes" - 
Canadians 50 vears of ane or oldec 

Rtligiosity 
nimacy of Reason 
Respect for Historiai Tradition 
Respect for Authority 
DrrS 
M t  
Deferred Graîification 

Reiigiosity Global wrldview 
Famil y RtSpect for Eûucation 
Respect for Historical Tradition Desire for innovation 
Respect for Institutions 
Duty 
Fear 
Defened Gratification 

The Boomers - Canadians 30 to 49 vears of ane: 

Autonomous Rebth h d o a s  C o n d  Enthusiuts Disengaged Darwinists 
(10% of Cmadim pop.) (9% of Cm8di.n pop.) (6% of Cmadiui pop.) (i8*h of cmadim pop.) 

Fear 
Nostalgia fa the Past 

The Gen Xers - Canadiaas 15 to 29 vars  of apc  

Aimiess Depeodents TbiiUSeeking Materiilüsts 
(8 % of Canadian pop.) (7% of Canadian pop.) 

Fear Desire for money and materiai 
Desire for Indepenknce P-ons 

Desire fi,r wgnition, mpect 
and ndmitauon 

htûnomous Pa-Maîenrrüsts 
(6% of Canadian pop.) 

Frcedom 
Rtspect for Human Rights 

New Aquarfam 
(4% of Canadian pop.) 

Socid Hedonists 
(4% of Cuiadinn pop.) 

Aesthetics 
HeQnism 
S«cualPermissiveness 
Lmmediate GratinCaton 
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